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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

The Newt Has Been A
ConstructiveBooster for
Holland Since

W2

4*

VOLUME 32-HUMBER

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN. THURSDAY, JULY

30,

OGHT PAGES— Mia TIN CENTS
First Water Tests
In

Zeeland Termed

'Unsatisfactory’
ZEELAND

(Special) — Zeeand'a

m

B

dioAfutal TLoIsa

i

certificates at

commencement

HIK

ceremonies in Kalamazoo tonight.
Also included are four other students from Ottawa County and 15

vj

from Allegan County.
Holland graduatesare: Ruth B.

, iSE

........

Lt. Robert M. Jopingo

,

According to Hartgerink,the
failure of the first test meant that
the entire chlorination injection
would have to be repeated. That
operation was scheduled to begin

a four-inchdischarge compared
with the 16-inch water pipe

«

Michigan College receiving degrees

m

Chairman of the Board of Public
Works Elmer Hartgerink said that
although the 48-hour "waiting”
period wasn’t up until Monday
afternoon, earlier tests had indicated that bacteria were present

«

among

and Elementary

Holland Officer

fevi#
mm*
mm

its

certifi-

cate; Lillian A. Meppelink, 184

East

26th St., Secondarycertificate.

Ottawa County: Mable M. Lack
mann, Coopers ville, B.S. and Elementary certificate; Walter A.
Serving in
Chojnowski, Grand Haven, Secondary certificate;Marie- Jose Feyt,
Grand Haven, B.S. and Secondary
Gets
Citation certificate;Ruth Helen Skwarek,
Spring Lake, M.A.
First Lt. Robert M.'Japinga has
AUegan County: Allegan - Trula
been awarded the Wharang Dis- H. Adams, State Limited Certificate, Rhoda M. Crowle, A.B. and
tinguished Military Service Medal
Elementary certificate, Richard C.
with Gold Star, according to in* Higgs, M.A., Elenaore R. Johnson,

Korea

ROK

foimation received by his wife, the State Limited certificate, Jarvis D.
former SaBy Schrier, of 106 West Lamb, M.A.; Bradley,Annabelle

Woodward, B.S. and Elementary

13th St.

The Wharang Medal was

pre-

-

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Wednesday ware Beatrice Snyder,
route 2, Hamilton;Mrs. Isaac De
taker, 234 Wot 29th St.; Mrs.
Maggie Van Wieren, 17 East 13th
St; Calvin Vanden Brink,'43 West Cleveland.
Mth St; Keith Barens, route
Flags and gleaming, plastic
Zeeland; Mrs. Uoyd Vadder, 304 decorations,are draped across the
dty thoroughfare from Water to
Hayee
*
Fifth St. They are placed under

Ave.

Boyce, route 1, State Limited certificate; A. Marvin DeYoung, 231
West 22nd St., Elementary certificate; J. M. Hungerink, 20 East 17th
St., B.S.

(Special)

Grand Haven’s downtown area 1$
«aily decorated with a spinning,
colorful canopy of tinsel In readiness for the Coast Guard Festival
which wiU officially open Friday
morning. Opening event will be
inspection at 9:45 am. of Coast
Guard facultiesby visitingofficials from Washington,D. C, and

the 249 July graduates of Western

and

satisfactory.’*

days.

Guard Festival
GRAND HAVEN

•

were announced M "un-

this afternoon.
Hartgerinksaid that the second
injection and tests would delay the
new supply at least a week. If the
tests had turned out, the city’s
mains might have had water with
in a couple of
*
George Schout, City Water De
partment foreman, explained that
it is "quite a job to clear up a
16-inch main.” Schout said that
6,400 feet of new mains were un
der chlorination.
According to Schout, the fact
that the two new pumps have only

For Coast

Four Holland students are

results of the first pipe chlorina-

water.

To Graduate from

v

wm

another setback Monday when the

in the

Grand Haven Prepared

Western Michigan

long-awaited water relief received

tion tests

Holland Students

Motorist* and pedeatrlanaTuesday wore questioning looks on their faces as they passed a newly
painted sign on the pavement on Seventh 8L
directly in back of the police station. The four
huge white letters spelled out 8 L O M Instead of
SLOW. In painting,the last stencil had been
reversed resultingIn one mlspslled warning sign.

BUI Valkema looking down at the reverted letter
wonders how it would be fixed. It’s correctly spelled

_

today but the letter W is one of the narrowest on
any sign In the city. Pert of one leg on the letter
was painted out and the hump Inserted between
the remaininglegs.

>

certificate.

(Sentinelphoto)

^charged were Mn. John

sponsorship et the retail division of
Zack, Jr. and baby, 18 East 12th Chamber of Commerce.
St; David E. Brink, 257 Reimink
Commandant of the U. S. Coast
R<1, Box 502; Mrs. Nicholas Wig- Guard will be represented by Rear
gers, 312 East Central Zeeland' Admiral H. C. Perkins, new chief
route 4; Jacobus of operations at Washington.AdVander Wege, 352 West 20th St: miral Roy L. Raney of the 9th
Paul Porter, 11563 East 16th St; Coast Guard district wiU be reMrs. Claude Perry, 154 Lakewood presented by Capt. and Mrs. H. C.
Blvd.; Henry Vande Water, 297 Moore. Capt Moore is chief of
Lincoln Ave.
staff of the 9th Coast Guard disHospital births Include a son trict
bom Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs
Visitors are to arrive Friday
Gerard Cook, 973 Bluebell; a morning and will be welcomed by
daughter, Nancy Lynn bom Tues- members of the Coast Guard Fesday to Mr. and Mrs. RusseU Sy- tival committee,including Mayer
kesma, 1136 South Shore Dr.; a Claude Verduin.
daughter, bom Tuesday to Mr
The icebreaker Mackinaw was
and Mrs. Donald McCormick, 317 to arrive in port today. The Coast
West 14th St; a son, Dan Kevin, Guard tug Arundel with Lawfo Mr. and Mrs.
Irvin Smith, 38| West Washington, Zeeland; a daughter, Judy
Lynn, bom Wednesday to Mr. am
Mrs Robert Ver Beek, 117 West
Slst St; a daughter, born Wednesday to Mr. and Mn. Ralph
Stolp, 444 Rifle Range Rd; a son,
Larry Dale, bom Thursday to Mr.

rence Mulder of Grand Haven in'
command, also wiU be here for
the festival
Gov. and Mrs. G. Mennen Williams will be unable to attend
festivities as the governor is aU
tending a national conference of

Doster, Thelma M. Petersen,
E*Hy Trip to Holland
creates a problem for the chlorin- sented by the Korean Minister of State Limited certificate;HamilNational Defense, Son Won 111, for ton, Dorothy P. Wolbert, A.B. and Willis
ation process to overcome.
Interrupted by Fire
Everyone was quick to agree "exceptionallymeritorious conduct Elementarycertificate; L a c o t a.
however, that although another in the performanceof outstanding Anne M. Vincent, B.S. and ElemenALLEGAN (Special) Earl
pipe chlorinationis a lengthly protary certificate; Martin F. Hart,
fovernors in Seattle. .
Rozika, salesman from Bensenservice in connection with military
cess, it is ahsolutellynecessary for
M.A.; Otsego, Mrs. Hazel BeckThe big parade wiU be at 11
ville,
Dl.,
got
an
early
start
to
the protection of all water users. operation* against an armed with, B.S. and Elementary certifiand Mrs. Harold De Jong, IK Un. Saturday and a fireworks
Willis Van Wieren. 34, of 777
Schout said that city residents enemy in Korea during the period cate, and Ethel M. Kaechele, B.S.
HoUand this morning but was held
LANSING — - Ottawa Coun- Weet 13th St; a daughter, Bonnie displayfrom Dewey Hill will start
would just have to be patient, and <rf Dec. 20, 1952 to May 26, 1953." and Elementary certificate; Plain- 126th Ave. died late Wednesday up by fire.
ty's
draft quota for September has Marie, bom Thursday to Mr. am at 9 p.m. Saturday. Memorial
afternoon shortly after he was
that everything was humanly posRozika, accompaniedby his wife,. been set at 10 men and Alleaan Mrs. Robert Dunn, 1521 East servicesat Escanaba Park at 2:30
According to the translationof well, Cris S. Eldred, State Limited strickenwith a heart attack at the
sible was being done to speed the
started out
16th St; a son, Randall Alan, bom pm. Sunday will conclude the festhe citation received by Mrs. Japin- certificate; South Haven, Dale
corner of 10th St. and River Ave.
completion.
5 -aomis morning. Ab^tTv'^llei^0Unty', “
10
al,0’ accordin* *<> Thursday to Mr. and Mn. Louis tival A carnival has been set up
ga, this is the 540 award of its kind Patterson, M.A.; Wayland, Elaine
Van Wieren had just left a nearThe entire process wiM take anto be made. This number includes V. Perry, M.A., and Ruth V. Perry, by restaurant and had opened the northwest of AUegan on M-40, his "gure8 announced Tuesday by Van Vela, 216 Harrison, Zeeland. north of Washington St on Water
other five days. First, a strong
car, a 1951 sedan, was completely state selectiva service headquarSt
the South Korean and United Na- B.S. and Secondary certificate.
door of his car when he fell to the
chlorine solution will be pumped
destroyed by fire. Cause of the ters.
tions armies.
„
For the parade, the HoUand popavement.
A
HoUand
police
offiinto the new mains from Riley St.
As a member of the 511th MiliUce department wfll sfnd two
cer, en route home, was on the
and held under pressure for 48
Jail
tary IntelligenceService Company
motorcycle escorts, as will Muskescene almost immediatelyand adhours. Flushing out the lines will
in the Far East, Lt. Japinga has
gon and Muskegon Heights. Ths
ministered
artificial
respiration
untake another day before every
been an instructorof the strategic
large
section will include
til an ambulance arrived.
thing is ready to take samples.
intelligencecourse for the Repubthe
VFW
rifle drill team from
He
was
pronounced
dead
upon
ey sm.ellc? Chlef Co'- Art*™ A. Holme, uld.
Then the new water supply, al- lic of Korea Army Intelligence
Holland
(or
arrival at Holland Hospital. Van smoto. They .opened the car tnmk The September call 1, for 74 fewer
ready proved pure, will be pump- Officers.
t0 retrieve«ome men than will be drafted In AugWieren, son of Mr. and Mrs. LeonGRAND HAVEN (Special)— Al- Capt. Robert Thomas will have
ed into the new main. Water
He also helped to organize intelBamPle
®ases
before
ust
when
1,274
men
wiU
be
inard
Van
Wieren,
430
Washington
bert
Molenkamp, 22, route L charge of the Co. F driU team of
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
samples will be taken at several ligence unit* of the Army and the
ninmng to a nearby hoUse to sum- ducted.
Grand Haven. Main section of the
Olive, Tuee., was sentenced
Two
large bulldozers,being used Ave., was born Oct. 11, 1918. He
points along the line and allowed
citationpraises him for “his rare
aid:
Hamilton
fire
September’s
caU
will push Mich to 30 days in jaU by Circuit Court parade will be led by the regiwas
a
veteran
of
World
War
n
to
repair
county
roads,
received
to stand 48 hours before final testdiplomacy,keen judgement, and
ing.
unscheduled workouts Thursday having served 19 months in the partment responded and got the igan inductions for 1953 past the Judge Raymond Smith as the re- mental infantry band of Michigan
devotion to duty that have gained
Army.
uu of
or an earlier
earn
conviction on a NationalGuard of Grand Rapids
ewr
6 :3°How- 16'500 "’“rk. Since the oXe.k of sult
As in the first tests, the samples him the respect of the military night.
with Major Donald McLeaa as
evF'
ny
that
time.
aU
was
lost,
the
Korean
war,
Michigan
has
in- negligenthomicide
homic
Surviving
besides
the
parents
charge.
Sheriff's
officers
today
were
inwill be taken to the Mead-Johnaop
personnel of the Republic of Korea
commanding officer.
WU •ttoated *t ducted about 77,000
, -1
vestigating complaints the two are two sisters, Mrs. Helen GrisCo. The tests will be under the
MB
also placed on
Army, with whom he has served."
Holmes said outstate draft
machines had been tampered with sen and Mrs. Harriet Bronson, of
tion, ordered to absupervisionof Fred E. little, MusLt. J aping a entered the Army in
» manufacturer * rep- boards wiU fumieh 720 men in atain from use of intoxicatingbevsometime during the evening and Holland; four brothers, Gerald of
kegon engineer.
1943 and was released from active
early morning hours Thursday.
According to Schout, die other
Grand
Rapids and Robert, Ray- resentativeand was carrying 8am- September while Wayne County erages, not drive a car for a year,
duty in 1946. During that time he
Gerritt Meyers, contractor for- mond, and Kenneth of HoUand; pies for several different firms. wiU draft 480 men.
pay $100 coats in 30 days and $5
two pumps to completeall four
was decorated with the Bronze merly employed by the road coma month oversight fees. He had
new wells had not yet arrived. Star, after seeing action in the
two step-sisters, Norma and Ruth
mission,said someone started up a Van Dyke, Holland and a stepInstallation will begin immediately
previouslysurrendered his driver’s
State Park Continues
Rhineland and central Europe.
bulldozer, knocked down several brother, Paul Van Dyke, also of
licenseto probation officen.
upon arrival,he said.
ZEELAND (Special) —Zeeland
A graduate of Hope College,he trees and left it hung up on a Holland.
The charge against him result- High School’s class of 1928 held a
To
Draw
Large Crowdi
joined the Michigan National stump, near Eighth Ave.f northed from a fatal accident during 24th anniversary reunion Tuesday
Services will be held Saturday
Grace Church Services
Guard after his release and was east of Marne.
Holland State Park continued to the early morning hours of May night at the Hub Restaurant in
at
2
p.m.
from
the
Langeland
discharged from the guard in
draw thousands of visitors as more 17 which cost the life of Bette Zeeland. Twenty-ninepersons atThe road commissionreported a Funeral Home with the Rev. C. G.
Scheduled for August
1949 to accept a commissionin the
than 83,000 persons visited the park Mae Martin, 18, only child of Mrs. tended the event
similar bulldozer,which had been Reynen officiating. Burial will be
transportation corps as a reserve
A otrlncr
.wv
I dUrin8 ^6
last WCCk.
Daniel Martin, 539 Monroe St
Services at Grace Episcopal officer.He then served as plans used on a road at Roosevelt and in the veterans plot of the Pilgrim
Featured at the banquet meet*
Miss Martin was a passenger In tag wu the presentation of the
Sunday, count wa, 18,000 with
Church on Sunday will be two cele- and policy officer for the supply 24th St., northeast of CoopereviUe, Home Cemetery and mUitary ser- tong
was missing * seat and other vices will be held at the cemetery.
J SJk’ 44 dozen 13.000 Stopping on Saturday
n car driven by Gordon R. Thorap- class history by Mrs. Frank Boubrations of the Holy Communion at
and facilities division for the New parts.
8 'a.m. and 11 a.m. These will be
Friends
may
meet
the
family
at
SmetoS*diML^P|>Un<i‘
.°i 11'000 on Frlday- CamP-nK perinm •on, 29, Grand Haven. The Thomp- ma of Grandville.A letter was
York Port of embarkation.
in rerord issued last week totaled 225 bring- son car and the Molenkamp ear
the last two communion services
the funeral home this evening
read from the former Hass sponLt. Japinga, the son of Major
^/sbfv^YnH
Se,n!fneI in8 Me total tor the year to 1,323. collided at the intersectionof Hop- sor, Dr. M. B. Rogers, now super*
until Sept 6.
from
7
to
9
p.m.
and
Friday
from
and Mrs. Martin Japinga, 266 Two Cars Damaged
niS,?Park Manager dare Broad said kins and Franklin Sts.
During the month of August West 20th St., received his regular
3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p.m.
ntendentof schools in Meriden,
The pnna Wf
, 1,16 trailerarea was fiUed again
In Rear-End Mishap
Thompson was previously sent- Conn. Another letter wu received
there wiH be one service at 11 Army commissionin 1951.
°t* today and several traUers were in enced to 30 days in Jail for furn- from Mrs. Lois Nichols, dus
a.m. Verne C. Hohl will officiate
£ three buses pH® waiting for an opening,
Two cars were damaged when Two Drivers Charged
iahing beer to a minor as a result member from Camden. N. J.
and preach the sermon. Mr. Hohl
and convergedon Ottawa
___
they collided in a bumper-to-bumpof the same accident.
is secretary of the vestry, the parOther entertainment included
Following Accidents
for a day of softbaU, voUeybaU,
II
J If
er collision at the intersectionof
Molenkampwas convicted by a the showing of old photographi
ish lay reader and delegate to the
horaeshoes, bean bags and sundry ' "OnUfir Holland
17th St. and River Ave. at 5 p.m.
Circuit Court Jury July 7.
convention. He also took the serGRAND HAVEN (Special)
with an opaque projector.Current
activities. Although the water I Dies in MilwailkfiB
Wednesday.
State police report two accidents
vices last summer while the recsnapshots also were shown.
temperaturewas a cool 63,
*
milwauKee
Jean Volkers, 36, of 197 East on Wednesday.
tor, the Rev. William C. Warner
New officerselected were Bert
26th St., driver of a '41 model car
swimmin* for
Word has been received here of Bob Greenhoe Speaks
At 5:30 p.m. on US-16 near
was on vacation.
Wissink, president,and Mrs,
heading south on River Ave., was Nunica, cars driven by Louis J.
Sn
^rn00n'
t** death of John Hoffman,former At Optimist Meeting
Rev. and Mrs. Warner and fam
Frank Bouma, secretary-treasurW!?‘her
Holland restaurant man, who died
HOPKINS, (Special)
Plans treated for a sore neck at a near- Knuppenburg, 24, Muskegon, and
er. Another reunion wu planned
ily will leave on Aug. 3 for
William Underwood, 43, Muske- SSn !Sftted the aPpetite8 to ex- Wednesday, July 22, in Milwaukee, Bob Greenhoe,local sports an- for two years from now.
month’s vacation in, Montrose and have been announced here for the by doctor’s office.
consumptionof all that Wis. He was 78. He was born Sept. nouncer for Station WHTC, adPolice said a car driven by gon, were involved in a crash
Sixteen members of the original
Allentown, Pa., with their families selectionof a queen to represent
1874, on a farm which is now dressed the Optimists at their te- I raduattag class of 29 were pres*
Miss Mary Lou Pierson will be the Hopkins area in the contest Larry Zabinski, 33, Chicago, fail- Knuppenburg, driving east, at- amnnntLnSf When
Pr0vided
of Grand Rapids. His parants gular meeting Monday noon at the ent. Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Bouma
the organist during August while to be held the first night of the ed to stop in time and collided tempted to make a left turn di- aZit thp
f
°t news- were Jacob L. Hoffman and the Eten House. He told of the start of Grand Rapids were the only
with the rear of the Volkers’ car. rectly in front of Underwood, boZ two
Mrs. Leonard Kuite, organist and Allegan county fair.
traveling west.
of the first radio stations in the class couple present.
n?
°f mlk and five former Pletemella Steketee.
choir director is vacationing.
The queen chosen from all Damage to the Volkers’ car was
Knuppenburg was charged with pounds of wieners went untouch- Mr. Hoffman operatedthe Bos- 1930’s how the networks were
estimated
at
$150
and
at
$250
to
Other guests Included: Zeeland
The Rev. James Curtis of All county entrants will reign over
started and how station WHTC —Mr. and Mrs. William Baarman,
the ’50 model Zabinski car, police making an improper left tum.iNo
Saints’ Church, Saugatuck, will be the week-long fair.
one
was
injured.
included
the
gro„p
,h,
year
said.
got its beginning in 1948.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Luurtsema,
available in the event of an emerWilliam Wynn>- is serving as
At 9:30 pjn., Nicholas Essenyl,
Greenhoe has been with this Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius De Jonge,
Zabinski was issued a ticket for
gency.
and Nick Hoffman.Jr-. of Holland, and
chairman of the Hopkins contest
19,
route
1,
Grand
Haven,
and
station from its beginning.He said Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Staal Mr,
which will be held Saturday, failing to observe an assured clear Donald P. Lewi*, 19, Grand Haven, eeS^han^pTr Jr ^nine COntm' during World War 1 ran foe Hotel
distance ahead.
Accnmn/nifnfff6,
Cafe in the old Hotel HoUand. His the locationof the local station is and Mrs. Albert Vanden Brtai^
Aug.
22,
in
conjunction
with
an
Miss Helmink Honored
were invovled in an accident on
desirable'’ and that during Mr. and Mrs. Andy Lokers.
ice cream social for the benefit
weTorlZ A* g°,UP '‘V!* l38t Venture in Holland was a cafe* “very
Mercury Dr. a mile and a half dav
the weekly test periods WHTC
Vander
’i B,^0pA John tena‘ He worked as a chef on the
Holland— Dr. and Mrs. Titus
At Dinner and Shower
of the high school band uniform Seek Motorist After
east of US-31 in Grand Haven RnhPrt
Feyter» Jakes (or many years on carter- was heard as far away as Texas.
Van Haitsma, Mr. and Mrs. Georgs
fund.
township. Lewis had slowed down
Jack
Yeomans,
Bob
Mason,
and
Ri.chardl Ebel, ries, freighters and passenger
J. Moeke; Grand Rapids— Mr. and
Mrs. George Stegenga and Mrs.
Wynn said the contest would Early Morning Atcident
to make a right turn into a driveJack Kole‘ Unes‘ He moved to Milwaukee in Bill Hopps, new members of the Mrs. Bert Wissink. Mr. and Mra
Jack Knoll entertained at a din- be open to any area girl between
way when his car was struck bi Kandy Vande Water, former Sent- 1924 and retired in 1941.
chib, were formallyinductedby
Police today were seeking the
Carl Hoffman; GrandviUe — Mr.
ner and shower Tuesday evening the ages of 13 and 21. A $10 cash
the rear by Essenyi’s car. The Ifl-P'r,' a,?V88l8ted.He is He is survivedby four sons, Past President William Venhuizen.
driver
of
a
car
which
pulled
out
and Mrs. Frank Bouma, Mr. and
in the Centennial Room of the award will be made to the winner
latter was charged with excessive ome on furlough from Fort Bliss, John, Jr., Alfred, Lloyd and Chai^ Don DenUyl was weicomed back
Mrs. Marvin Langeland; James*
Warm Friend Tavern, for Miss and $5 will be give nto four run- of a dnveway on US-31 about a speed.
'les, all of Milwaukee; 11 grand- into the club after an extended town— Mr. and Mrs. ^ohn Lamquarter
of a mile south of Holland
Jane Helmink, bride-elect o/ Roger ners-up.
absence.
Bud
Raphael
acted
as
Piling up two other cars that
mere.
chi,dren: a brother, Jacob of HolWiersma, whose marriage will
Seargent at Arms, and Andy
came to an abrupt stop.
Two Driven Receive
Jftll Term, #111
land; a brother-in-law;sisters-inMrs. Ruth Van Ingen, who is
take place in August.
Sroeenge,vice president of the
law, and nieces and nephews.
Allegan County Deputy Henry
visiting her mother, Mrs. Jennld
The table and rooms were decor- Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Streur
chib, introduced the speaker and
Given Tip$y Driver
Bouwman said cars driven by Ed- Tickets in Collision
Goezen of Zeeland, wu also pres*
ated in yellow and white to match
conducted the businessmeeting.
Entertain Moose Officers ward T. Papke, 32, Grand Rapids
Clemuel
Goode,
17,
HaraUton,
ent. She is living in New York,
the favors and place cards. Miss
J- ler Beek> Sr.,
and Abraham Moore, 20, 48 i East was ticketed by poUce Wednesday grand Haven <sp«ui)
where her husband is stationed
Helmink received many gifts. The
Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Streur
Dr. de Voider Attends
with the Coast Guard.
Sv were headin8 north on night for failing to keep an assurprize for a game was won by Miss
entertainedsupreme, state and US-31 about 1 am. today when a ed clear distance ahead after he
Planning the reunion were WilPatty Houtman and a duplicate local officers of the Loyal Order
Ministers Conference
third car pulled out in front of collidedwith an improperly parkliam Baarman, Albert Vanden
prize was given to the bride-elect. of the Moose at an open house
wll“th blrt*'‘i«y
John
them. Papke stopped but Moort ed car on the south side of Eighth A. HurtedTuesday6
Those attending were the Misses last Friday afternoon. The party
Dr. Marion de Velder and his Brink and Mrs. Nelson Steal
was unable to stop in time to St between River and CoUege ordered to pay fine and cost of Beek’ Sr-’ waa held Wednesday
Gloria Hungerink, Mary Ann was held in the Centennial Room
$111.35 and serve three da vs in evening on
lavvn at the home family are at Green Lake, Wis.,
avoid a collision with Papke’s car. Aves.
of her son, Dick Ter Beek.
Knooihuizen, Patty Houtman, Jan- of the Warm Friend Hotel.
this week attending the Mission to Bridal Shower Honors
Damage to Moore’s ’49 model car
La
Verne
Hoeksma,
17,
of '810
ice Karsten, Marlene Konlng and
If the fine and costs are
PrC8ent at foe party besides Mr. Ministers Conference from July 27
That evening, Mr. and Mrs. was estimated at $200 and at $75 East Eighth St., driver of the
Miss JeaneHe Kruiswyk
Betty Bareman and the Mesdames
Mra- Ter ^ek, Sr., were aU to Aug.
This conference is
Streur gave a dinner party for the to Papke's ’47 model car, poiice parked car was issued a summons paid an additional90 days in
Ed Nyland, Don Gilcrest, Jerry supreme and state officers, also in said.
county Jail were ordered. Arrest of the children- Mr. and Mrs. John sponsored by the National Council
Miss Jeanette Kruiswyk was
for improperparking. Damage to
Houting,Jack Knoll and George the Centennial Room. The officers
was by dty police Monday night Ter Beek- Jr > GaiT Ter Beek and of Churches and includes leaders
• Moore was issued a ticket for the '41 model Goode car was estiguest of honor at a bridal showei
Stegenga.
were here to attend the official failureto have his car under con- mated at $150 and at $200 to the at the corner of Seventh and ®°n Keith' Mr- and Mrs. James from this country and abroad.
Tuesday evening, given by her sisGrant Sts. after a car Chamber- Cook end Betty, Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. de Velder, pastor of Hope ter, Mrs. Harold Daknan, 262
opening of the new Moose Club trol
Hoeksma car, police said.
lain
was
driving
collided
with
a
I Hichard Schaddelee and Ronald
that day.
Church ih Holland, was named by East 12th
Seeks Judgment
iL
taxi owned by the City Cab Co Mre- Ruth Nonhof and son John, the Department of Evangelism of
Mr. Streur is present secretary Miss Marcus Honored
Miss Kruiswyk found her gift!
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
and
driven
by
Otis
Stowe
of
Grand
Mrand
MrsJF.
Van
Dyke
and
Two Lansing Visiton
the Reformed Church in America by reading notes on ribbons which
Friday, the non-jury case of the local club and has been
Haven.
the host and hostess, Mr. and Mrs.
aa one of six Reformed Church were attached to
miniature
brought by F. C Murphy, route 4, elected secretary of the Kalama- At Farewell Dinner
Shuck Down by Car
Dick Ter Beek.
ministers to attend the confereax. bride, bridegroomand minister.
Fremont, against Schaap Bros. zoo club. He will take up his
Two
Lansing residents were inMrs. Ter Beek, Sr., will be celeDuring the minister's absence
The Gray Ladies held their anLoiei Right Eye
Poultry of Holland is scheduled duties in that dty at the end of
jured Thursday afternoon when
brating her birthday today also, at the conference and on vacation, Prizes were won by Mrs. Willis
this month. ’
nual dinner combined with a fareNuismer,and the Misses Jo Anns
for hearing. Plaintiffis seeking
they were struck by a car as they After Freak Mishap
at her home, 90 East 14th St
the following will
guest Lager and Connie Van '’“,“
well party for Miss Beth Marcus
judgment of $742.40 representing casting Co.
crossed Eighth St. at CoUege Ave.
Wednesday evening. Twenty Emiiie Sidwell, 51, and Caroline
preachers: Aug. 22, the Rev. HarGuests included the
the balance due- on a quantity of
Clarence Westenbroek, 47, of
vey Hoffman, Second Reformed L. B. Dalman, B.
members were present at the din- I«er, 74, both of Lansing, were
Mothers
Club
Has
Annual
turkeys sold the defendant Sept Fifth Polio Victim
395 East Eighth St., was convalesChurch of Hackensack, N.„ J.; GrondeUe, G. Va
ner which was held at the Ameri30, 1952. Plaintiffalleges the 576
treated for cuts and bruises at cing at his home today following Picnic at Tunnel Park
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Aug. 9, Dr. Justin Vander Kolk, Whiten, H. Vander ]
can Legion club house.
turkeys sold weighed 8,560 pounds John Paul, 27, of 32 East 29th St.,
HoUand Hospitaland released. an operation at Holland Hospital
New Brunswick Theological SemMiss Marcus has accepted a poand W. 1
and sold for 32 cents a pound live- Holland, is Ottawa Cqunty*sfifth
Driver of the car. Jason Petroei- Sunday for removal of his right
Members of the Lakeview Moth- inary, New Brunswick, N. 1; Aug.
sition in New York City as asStipof
weight totaling$2,739.20, and that polio victim.He was taken ill July
je, 25, of 113 East 23rd St., was eye.
er’s Club had their annual picnic 16, the Rev. John E. Buteyn, First
sociateexecutive secretary for the
defendanthad made pa
Westenbroek. a mechanic at Tuesday evening. Thirty-five Reformed Church, Rochester. N.
and on July 28 was taken to Board of Domestic Missions, Re- heading south on- CoUege Ave., and
Anne
three checks totaling
was making a left turn onto Overbeek’s garage on Gordon St., members attended the event at
where his
formed Church In America.
Defendants in their am
Eighth St., when he struck the was working at his bench last Tunnel Park.
sented a clock radio two women, police said.
claim total weight
Friday when a piece of steel flew
After a wiener roast the group
lie'
gift Irom the Gr«y J
a 010 pounds
Holland police continued tfaetr
had a community sing an the
,
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| Legionnaires Go

More Entries for

To State Meeting

Gty Tennis Meet

sent American Legion Posts 6 and

Direct

or of
still

188 at the state convention in De-

Recreation Joe

Moran announced today
there are

Eleven Holland men will repre-

troit July 80 to

that

from Post

plenty of openalota

left In the City Recreation

Cornelius Havinga, Henry
Cook, Louis Dalman, Dr. W. G.
Henderson, and Albert I. Van
Lenta, with Dr. William Weetrate

way

Bowwman

beat Dae Overway,
6-3, 6-3, in the semis. Overway
won by default over No. 4 seed. ed Tom Bratt. Bowerman trounced Ken Pothovento meet Overway
In the semi-finals.

2. Delegates

der

Tennis

tournament, which will get under*
In the older divisions Monday.
The 1(V12 class is now in progress and the under 10 class is In
the finals, but Moran said he
oould use more boyi and girl* in
the under 15 and under 18 divisions. There is also plenty of room
In the men's and women's classes.
Deadline for entries is today
and Moran will start pairing the
participants immediately. There
will be medals to the winners of
all eventa, awarded by the Sup*
erior Sport Store.
Trophies will be given in most
classes by The Sentinel and the
First National Bank. Trophies
for women and men this year
will be a permanent type, while
the other division winners will
receive rotating trophies for
singles only.
In the boya under 10 "bantam”
class, the two favorites were in
the finals. Gary Teall, rated No.
1 was paired againstRon Bowerman, seeded No. 2, for the crown.
Teall blasted his way to three
straight victoriesto gain the finals. He overwhelmed Terry Pott,
64), 6-1, conquered Earl Haverdink, 6-1, 6-2, and beat No. 3 seeded Cavin Dykeira, 6-2, 6-3.

Aug.

6 will Include Oomman-

as alternate.

Commander Charles

Mn, Alden

Knoolhul-

CUre Van
La Barge and Ben
Stoner,

Uere, William
Bowmaiter will be delegatee from
Poet 188.
They will join an estimated 10,000 outstat* and 15,000 Detroit Legionnaires and friends for the 35th
annual meeting.
The acutal delegates, however,
will total only 1,999, and are scheduled to express the Legion's official
opinion on more than 30 resolutions
dealing with everything from the
Michigan Veterans Trust Fund to
the question of atonic energy in
private industry.
The local Legionnaires plan to
leave today and Thursday. Stoner,
Al Van Zyl, University of Michigan dental stugram aponaorod by tha Michigan State Health DeDr. Westrate, and Commander
dent, prepares a young patient’s teeth for sodium
partment The Instrument! In the first two ehllHavinga will be tha first to depart,
fluoride treatments designed to out down eavldron’a mouths art keeping their teeth dry for tho
since they are due at the Thursday
ties. Hit auiatant, Klalne Van Voorst, watches.
applications.Tha fluoridereacts with tha anamal
morning meeting of the 40 and 8,
Front to back the children are Sandra Kay NIson tha tooth, and stain or molaturo greatlyreduces
the Legion honorary.
boer, 7, Adela Weenum, 11, Judy Karafa, 12,
Its affect Studies show tha program should result
Stoner, the alternate committeeJohnny Prlneo, 8, Mary Lynn Karafa, 8. More
In a 40 to 60 per cent drop In the number of
man
for the fifth legion district,
than 700 Holland children are expectedto rocavities.
will be Installed as district commitoslvo tho treatments as. part of a atato-wldopro(Sentinelphoto)
teeman followingthe convention.
High point of the affair will be
election of new state commander,
with currently only one candidate
for the spot. Other plan* include a
Commander's Ball Saturday night,
a welcoming address by Detroit’s
Mayor Cobo, and a speech by the
Legion’s nationalvice commander.
The famed Jackson Legion ZouAbout 700 Holland children are
ZEELAND (Special)
Miss
aves, drill team which represented
expectedto receive aodium-fluorHolleman of Byron Center, presi- Mattie Dekker, a foitner Zeeland Michigan in the presidentialinauIde treatment to prevent tooth decay under the State Health De- dent; Thomas A. Rosema, Jenison, and Holland residentwho ha* been gural parade, will also be featured.
partment program which win ef- vice president,and Gerrit Elzinga, living in Ashville, N. C, died Tues
Hudsonville, secretary and treasfect from 18,000 to 17,000 Michiday morning following a lingering
urer.
gan children this summer.

Dekker

Local Children Get

Mattie

Fluoride Treatments

DiesinAshvie

In the under 12 boya division
very few results were in. No. 1
seeded Jack Damson has advanced
into the third round with a bye
and a default Bill Haverdlnkdtp*
pad Dale Overway, who entered
two divisions,6-1, 6-3. Another The treatments are being administered locally at Washington
winner was Ted Fik over Bruce
school, from 9 am to 4 pm each
Vander Ploeg, 64), 6-0. Wayne
day. Hie program started five
Overway beat Doug Windemulweeks ago and will end about the
ler, 6-1, 6-1.
middle of August Al Van Zyl, of
In the girls under 12 singles,
Beech Court, senior dental .stuJoan DUbrow and Suzanne De
dent at the University of Michigan
Free were rated No. 1 and 2 rewho is giving the treatments, said
spectively.Miss Disbrow was in
the program will last a week longthe semis with a bye and a 64),
er than originally scheduledand
64) conquest over Ann Vander that he will be able to take as
Mast, while Miss De Prea had many more children as call
advanced with a victory over
Tha fluoride is applied with a
Rosemary Vander Maat Nancy
cotton swab after the child's teeth
Cooper waa alio in the send* with
have been properly prepared,
a hard-fought 9-11, 6-4, 6-4 win
which includes a good cleaning.A
over Vicky Ziel and a default
two per cent solutionit used, and
experiments indicate results are
a 40 to 60 per cent drop in the
number of cavities.
The sodium-fluoridereacts with
the enamel on the tooth to make
it more imperviousto the adds
FENNVILLE (Special) - The which cause cavities. However, It
marriage of Miss Lucille Kluck, must be administeredwhile the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louie teeth are still in the growth age.
For best results each child
Kluck, and A-3c John H. Kiss, sen

iani
Fourteen-year-oldpolio vletlm Father Hoover alia
on her apaolal bicycleaa her father, Alva Hoover,
of route 2, Fennville, adjust! tha toa atrape.
Eathar atlll naada crutchea and bracea to walk,
but ahe la ualng tha bleypte to build up the muscles In her arms, lege, and back. Mr. Hoover built
the bicyclehimself,and Kathar hat been using It

for three montha now. 8he pump* from one to
two mllea every day, and tha speedometer ehowa
over 100 mllei. Definite progreee hat been mado
and laet weak Either “rode" the bike for the first
time without the toe straps. At first, her parente
had to hold her kneea when she used the bicycle.
(Prince Studio photo)

-

illness. She

was 7L

Hamilton

Birth Determines

Fennville Girl Rides
Bicycle to Lick Polio

Social Security

—

FENNVILLE (Special)
A
Miss Dekker was bom in ZeeMr. and Mrs. Richard Elenbaas fourteen-year-oldFennvilie girl is
land, March 19. 1882, the daughter
Benefit
and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jansen
‘Leadoff Whittier’Still
of
the late Mr. and Mn, D. H. were called to Zeeland last week not letting polio keep her down—
Hie mission picnic will be held
At Site in Middleton
A year and a haW of work under
by the sudden death of their m fact, she’s riding a bicycle.
on Friday evening at Hughes Dekker
She
taught
in
the
Holland
pubsocial security provides monthly
father,Anthony Elenbaas. Funeral
Esther Hoover, daughter of Mr.
Park, Hudsonville.
ALLEGAN (Special) - When
Miss Kate Troost waa ablfe to lic schools for 30 years, until her services were held on Monday at and Mn. Alva Hoover of route 2, Edward Bowers, Allegan, said benefits only in cases where the
retirement in 1942, when she went the home and in the First Reworker reaches 65 or dies before
attend church servicesagain SunFennville,ha* been pedaling from good-bye to his birthplacein Midto live with her siater in Ashville. formed Church in Zeeland, the
July 1954.
day after her recent operation.
Before teaching in the Holland Rev. John den Ouden officiating. one to two “miles" every day for dleton, Tenn., 35 yean ago, he
Some people have been led to beMr. and Mrs. William Aukeman
took
a
last
look
at
the
little
and family called on their par- schools, Miss Dekker taught in The deceased and his family were almost three months on her spec- town’s mAin street and the row lieve that a year and a half of covSt. Clair and Harbor Beach, Mich. Hamilton resident* for
ered work are all that anyone
few ial, stationary
,
ent*, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van
of citizens sitting on the curb, needs to get benefit payment* unWhile living in Zeeland,Miss years.
Ess.
True, Esther doesn’t go anywhere whittling on cedar sticks.
Dekker was a member of the First
der social security. This is not true
At the annual meeting of the
Mrs. Leonard Van Ess enterBowers re-visited Middleton last
but it’s all part of an extensive
Reformed Church and also taught
tained a group of women Friday Sunday school. Upon moving tc Hamilton School District, Freder- program designed to conquer the week for the first time aince that since the length of time one must
afternoon.Attending were Mrs. Holland, she became a member of ick Johnson was re-electedat the dread disease that * truck her Iasi leave-taking and the first thing work to become Insured is determined by the worker’s date of
Ernest De Weerd of Morrison. 111., the Third Reformed Church. Sur- expiration of* a previou* term of September.
he noticed was the row of whitbirth. To become insured and stay
serviceon the Board of Education.
Mrs. Nick De Weerd, Mrs. Wilbur
tlers
along
the
curb.
Of course, there was the usual
viving besides the sister, Mrs. J.
Insured, the worker must have
Schreamer,Mrs. John Boonstraof T. W. Stewart,of Ashville, art The personnel of the board are painful recuperation — over six
And Bowers claims that the worked under social securityfor at
president,
John
Kaper;
secretary,
Grand Rapids, Mrs. John De two other sisters, Mn. Nichoia*
months in Grand Rapids hospitals first man in the row was the tame
Weerd of Hudsonville, Mrs. Ray Smith, Grand Rapids, and Mrs Harvey G. Schipper; treasurer, including several days in Blodgett “leadoff whittler" who waved least half of the time between Jan.
1, 1951 and his 65th birthdayor
Van Haltsma of Zeeland, Mrs. Jennie Ten Broeke, of Borculo; Richard Brower; trustees, Mr. Memorial Hospital plus more than good-bye to him 35 yean ago.
date of death.
Corneal Patmos and her grand- two brothers, Henry Dekker, otf Johnson and James Busscher. The five month* in the Mary Free Bed
Any work he had under social
school
yard
ha*
been
leveled
and
children,Johnny Albrecht and Zeeland, and Dr. M. C. Dekker,
Convalescent Home.
securityafter 1936 and prior to 1951
Barbara Patmos, Mrs. Peter De Grand Rapids; a aiater-in-law, is being covered with top-soil preIn March of this year, Esther
will count toward meeting this reWeerd, Mrs. Marvin Zwiers, Ron- Mre. Dena Dekker, Grand Rapids, paratory to the landscaping work. was released and allowed to go
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Timmer- home. But the doctor* offered
quirement. In no case can a worker
ald and Aria. Refreshment*were and several nieces and nephew*.
man and young son have returned nothing definite. "Would she ever
be insured with less than one and
served by the hostess.
of Mr. and Mrs. John G. Kiss, was should be treated at each of four
from a few weeks stay in Phoenix, walk again?" she asked. They did
a half years work, nor does anyone
Mrs. Rudolf Elders and children
•
solemnized Saturday at 10 a.m. at age levels: three yean old, to
need more than 10 years work to
not know.
and Miss Dorothy Ver Hage were Holland Scoots Awarded
be
f
St Peter’s Catholic Church at protect tha baby teeth, seven In an automobileaccident last
At the morning service of the
AH the physician* oould reoom
Foorth in Talent Show
yean, eleven yean and 14 yean.
local Reformed Church four in- mend was the normal procedure
Douglas,
ALLEGAN (Special) — Alwin De In order to find how many yean
week Monday on RUey St east of
The Rev. William Hookterp per- Fourteen is about tha age limit Zutphen. Miss Ver Hage, riding
IRVINE RANCH, Calif. (Spec- fants receivedthe rite of Holy for polk) recovery. Included were Haan, of Orange City, Iowa, who of work you will need to be insured
formed the double ring ceremony for effectiveresults.
with Mrs. Elders, was taken to ial)— Six Holland-area Boy Scouts, Baptism: Lori Beth, daughter of the "hot pack" and “tub" treat- will supervise a re-appraisalof all when you are 65 use the table beAt each age tha treatment conMr. and Mrs. Harvey Lugten; ments along with a systematic set Allegan property, began work low.
in the presence of 125 guests,
Holland Hospital with a fractured now en route home from the NaJanet
Allison, daughter of Mr. of exercises.
For her wedding, the bride chose sists of four applications spaced leg.
(If you have your 65th birthday
here Monday, preparing for tho
tional Boy Scout Jamboree, will
k white ballerina-lengthgown of from one to three days apart The
Esther was paralyzed from the arrival of his five-man crew before July 1 of the year indicated
The Rev. and Mrs. Sidney Wer- receive fourth-place medals for- and Mrs. Harvey Koop; Jack Irembroiderednylon net over satin, total aeries of treatmentspro- kema and family attended church their performance In the talent win, son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald waist down. And Mr. and Mrs. which will go into action within in the first colum.i, you will need
fashioned with a strapless fitted ivides life-timeprotection.
Veldhoff, and James Allen, son of Hoover wanted to help her in the 10 days.
the number of years of work unservice* here last Sunday. Rev. contest held at the Jamboree.
bodice topped with a long-sleeved Hie teeth must be dean, and Werkema is a former pastor of
DeHaan represents the J. M. der social security in the second
The
Holland group ran away Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Van der recovery program as much aa posKolk. Soloists were Dale Groen- sible.
Jacket Her waist-lengthveil of net kept dean, during the treatment the church.
Cleminshaw Co., of Cleveland, an column to get payments.)
with its sectionchampionship with
They taught her how to walk appraisal company which operates
fell from a Juliet cap trimmed with since any stain prevents the
.................... 1% years
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Zwiers, a clever Interpretation of the heide, playing a trombone solo,
orange blossoms.She carried a fluoride from reacting with the Ronald and Aria, and Mr. and Dutch klompen dance, complete "He Lives” and Mrs. Bert Brink, up and down the stair* with the on a nation-wide scale.
1955 .....................
2 year*
aid of her crotches and braces.On
whits prayer book centeredIn a fimmel.
1957 .....................
3 years
Field work probably will start
Mrs. Leonard Van Ess went to with costumes. Competitionwith singing the selection,"Hold Thou
The local program is in its
the front porch of the Hoover in the first ward, DeHaan said. 1959 .......... .......... 4 years
bouquet of white roses and carnaFlint last Saturday to see damage 33 other sectionchampions netted My Hand." The pastor, the Rev.
fourth year, with Holland unique
home, one quickly noticesthe rail
tions.
Peter
J.
Muyskens
was
back
In
his
Householden can expect three 1961 ..................... 5 years
caused by the tornado there.
the fourth place. The medals will
ling built especiallyfor Esther.
own
pulpit
after
a
three-Sun
day
1963 .....................
6 years
Attending as maid of honor was among the 35 centen in the state
visitors while work is in progress,
The
famiUes of Mr. and Mrs. be presented at either a troop or
But adl this wasn't enough for although only one of them will
vacation absence.
1965 .....................
7 years
Miss Louise Sliwoskl, and as in that it owns Its equipment Fred Ensink, Mr. and Mrs. George Chippewa District event.
bridesmaids,the bride'* listers, Other areas borrow facilities from Hmmer and Mrs. Carrie Timmer
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Lampen the Hoover*. They wanted to actually ask questions.The first 1967 .....................
8 years
Participating from the Holland
Misses Clara and Helen Kluck. the state. A $1,500 fund contrib- receivedword of the death of area were Dale Jones, Bob Madi received word of the illness of teach her to walk again— without visitor will be the "measurer" 1969 ....................................
9 year*
They wore identical gowns of satin uted several year* ago allowed their cousin, Henry Meyer, 77, of Son, Bob Grais, and Roger Hop- their grandson, Bruce Hall, who the aid of either crotches or who probablywill not even c<xne 1971 or later ........... 10 years
Another widespread misunderwith nylon net overskirts, with Holland to buy and maintain the Forest Grove. Funeral services kins, all of Holland, Lawrence was taken to Blodgett Hospital brace*. It waa then that Mr to the door. He wll be followed by
Hoover hit upon the idea of buiidthe latter part of last week.
matching caps in pastel pink, lav- portablechair and the cleaning were held last Wednesday.
standing is the meaning of the avean
Inspector
who
will
call
at
the
Mulder, Zeeland, and Bob Blllett,
ender and blue, respectively.Their machinery and air hose.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bartels ing the special bicycle.
house to ask a few questions.The rage monthly earnings on which
Hamilton.
Esther atarted using the bicycle
Most of the children signed up
and sdn Michael and Mr*. Barbouquets were of roses and carnathird man is known as the re- all social security payments are
during the year from circulars
tion*.
tel*’ brother, Carl Parson of Find- In May. After three months, she viewer. He will check original based. Some people believe that
Custody of Murdered
lay, Ohio, were viiitors in the has made definite progress. At findings and determine the final their average earnings are deterThe groom’s cousin,Steven Kiss, which were distributed in school
home of the former’* parente, Mr. first, her toe* had to be strapped appraisal value.
attended as best man and ushers Parent co-operation has been very
mined by using only the yean in
The Rev. J. Van Dyken is spendCouple’s Child Sought
a»d Mr*. John Bartels. Another to the pedals and her parents had
were Ned Bale, Jr., of Fennville, good. Van Zyl report*, and most ing this week at Camp Geneva.
DeHaan said every property will which they had worked under sochUdren have reacted very well
visitor in the latter’shome for to hold her knees while she pedal- be checked at least five times, in cial security. Actually, the entire
and Charles Kelly of Chicago.
The regular monthly meeting of
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Theseveral day* was David Brdwer of ed.
•'Mis* Lilli Ibarri of Fennvillewas He confined that tha application* the deacons was held at the home
the field and in the office, to el- period after 1950 up to the date of
custody of Patricia Ann Kuntz, inNew York City, son of the Rev. Last week, however, ahe did the iminate any chance of errors.
soloist and Mrs. Phillips of Detroit themselves are only a part of the of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Cotta on
death or date he became 65 is
fant
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Anexercises for the tint time withprogram, the other being an at- Tuesday evening.
and Mrs. Bert Brower.
and Saugatuckwas organist.
counted. Earnings after 1936 and
City
Assessor
Clarence
Wise,
drew Kuntz, who were murdered in
After the rites, a wedding break- tempt to get children used to a
The Junior C.E. members and their farm home April 10, was be- Mr. and Mrs. Ben Nykamp were out the toe straps. She ride* the who will work closely with the ap- prior to 1951 are Included only if
notified of the death of their bike once a flay in her bedroom,
it results in a higher average
fast was served to the wedding trip^to the dentist
sponsors had a party at Green
The use of a swab is known Lake on Tuesday evening. Several ing sought by the child's paternal brother-in-law, Mr. Janenga of and the special speedometernow praisalengineers, emphasized that monthly wage. Periods of non-emparty at Tara in Douglas. A receptheir staff will have no interestIn
grandmother
today.
Chicago. Mrs. Janengs is the shows more than 100 miles.
tion was held at 2 p.m. at Hospi- as a topical application.Another local mother* drove cars and
personalproperty, only real es- ployment due to Illness,lay-offs, or
Mrs. Elizabeth Kovacs, the former Marjorie Bulthuis, a resimeans of applying fluoride is about 40 children attended.
The Holers, however,are the
tality House in Fennville.
early retirement are counted and
. grandmother, fllpd an appeal from
through drinking water, and while
first ones to admit that it is
Both the bride and groom are
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Van Dam and an order of the Ottawa County pro- dent of Hamilton many years ago.
He also pointed out that the re- will cut down the amount of the
Richard and David Cooper of too early to tell whether or not sults of the appraisal will be used average monthly earnings and regraduates of FennvilleHigh School. both methods have been declared family are spending this week at
bate court to CircuitCourt awardGrand Rapids have been summer the blcj^e wiH lead to eventual a* a tax assessment, but only as sult in a lower social securitypayThe bride has been employed in safe by health authorities,the Big Star Lake at their cottage.
ing custody of the seven-month-old
latter has raised a storm of provisitorsin the home of their recovery. They point out that a basis for establishingan equit- ment.
the office of Crown Frame Co., and
John Van Dam is in Zeeland
infant to an aunt and uncle, Mr.
test
from
parents
In
many
comgrandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Esther still uses her crutches and able roll for the entire city.
the groom is on 18-day furlough
Hospital,recovering from an operA representative of the social
and Mrs. Robert Stackhouse of E. Brower.
brace*.
following Army training in Texas. munities. The water method Is ation.
securityoffice Is at the Post Office
Broomal,
Pa.
A
jury
trial
was
deMr. and Mrs. Kennth Heuvel- The bicycle idea, however, Is
Ha has been transferredto Mobile, perhaps better, sine* the fluoride Carol and Jack, children of Mr. manded.
In Holland each Tuesday from 10
can permeate the enamel whereman have taken up residence in unique. Mr. Hoover said he had Divorces Granted
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. He will gladly
Ala., where the newlyweds will
and Mrs. Ed Butler, are spending
Probate
Court
on
July
6
awarded
heard
of
using
cycle*
for
polio
victhe Ben Ter Haar house, recently
make their home after a northern as with the topical method it Is this week at Carson City at the
answer any questions regarding
custody of the child to the couple.
limited to the outer layer.
vacated by the Ezra Hayes fam- tims, but that he had never seen In Circuit Court
Michigan wedding trip.
social security.
home of their grandparenti.
Mrs. Kovacs, who had previously ily, who have moved to East Ssu- any models. Regular bicycleparts
The program is being carried
The Sunday School picnic will be
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
were used in the construction.
sought custody,asked In her appeal
out in the state by 15 Junior denAug. 12 In Jamestown Spring that the child be awarded to her, gatuck. Mr. Heuvelman, formerly
For
Instance, there are three The following divorces were
tists, 20 student dental hygienist*,
Grove. Program will be in charge or to an uncle of the child, Frank of Zeeland will be a member of sprockets instead of the usual two. granted in the Ottawa Circuit
and two graduate dental hygienthe teachingstaff at the Hamilof Mr. and Mn. Bernard Mast and
Kuntz.
The extra one is used to hold an- Court Tuesday afternoon:
ists from the University of MichMr. and Mn. John Ter Haar; Mrs. Kuntz, remarried since the ton school this fall. He has been other pair of pedal ban, which Harriet Joan Clason was grantAdmitted to Holland Hoq?itaJ igan. The dental branch of the
in military servicefor a couple of
music, Mn. Jacob Cotta end
murder of Mr. and Mra.^Kuntz, re- yean, having recentlyreceived have handle ban 'so Esther can ed a decree from David Marshall
IViasday were Ray Vanden Brink, State Health Department ia coArlene Shoemaker.
pump with her hands also. In this Clason. Custody of the minor Nets
134 Vander Veen; Diane Riermers- operating with local dentists,and
sides at 928 WashingtonSt., Grand his discharge papers.
The Bos reunion met in James- Haven.
way, she can develop her anna, child was awarded to the plainma, 425 Howard; Calvin Tardiff, health, school tnd dvtc groups.
Mn.
Willis
Lampen
and
daughtown Spring Grove on Saturday
818 North Shore Dr.
legs, and back at the same time. tiff.
ZEELAND (Special) - Andrew
en, Joyce and Faith, entertained
evening, July 25.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoover said that Mary J. Morgan was awarded a JedrejiwtW, 32, of Chicago, paid
Dfochargedwere Wilma Smith,
at
a
bridal
shower
in
their
home,
Sunday
School
Clau
Mr. and Mn. Richard Brummel
anyone who is interestedin build- decree from Herman Morgan.
9022 South Shore Dr.; Mrs. George 1,366 Now Reprofontod
honoring bride-elect,Miss Madel$37,90 before Justice Egbert J.
have returned after spending 10
1 Tubergen and baby, 220 South In County Farm Huron
ing a similar model to help a polio Custody of the three minor chilStages Wiener Roast
Boes last week for passing a ear
ine Lemson of Zeeland.
days
at
Sugar
Island
with
their
120th Ave.; Mrs, John Brink and
patient is welcome to come out dren wu awarded to the mother.
and running it#off the road.
Mn. Fred Eding moved into her
•on and family, Mr. and Mn. Ray
baby, route 6; Mr*. Simon SybeaAccording to a report presented
The above parties are • from The offense occurred on M-21
Mrs. Orville Gentry entertained recently completed new home in and look at theiris. But they still
Brummel
ma and baby, 574 Maple Dr.; Mre. at a meeting of board members
members of her Sunday School the Koops additionduring the put hold that one main akn-io get Holland.
near the "Y" on the west end of
Alvin Laannan and baby, route 2; of the Ottawa County Farm Burup ai
class of the Immanuel Church week.
Henry Chastain waa awarded Zeeland when Jedrejlwsldwas forccrutchea
and
brace*.
without
those
Mrs. Ben Steal, 506 Lawndale eau last Wednesday, there now, Boat Lieeniti Here
a decree from Vera Chastain. ed to cut another car otf while
Tuesday evening at a party at
Mre. James Koopt, Mn. George
Court; Mrs. John Woitero, route are 1,366 farm family members reMr. Chastain resides in Grand passing.
Owners
of boats longer than 16 Laketown Beach. Following a Rigterlnk, Mn. Ralph Haverdink
6. Box 284.
presented. New membership will feet, who must obtain licenses by wiener roast the group went
Haven and Mn. ChastainIs now Other fines paid before Justice
and Mn. George Lampen attended Ticketed After Crask
DischargedSunday wm Mn. start Aug. 15. The meeting was
in Florida. They have no children. Boes include: James Wenger,
Aug. 10 may get them in Holland swimming.
the "Homemaken Conference"in
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Harris Wasterhof, 127 West 31st St held at the home of Ward Keppel
Those present were Pearl Lem* Eut Lansing for a coupe of days. Frank Van Slooten, 56, route 1,
Laura Dean was awarded a di- Grand Rapids, speeding 50 in 30
«t 87 West Eighth St. and in
Zeeland
of Zeeland.
Grand
Haven
at the County men, Alma De Fey ter, Sharon
Marcia
Brink hu been a visitor West Olive, waa issued a ticket by vorce decree from Clarence zone, $28.90; Edward Cass, 30,
Births In Thomas G. Huizinga
A map of Ottawa county with Clerk’s office. State police will be- Strong, Karen G roller, Sharon in the home of Mr. and Mre. Ches- state polio* charging him with Dean, both of Grand Haven. The Holland, driving without assured
Hoepital Include a son, Duane At- location and name of each memgin to check resorts and other Tyink, Patty Borgman, Bonnie ter Voorhont of Grand Rapids failure to yield the right of way couple have no children and Mn. dear distance,$12; Lew B. Tudor,
*b, ben Monday to Mr. and Mrs. ber it in the making by Tom Roemarine areai after Aug. 10 and Mannes,' Sharon SllUvcn and for a few days.
after an accident on M-21 at 120th Dean was restored her former Grand Rapids, driving without asHarris Nyboer, Hamilton; a daugb- ema and his committee. When
tickets will be issued to persons Marilyn Hop.
Dale Groenheidela at Xnterloch- Ave. at 10:30 a.m. Tuesday.It is name of Laura Smith.
sured clear distance,$12; Edward
tmVQWhla Jean, born Tuesday to completed the map will be hung with unlicensed boats.
Assisting Mrs. Gentry was her en Music Camp this week. A stu- reported Van Slooten,going north
Sjoerdsma, 22, Holland, noisy muffi. Ha
----Mj^ind Mrs.
Harold
Dekker,' 59 in the county office.
sister-in-law,Mr*. Oral Gentry. dent at Holland High School he on 120th Ave., pulled out in front
ler, $8; and Rynen Van Den Veen,
One
hundred
yean
ago
Queen
Koeema will assist anyone wishGrover Cleveland was the only
was among a group receiving of a car driven by Charles F. Lew- Victoria’s Prince Consort Albert 32, Grand villt, running red Ught,
ing to form new
Presidentof the United States
Language
in
Albania
falls In special merits for outstanding andowaki, 29, Grand Rapids, which bought an estate, Balmoral Cas- IT.
was a
group*. His address is route
who was defeated for re-election three categories, literary Alba* work in the music department. waa traveling east on M-21. Con- tle, in Scotland’s Central HighJettison.Officers of the Ottawa and then re-elected at a aubae- nian and the dialectsGheg In the Dale, son of Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Tallest spire in Brttlsn is ovor
siderable damage was done to the lands and started a royal fashion
County Farm Bureau are Hilbert ouent eketwo.
north and Tosk in the south.
Groenheide,plays the trombone. can.
Salisbury cathedral404 feet.
which continues to this day.
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m
Softball

moved from (me extreme

to the other Friday night as Hulst

Bros, edged Holland Moose 3-2 and

VFW

clobbered North Ertd Tavern
games at Van

25-7 in City League
Tongeren field .

Hulst grabbed a two-run lead in
the third inning on four errors

:'W

and

a

double. Bob York held Moose
scoreless unUl the sixth, when they
tied it bn a two-run single following a walk and two errors.
A pair of singles drove in Hulst’s
winning run in the seventh.
Moose outhit the winners seven
to four, with Stu Baker, Jas De
Vries, and Walt Hudzik collecting
two hits and Chuck Stephens one.
Kearney Zoerhoff, Wayne Boeve,

im
wig.
Lined up along the ring fence at

Henry

Boerema’e Maple Brook

Bob Berens and Jake Bakker had

(Sentinelphoto)

on Lucky, Mary Lou Van Putten on Penny, Charlotte Butler on Ken-

Hulst’s safeties.

York walked three and fanned
one and Bob Fortney for Moose
issued four walks and struck out

one.

and Linn Wlntera on Linda. A rape for alt Waatarn rtdara atarta
Immediately after the noon recess. Novelty events as well as horsemanship classes are being held during the day-long show at the
Boersma farm.
try

sir

,

Jay Hoffman hit a second-inning
home run to open scoring in the
second game, and VFW collected
17 hits and enough runs for both
teams. In the third inning the
North End defense fell apart and
three single's drove in four runs.
Hoffman hit another homer, this
one for two runs, and a double and
two singles drove in three more
tallies in the fourth frame.
Loose fielding plagued the losers
from there on, 'giving VFW eight
runs on four hits in the .fifth inning and seven on four singles in
the sixth.

(HnApilat WntoA
Admitted to Holland Hospital

and A1 Kraai had two hits and Bill

mils

to

"it

^

Rosemarie Brink'sLucky and Linn Winters' Linda
seem to have picked a quarrel during one of the
recent outdoor committeemeetings. These frisky
horses will compete in such Western events as

. I

1

Parking Meters Provide Good

Renewed

Can Be

thf Western horse or pony, obstacle race and
speedy turns Saturday at Maple Brook Farm.
(Sentinelphoto)

Pasture Lands

Direct

—

m

tt>*

m
71

Of Busy

Gauge

Downtown Holland Traffic

Schrotenboer, route 6; Jessie Boer,
548 East Central Ave., Zeeland;
Mrs. Robert Prins, B5, Beach
Court; Jacob Borgman, 2463 Bee-i
line Rd.; William Bremer, 73 East
18jh St.; Mrs. Robert Van Oss,
route 4; Margaret Moss, 476 Howard Ave.
I

m*.
vs-T.efrjtfr's*!!

Appearance always helps to plla up winning points
In a horse show and Charlotta Butler and Roee-

Don’t swat that parking meter,

Band

^

,“k zzz

L'ST"1

K

con-

' •“

'

strenuous exercise.Saturday's events Included
Inglleh classes eueh ae Knock-Down-and-Out,

a

—

°

New

J

Camn

Sentinel photo) '

ailp

Admitted Sunday were Mrs.
out-statevisitors who may be un- Claude Perry, 154 Lakewood!
Low-producing; and so-called buddy, you won’t get any more familiar with the workings of the Blvd.; Mrs. Ben Staal, 556 Lawnmeters.
dale Ct.; Mrs. Donald Hogue, 488
The University of Michiganhas
P“tur5” lta*c*n J* time that way!
The fine for overtime parking is Orchard Hill; Mrs. Louise Van!
That’s the advice the official
again chosen Holland High Band
produtcutiv1fP^ture by
the Holland 50 cents if paid yithin 24 hours Gelderen, 17 West 10tl) St.; Mrs.
Director Arthur C. Hills to
,b™ke" Wlth heavy duty meter caretakers
duct the All-State Band this year
fiel? culb.vator8' tractors and police department —give to the and $1 for the driver who waits Arville Sutterfield,
Rich-|
at NationalMusic
In
eq“ipmenfl said Richard Ma" stingy driver who is hesitant until after that time. For those mond; William Lange, 446 West
terlochen from July 26 to Aug. 9 ^hiele-CountyL AgriculturalAgent. about contributing to the meter’s who feel that a trip to the police 22nd St. '
Mr. Hills was director last siim- It neJd not j*. plowed- 11 can $3 capacity. Officer Dennis Ende station brands them a criminal, Dischargedwere David Vander
mer
016,1 1)6 re-seeded for a paying pas- is quick to explode the myth that there is a fine box up-town in Hill, 267 West 14th St.; Mrs. Robyou can stick a penny in and sim- which the offender can settle ert Meidema, 43 North Centennial
The All-State Band is
.crop,I
up.
of 180 top-notch musiciansfrom 11
necessary to work the ultaneously jolt the machine
Ave., Zeeland;Mrs. Laura NevPeople have been pretty decent
more than 100 cities including Kround ,our or five inches deep to enough to induce it to surrender
enzel, route 1; Robert Dykstra,
Holland. The University of Mich- 0000,01 the old unproductive grass the penny while conferring time about accepting fines, according to 495 Harrison Ave.; Mrs. Carl De
Ende who can’t recall any abuse Koster and baby, 237 East 11th
igan sponsors this activity along and malce a seedbed for newer, to the driver.
Among Holland’s 500 metera are from irascible ticket-collectors. St.; Mrs. Louise Van Gelderen, 17
with the All-State Orchestraand more ppoductlv® varieties, he said.
All-State
Machiele advises to make sure three types— the two- hour meter, The police issue very few- warrants West 10th St.; Mrs. Herman S.
Holland High Band members 0,31 0,6 land is best suited for the one-hour meter, and the 12- for delinquent offenders and when Walters, route 3; Mrs. LaVerne
taking part will be Norman Over- grass< u land 18 V6ry sloping, badly minute machine. Each meter can they do, it’s usually the same peo- Johnson and baby, 593 Bay Ave.
way, Sandra Dressel and Glenn guUied or droughty, it could better be made into anyone of the three ple every time.
Hospital births include a daughWilliams, clarinet; Arlene De 1,6 used for trees. If grass is to be types simply by changing the clock
ter, Doris Irene, born Friday to
Cook, alto saxophone;Barbara planted' he suggests that brush be escapment to one of three posi-

All-State

(

szz

I

Vel-

*nd

wm «l*l.

"ciffi’i.ir .ir:

I

Franks. Rog Schutt, A1 Glupker
Walt Wlodarczyk and Don Van
Duren each had one.Herk Cramer led the loser with
two hits, while Ed Zych, Bill Zych
and Ed Stille had one.
A1 Kraai for VFW fanned 10 and

?,~rck

route 4; Mrs. Cornelius Huskey,
90 West 30th St.; Andrew Lubbers, 5361 Centra Ave. and Rufus
Solar, 331 Lincoln Ave.
Discharged were Mrs. Arnold
Hertel, 73 West 21st St.; Mrs. Ar-[
chie Murphy, 86 West Eighth St.;
Mrs. Earl Van Lente and baby,
322 J Columbia Ave.; Mrs. Richard
Bouwkamp and baby, 2341 East
Ninth St.; Mrs. Donald Van Duren
and bajjy, 597 Central Ave.
Admitted Saturday were Robert
Dykstra. 495 Harrison Ave.; Edwin Fuder route 1; Miss Margaret
Veldhuis, route 5/
Dischargedwere Alvin Reus,
481 West 19th St.; Andrew Knoll,
211 West 17th St.; Mrs. Ward
Haney and baby, 82| East 13th
St.; Mrs. George Lawrence and
baby, route 4, 168th Ave.; Mrs.
Norman Jappinga and baby, 316
West 23rd St.; Mrs. Robert
I

North End countered with a tworun homer in the sixth and five
runs on three hits in the seventh.
John Wolters with four-for-four
led VFW at the plate. Vem Vande
Water, Bob Schutt, Jay Hoffman,

walked seven. Stille and Case

|

Friday were Mrs. Robert Van Oss,

also.

1

composed

18

Chorus.

Kolm, oboe; Bill Meengs, Keith cut awaV and sod tests made.
Brower and Philip Rathke, cor- Needed fine should be spread on
net, and Dale Groenh^de, trom- 0,6 old sod before startingto disk
and cultivatealternately. The
Members of the All-State group dead Krtuss mulch will help keep
are chosen from application sent ground from washing, if they start
to Ann Arbor before June 1. More work now and keep the grass from
than 250 student applied this year "greening up,” Machiele said. Plan

Dolores Visch Feted

tions.

bone.

Mr. and Mrs. George Lawrence, route 4; a son, Wayne

The Innerworkings of the meter At Kitchen Shower
Alvin, born Saturday to Mr. and
are not too complicated to underMr. and Mrs. Alvin Laarman,
stand why anything but the right
Miss Belva Nynhuis entertained route 2; a daughter, Dianne Carol,
coin won’t work. When you stick at a surprise kitchen shower
born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.
that penny in the slot it revolves Thursday night honoring Miss
Stanley
Price, 2008 South Shore
counter clock-wise on a clocklike Dolores Visch, bride-elect.Assistmechanism until the coin touches ing the hostess were Mrs. Henry Dr.; a son, John Daryle, born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Arnbut facilitieslimited the selection to seed in August with a drilling of the indicatdrhandle and moves it Nyenhuis,Mrs. Sarah Peters and
oldink.route 6; a son, James Dale
t0
at least 400 pounds of 4-16-16 or 0- along until it stops at 12 minutes. Mrs. G. A. Vos. The party was
A dime is too small to contact the given at the Henry Nyenhuis born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs.
Schedule of daily activitiesin- 20-20 fertilizer before seeding,
Clarence Simonsen, 490 Riley St.
eludes three hours of full band The county agent advises a seed- handle and will pass it only to home, 242 West 17th St.
Zeeland
rehearsals, one hour of sectional tog mixture of six to eight pounds drop into the coin box.
Gifts were arranged on the floor
Births in Thomas G. Huizinga
Holland
has
two
men
in
charge
rehearsals, plenty of sports and of certified Ranger alfalfa, two to
and were attached to streamers Hospital include a daughter, Carol
swimming and evening entertain- tour pounds of bromegrass and one- of the meters—Officers Ende and which extended from a decorated
Diane, born Thursday to Mr. and
ment. Concerts will be played by tourth to one half-pound of ladino Gilbert Tors— who collect from umbrella. A two-course lunch was
Mrs. Kenneth Cheyne, route 1,
the the meters every Wednesday,
the All-State Band on Sunday I clover, plus a bushel of oats. Rye
served.
Hudsonville;a daughter, Janice
afternoons,Aug. 2 and Aug. 9 is too much competition on low- The Wednesdaycollections from
Games were played and dupli- Marie, born Friday to Mr. and
July 1, 1952, to June 30. 1953, netwhen visitorsare
producing land. The oats will aid
cate prizes were awarded to the Mrs. Keith Hyde, Burnips;a son,
ted the city $32,620.67,not countTwo Holland High students, seeding if not pastured too ing the $1.50 contributed for bride-electand Mrs. John Bos, Sr., Larry Allen, born Friday to Mr.
Jane Scully and Delores Vanden- close- Ranger is longer-livedthan
Mrs. Garry Visch, Mrs. Robert and Mrs. Justin Schipper, route 3,
damage by a driver who used the
berg, attended the two-week All- Grimmor Hardigan alfalfa,. MaSloothaak and Miss Leona Van Zeeland; a son. Edward Philip,
meter to stop his car.
Iwaarden.
State Chorus sessions,and three, Sj1*616P0*01* out, and certified seed
born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.
The meter receipts are earLynda and Larry Wlerama, a brother and slater
Jeannie Zeidler,Iris Vanden Bos ^om Califormia is okay for a Midl- marked for improvingparking
Invited were the Mesdames Joe Paul Potter, route 2 Zeeland;a
eaddle up In preparation for the first event ehs
team competing In the Western division*of teand Margie Zickler, are attend- igan planting,
rode In. Miss Van Putten was chairman of the
facilities.and maintenance of and Robert Sloothaak, Garry son, Terry Lee, born Sunday to,
Saturday’s
ahow,
rest
on
their
horses
while
watching the All-State Orchestra
Castle Park Junior Horae Show committee.*
meters and to provide off-street Visch, John Bos, Sr., and the Mis- Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nagelkirk,
Ing Mary Lou Van Putten,another Weatern rider,
event.
parking facilities.The resurfacing ses Betty Kehrwecker, Esther route 2, West Olive; a daughter,
(Sentinelphoto)
Three Men Fined, Jailed
of the parking lot west and south Cranmer, Renee Young, Junia Sandra Kae, born Sunday to Mr.
The Rev. and Mrs. Gary De Mrs. Buikema is the former lola
of the City Hall will be paid for Halverson, Barbara Bos, Julie Bos, and Mrs. Glenn Dozeman, ZeelBy Spring Lake Justice
County Employes Mark
Leona Van Iwaarden. Lois .Koe- and.
Witt of Chicago were Tuesday Kruidhofof Vriesland.
from this money. *
callers at the home of Mr. and
June, July Birthdays
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
The officers collect an average man, Thomasa Gonzales and the
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Mrs. Henry Boss.
The following persons appeared of $600 from the meters each guest of honor.
Schout on Sunday, July 19, a baby
GRAND rmvr.rj
HAVEN • (special)
(Special)
vjiv/ii'.j-'
before Justice Frederick J. Work- week. Although some slugs and
Mrs. Herbert Schout and Jane girl, at. the Zeeland Hospital.Jane
County employeswere treated to man of Spring Lake late Saturday foreign coins were found in the
x...
.Ellen were recent guests of Mr. Ellen Schout stays at the Henry
Family
Dinner
Given
refreshmentsin the Supervisors
->
meters when they were first inMiss Jefene Timmer, Helen and Mrs. Henry Spaman and Spaman home while her father
Room of the Court House from Glenn Paynter,38, route 1, stalled in 1949, the police seldom By Charles R. Slighs
Hungerink, and Donna Vander Frank Spaman.
works.
3 to 4 p.m. Friday by seven fellow sPring Lake, charged with assualt come across them now. “There are
GRAND
(Special)
the Overisel
Beverly Ann Gerard of Grandemployeswhose birthdays are ob- 80(1 battery,was sentencey to pay practicallyno slugs to speak of,”
Two juveniles,15 and 16 years
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Sligh, formed Church on Sunday mom- ville is vacationing at the home of
Resident of Honolulu
served during June and
915 fine, $5.40 costs and serve five says Ende, mindful of the city or- Jr., 1621 South Shore Dr., enterold, admitted to police Friday they
her uncle and aunt' Mr- and Mrs.
Lunch was served from a table days ln 0,6 county jail. The fine dinance which makes a person tained at a family dinner at their
took two bulldozers for a “ride”
The program committee for the Cornelius Wabeke.
Dies at Local Hospital
decorated with candelabra and 1111(1 00514 were Paid- T*16 alleged subject to fine for putting in any- home Sunday evening. The occa- S*nday “to01 pl60ic> costing Mrs. Henry Wyngarden was a
Thursday night.
assault wps upon his wife, Wilma thing but United States money.
sion marked the first time the en- of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Boss, Mr. Friday afternoon guest of Mrs A
SAUGATUCK (Special) Le- An adult, also believedinvolved,
-The meters are made bf sturdy tire family has been together since
Edward Roberts, deputy coun- atnHleir home’ Friday nightland Porter Miller,57, resident of was to be questionedby Sheriff
Al7;vC?’ii?iermer,*Mr;
aud
Unnto£
and
Nick
Lanning
of
ty treasurer,and Harry Verhoeks T*0 brothers who failed to stuff, and they have to be to with- Christmas.
Mrs. Dick Kroodsma met at the Drenthe.
Honolulu for the last 40 years, department officers later today.
one of the custodians, poured at respond to summons issued some stand the hacking and wacking
The trio was reported to have
Arriving from Syracuse, N. Y., Boss home last Thursday even- Mr. and Mrs. Emer Boss and died Wednesday at Holland Hospithe coffee
months ago by State Police, were they take. Most of the damage were First Lt. and Mrs. Robert
tal whore he had been a patient taken two bulldozers down newly
*1
J funl]y of Gran^fil6 were WedThose who were celebrating
early Saturday mom- is caused by people running into Sligh, who will spend a 21-day
A)
and nesday supper guests at the Henry for a week. He suffered a heart graded roads for nearly a half
their birthsdayswere Leona Post- mg Py th€ 481116 department and them. Ende also recalls an inci- furlough here with the family.
daughter Called on Mr. and Mrs. Boss home.
attack at the home of his mother- mile causing considerabledamage.
ma, employedin the county treasWmiai? Huckabee, 23, dent a couple of years back when
Included in the family group Bert Mepjans and family of Kala- John Broersma and Floyd Ter in-law,Mrs. Clara Ruley of Saug- In one spot their “work” left a
two fellows went around and mail were Mrs. Charles R. Sligh, Sr mazoo last week Friday evening. Haar entertained their Sunday atuck, where he and his wife, hole large enough for a car to
urer’s office;Under-sheriff
ciously tried to bludgeon the D. A. Klumph of Paw Paw, Mr.
Elizabeth, had arrived three days drop into.
fnmiK,nnfd^MrS; LuCM Ensing and 4011001 ctow®* wjtl^a wiener roast
metera to vdeath with hammers.
Police said one of the bulldozer*
and Mrs. Russell Eversdyke of fapiily of Graafschapwere Friday at a Grandviile park last week earlier to spend a vacation.
However, most damage can be Paw Paw, their daughter and hus- evening guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thursday
Bom Feb. 9, 1896, in Sheridan, was driven through a corn field,
----- -J evening. Mr. and
a||U Mrs.
mrB|
repaired on the spot. “About 90 band, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sim- Henry Wabeke.
Mont., he was the son of the late and a small group of trees where
Harold Ter Haar. Floyd Ter Haar
per cent can be fixed right up- mons, Rhonda and Larry of LawDr,
and Mrs. John H. Miller.He the machine was left entangled.
Mrs.
Donald
Wyngarden
and
drain
“
*5*
^
the
ty pail.
also attendedthe party.
town,” Ende say*.
tired, Roberts and Verhoeks
P
was a veteran of World Wars I
A seat and parts missing off one
rence, Richard Klumph of Kalam- Mrs. Jacob Morren, secretary and
Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden was
His 21-year-old brother, Clif ton,
And for those that can’t there azoo, Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. treasurer of the Adult Bible Class,
and II.
of
the machines was also located
Friday afternoon guest of Mrs.
who was .arrested March 5 for is a repair shop on the second floor
Survivingbesides the wife are by police Friday.
brought a box of fruit to all the John Myaard of Drenthe.
driving 40 miles an hour in a 25 station.The Magee-Hale Park-O- Sligh, HI, Chip and David of
Spring Lake Man Dies
Grand Rapids, Miss PatriciaSligh “shut-ins” of the congregation. Mrs. C. Watyeke spent several a daughter, Mrs. W. J. Wefel of
mile zone in Ferryaburg, was
They are Mrs. James Maatman, days at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland and two sons, Sgt. John
At Grand Haven Hospital given the same penalty. William Meter Co. of Detroit,from which and Dick Sligh.
the seta were purchased, has in
H. Miller of Hickan Air Force Musing in Action
Mrs.
Anna Wltvliet,Mr. and Mrs. Milo Gerard of Grandviile.
After dinner the host showed
paid his fine and costs and Clifton eluded a repair kit full of fly
Base
at Hawaii and Robert L. R. * The parents of Pfc.‘ Richard EdGRAND HAVEN (Special)
some of the 3-D pictures he took Gerrie De Vree, Will Vander Kolk,
was attemptingto raise enough
Mrs. Jennie De Witt returned
ward Hill, 21, 165 Manley Ave.,
Miller of Waipahu, Hawaii.
v Joseph Hall. 65, of 15797 Railroad money to pay his, rather than wheels and what not that could on the Slighs’ European 'trip in Mrs. D. C. Ver Hage, J. G. J. Van
to the Henry Boss home on Tueswell set up Tors and Ende in the
were
notified Thursday that he is
St., Spring Lake died Saturday afZoeren,
and
Mrs.
Sarah
Vander
May and June.
sene an additional four days in watch-making business.
day evening after spending a week
missing in action in Korea. Hill,
ternoon at Municipal Hospital af- jail.
Kolk.
with Mr. and Mrs. John P. De Improper Use of Plates
Like a dock, the meters must
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
ter a month's illness. He entered
Sandra and Nancy Wabeke are Witt and family of Forest Grove.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
be wound and rewound. The Dies at State Park
L. Hill, is a medic attached to the
the hospital last Wednesday afspending the week with their couThreshing machines and com- John C. Knowlton, 38, Grand Rap- Army's Seventh Division.He left
metennen wind them when they
ternoon when his conditionbecame Marriage Licenses
Carl J. Nelson, 71, Grand Rap- sins, Glenda and Mary Lou of Bybines are busy harvesting the ids, pleaded guilty Friday night in for Japan last January, and after
make their collections,but the ids, early Friday night suffered a ron Center.
serious. He was born in Jericho,
Ottawa County
wheat crop for the farmers in this Justice FrederickJ. Workman’s six months of schooling was sent
main meters which get the most fatal heart attack at HoUand
Vt., Aug. 15, 1887 and came^ to
Mrs. Albert Lanning and Mrs. vicinity.
Joseph Vander Zwaag. 56, and
court to a charge of improper use to Korea. He has been in the
use must be wound on Saturday, State Park as he prepared to have
Spring Lake 35 'years ago. Before
Gerrti De Kleine of Drenthe were
Henrietta Ruiter, 46, both of Fer- too.
Pvt. Glenn Van Haitsma of of dealer’splates, and paid $15 fine Army a year, taking his haaie
his illness he had worked on sevsupper
with
his
daughter.
Coroner
recent guests of Mrs. Corneal Ver Fort Knox, Ky., is spending a few
rysburg; Lester Matthew Crandle,
Tors and Ende, who work the Gilbert Vande Water was called Hage.
and $3.90 costs. State Police allege training at Camp Brecken..
eral farms in Spring Lake and
18, route 1, Grand Haven, and
days at the home of his parents, that on July 20 Knowlton, who hauls West Virginia. Before going
meters on alternate weeks, make and pronounced the man dead. The
Crockery Townships.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Titus
Van
HaitsBarbara Elizabeth Warner, 18,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Van Haits- trailers from Grand Rapids to the service Hill worked at the ~
eight body was removed to Langeland
wHe 18 wnived by one sister, Muskegon; Ronald C. Hamelink the rounds every hour
ma and family are mourning the ma and family.
times a day— with an eye open for Funeral Home and later taken to
Grand Haven oval for rental pur- Michigan FurnitureCo.
* Mrs. Charles Rose, Sr. of Spring
loss of Mrs. Van Haitsma’s broth20, and Myra SteginI*, a, both of
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Buikema poses, was making improper use of
the red expired indicator. Each Grand Rapids.
Lake, a half brother, Frank Freeer, Henry Dekker of Forest Grove. of Phoenix,Ariz., are visiting at
HoUand; Richard
..
ini Raabe,
23, Ypsiday the officers autograph from
man of Winooski, Vt and several lanU, and Barbara
hi the
The funeral was held on Satur- the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry the plates and that after the trailBolhuis, 21, 25 to 30 tickets for overtime park
niece* and nephews.
.wwri™e P;rK- Greenland is about one-third as day, July 18. Mr. Dekker was 68 Kruidhof and other relatives in ers have been placed, the plates
Holland.
mg. Courte*ycards are issued to large as Australia.
wwe^removwl and used for other
(years of age.
Zeeland for a couple of weeks.
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Sunday School

Local Better Fishing Rodeo

Lesson
i Sunday. August 2, . 1953
Christian Ideals for Family Living
Collossians3:12-4:1
By Henry Geerllngs
There are many reasons why re
ligion is needed to complete the
happiness and blessedness of a
home. One is that nothing in this
world is full and complete without
the benediction otf heaven. The
blessing of the Lord maketh rich.
All that labor and skill and soil
Tbe Home o* the
and seeds can do for field and garHolUnd City New*
Published Every Thurs- den will not avail unless heaven
day by the S e n 1 1 n e 1 give rain ad sunshine. Our very
Printing Co. Office 54-56
West Eighth Street, Hol- breath is God’s gift, moment by
moment. Our daily bread must
land, Michigan.
come day by day from His hand.
Entered as second class matter at
the post office at Holland.Mich., All our plans are dependentupon
under the Act of Congress,March 3. His prospering favor. Nothing can
1879.
succeed without His approval and

W. A. BUTLER, Business Manager
Telephone— News Items 3193
Advertisingand Subscriptions, 3191

The publishershall not be liable
for any error or errors la printing
any advertising unless a proof of

Scheduled for August 8th
Only Youngsters

Allowed

Nationwide Event
Fish along the shore of Kollen
Park had better take a leave of
absence *when Saturday, Aug. 8
rolls around— if they don’t, they
probably won’t live to regret it
That’s the day the Holland Recreation Department and the Hol-

help.

We

need the divine blessing on
everything we have and every
thing we do. There is no work, no
plan, no undertakingin ail the
range of the possible things we
may do in the longest and busiest
lifetime, on which we so much
need God’s benediction as upon
our home. In nothing else are so
many sacred interests and such
momentous responsibilities involv-

such advertisementshall have been
obtained by advertiser and returned
by him In time for corrections with
such errors or correctionsnoted
plainly thereon; and in such case If
any error so noted Is not corrected,
publishersliabilityshall not exceed
such a proportion of the entire space ed.
occupied by the error bears to the
Nowhere else in life do we meet
w’hole space occupiedby such advertisement.
such difficult and delicate duties
In nothing else is failureso disTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year $3.00; six months $2.00; astrous.
A business venture may misthree months, $1.00; single copy 10c.
Subacrlptiona payable In advance and carry and the coraequenceswill
will be promptly discontinued If not
be much chagrin and disappointrenewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by ment, some pecuniary' loss, some
reporting promptly any Irregularity hardship and suffering;but if
In delivery.Write or Phone 319L
one's home is a failure, who can

land Fish and Game Club have
set for the first annual Holland
Better Fishing Rodeo. Time of the
event will be from 1:30 to 4 in
the afternoon.

And if some of you old, experienced Izaak Waltons plan on
showing up the younger set, just

Here’* the newest twlat on the time-honored
klompen dance. Nancy Sell ^eachea Boy Scout
Bob Graa how to execute the ‘‘kick" as the other
Scouta and Joan Killan (far right) look on. The
six Holland-area Scouts won the “section” championship with their clever Interpretationof the
dance at the National Jamboree at Irvine Ranch,
Calif. It took quits some doing to fit all the boys,

what wreck and sorrow may
SILLY SEASON IN POUTICS
result?If we need the divine blessA campaign has been started by ing on some little work of an
certain Republicanparty inter- hour, how much more do we need
it in the setting up of our home,
ests against the right of the opwhich carries in itself our own
posing organization to the name
happiness and the happiness of
“DemocraticParty." It should be the hearts that are dearest to us.
“Democrat Party," those semanEvery home in this world is exposed to a thousand dangers.
tic-minded Republicans declare.
Enemies seek to destroy it. The
Their point is that all Amerivery institutionitself is assailed
cans, whatevertheir party affilia- by the apostles of infidelity.
tion, are democratic; that is the Countless social influencestend to
proud boast of all who give alleg- disintegrate the home, to rob it
of its sanctities, to break down its
iance to the American way of life.
sacred barriers and to sully its
But the name "Democratic Party" purities. Nothing but the cross of
seems to suggest that the mem- Christ will save it. Those who are
bers of that political group are setting up a home, their hearts Hits to
more genuinely Simon-puredemo- full of precious hopes of happiness
crats than are members of the and blessing, should consecrates it
at once by erecting the altar of
Republicanparty.
It is of course clear to those God in the midst of it. This will
who observe the minutiae of dic- throw over it the protecting aegis
Holland’s Flying Dutchmen coltion that the words "Democratic" of divine love.
lected all of their runs in the first
The
home
has
a
prominent
place
and "democratic"are not the
four innings Monday night at
same; the capital "D” in the first in the Bible. Large space is given RiverviewPark, and then coasted
to
the
home
life
of
many
Bible
makes a tot of difference.We are
to victory over the South Haven
all "democrats"with a small "d", characters. We have intimate picMerchants, 7-1, on veteran Carl
tures
of the domestic life of Abranot nearly all of us— not nearly
Reimink’s superb, five-hit hurling
ham,
Isaac,
Jacob,
Moses
and
half if tbe last election is to be
job.
taken as a yardstick— are "Demo- many others otf Old Testament
In the fifth inning, the mertimes. The new Testament begiiuf
srats" with a large "D."
chants scored tneir only run of
with
the
stories
otf the home life
But the Republican semanticists
the game by using an error and
who are backing the campaign otf Joseph and Mary, Zacharias and two singles to push a runner acElizabeth. The law of Moses confear that millionsof citizens don't
crass the plate. It was the onlytains many commands and predistinguishbetween the two types
inning
they gathered more than
cepts concerning-the establishof "d." And in this they are alone hit.
ment, constitution,protection and
most certainly right Only a few
Reimink’s control was good and
regulation of the Hebrew home.
college professors here and there
And the New Testament takes up he was extremelysteady all eveobserve the difference,and they
ning. He only struck out three
where the Old Testament toft off.
tell

to Enter

Dutchmen

but they finally secured costumes that looked
fairly decent anyway. The Jamboree officially
closed Friday and over 50,000 Scouta and leadera
will start the long trip home. Left to right are
Roger Hopkins, Dale Jones, Bob Billett, Miss Sell,
Bob Madison (partially blpcked), Lawrence Mulder, Gras, and Miss Kilian.
(Sentinel photo)

I

Clip South

Haven

i

forget it— this is strictly for the
youngsters. All participants must
be under 17 years on the rodeo
date, according to the rules.
There is a loophole, however, If
Oie oldsters really want to join
in on the fun, but they still can’t
compete. The rules state that all
entries under 10 must be accompanied by an adult 18 years or
older.

If you’re wondering what this
is all about, Holland is joining
over 500 other American cities in
participating in the Better Fishing Rodeo, now in its sixth sum-

mer

of operation.

General Chairman of the

local

Jan Thomiama of Grand Raplda displays a winning smile after
taking flrat place In the Western horse or pony event at the Castle
Park Junior Horae Show Saturday. Judging was on gaits, manners,
handiness and way of going. Her mount was Paradise Villa Fiddle.

is Director of Recreation Joe
Moran. Serving on the Executive
Committeeare Neal De Waard,
(Sentinel photo)
Hine Vander Heuvel and Lester
Pool. Judges selected are De
Waard, Cornelius Stroop, and
George Vrieling.
The Junior Chamber of Commerce will also help handle the
Klomparens’ second hit. a single
event. Jaycees will be on band to
into center. But umpire Norm
supervise the fishing period.
Jappinga called Van Liere out for
There will be refreshments, too,
“An understanding of world European fear of McCarthy which
not touching third when coming
furnished by local individuals.
problems is vital if America, and he found everywhere "unfounded.
around. Van Liere put up a big
The RtMeo is for both boys and the world, are to become stronger
They’re calling him another Hitargument,but of.no avail as Japgirls, and there will be two prizes, and avoid the decay and regimen- ler. and playing him all out of
In
inga tossed him out of the game
one going to a boy and the other tation that has come to modern proportion."
Ixxi Humbert finishedthe game at
to a girl. These prizes, contributed Europe.” Charles R. Sligh, Jr.,
second.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
by
the national sponsor, Better president of the National AssociaHolland collected its last run George Botbyl, Sr., well-k n o w n
without getting a hit. Fortney Grand Haven business man. died Fishing, Inc., will consist of a tion of Manufacturers, told Rotartraveled to first on an error, by in Municipal Hospital at Satur- complete fishing outfit including a ians at a Castle Park luncheqn
Thursday that as members of a
rod, reel, line and lures.
stole second and third, and came day. He had been hospitalized since
home on Burn's fielder’schoice suffering a heart attack 11 days These grand prizes will go to service club they must lead in facthe boy and girl catching the ing this challenge.
which involved another error by ago. He was 59 years old.
In
the South Haven third baseman. Born in Grand Haven Oct. 28, heaviest fish. Other locally-donat- Sligh gave the 60 persons presAfter the fourth, the Dutchmen 1897 to Mr. and Mrs. John Botbyl, ed prizes will be given to those ent his impression of the fears
GRAND HAVEN (Special (-City
got nowhere w ith South Haven’s he was a member of the First catching the second and third that he found everywhere during
Smith.
limited them Church of Christ, Scientist.As a heaviest fish, to the youngest boy the 50.000 miles he has traveled police reported two minor accito just one hit, a single by Fort- boy he worked in a grocery store and girl catching a fish, and to the since taking the NAM post last dents Friday night. At 9:20 p.m.
ney in the sixth inning.In all, the with his brother and in 1917 opened person catchingthe first fish of January.In Europe and America a car driven by Ferdinand R.
the people seem to have three Lampe, 40, and William Brems,
Dutchmen slapped out nine hits a garage on First St. In 1926 he any species.
Better Fishing, Inc., is a non- basic problems, he said, which
during the evening.
started larger operations at the
Jr., 18, were involved in an accicorner of Washington and Seventh profit organization started in 1945 were repeated time and again.
dent at Sixth and Washington St.
by a group of adults who became
Sts. where he sold the Graham'The ' first is a great concern Durwood Dye, 40, Grand Haven, a
Funeral Held Saturday
Paige and also operated a taxi aware that fishing could build a for Russia. People wonder wheth- passenger in one of the cars, was
service. In 1932 he was given an- kind of character and health pro- er Soviet policy has changed since treated in MunicipalHospi.fal ^or
For Donald Silliven
other
auto franchise. This spring vided by no other kind of re- Stalin’s death and Malenkov's rise. head cuts. Lampe was charged
Merchants, but only three received
creation.
he
was
presented with a 20-year
My answer is ‘absolutelynot.’ with failure to yield the right of
Funeral services for Donald H.
free passes. Most batters were
But _ it wasn’t until 1948 that They will seek to dominate the
way. Both drivers are from Grand
forced to hit into easy infield outs Silliven, 34- year-old Holland driv- pin for selling Phillipsproducts.
the program really got moving world through whatever means
Haven.
Mr. Botbyl, an ardent sportsThe Dutchmen used two hits, an er, were held on Saturday at 2
with the Fishing Rodeo. Up until will serve their ends.” The anp.m.
at
the
College
Baptist
Church
No tickets were issued in an
man.
has
been
associated
with
the
error and a walk to tally three
then, the thrill of holding a fish- swer to this threat, Sligh said, is
accident at 11:15 p.m. when a car
runs in the first inning. Terry in Hillsdale.The Rev. Robert E. AAA for many years. On Jan. 39. ing pole and watching for the
a solid "economic defense." "We driven by Vera Strong of Grand
Burns started the frame with a Derby, pastor of the First Baptist 1932, he married Tillie Berg in bob of a cork was only hearsay to
have a wide margin over Russia Haven, going east on Washington
Church,
officiated
and
burial
Grand
Haven.
single -Into center, stole second,
thousands of city children— as far in the production of basic commoBesides the wife he is survived
received a damaged rear fender,
and moved to third on the catch- w-as in the North Adams Cemetery
removed as milking a cow or slid- dities. It is our job to widen that
when it. was involved in an accier’s error. Burns scored when the in North Adams, Mich. Silliven by two sons, George, Jr., and
ing down a haystack.
margin rapidly, and the area in dent with a car driven by Robert
.South Haven infield attemptedtc was a member of the First Baptist Jerry; a sister. Mrs. Mary Van
Since that year, more than 10,Doom and one brother, Rene, all 000,000 boys and girls in the Un- which we can make the most pro- Jewell, 22. of Grand Rapids. The
nail him ft the plate on Frank Church.
gress is in developing the produc- Jewell car which received a damHe died Wednesday of burns re- of Grand Haven: four grandchilWlodarczyk’sgrounder.
ited States and Alaska have had tion of the West European naaged left front fender was being
Tony Wentzel walked and Mor- ceived Tuesday when the gasoline dren and one stepdaughter,’Mrs
that thrill and have learned the tions.”
rie Witteveen slammed a single truck he was driving and a dump [ John Beaver of Grand Haven,
backed into a parking space on
fundamentals of fishing because
The second fear, he said, is Washington between First and
into left scoring Wlodarczyk and truck collidedin Wyoming Park.
of this group of civic-minded men "Will the United States have a
Wentzel. Witteveen was out at
Second Sts.
Surviving are the wife, Pauline,
and women.
depression with peace in Korea?"
second trying to stretch his hit in- a daughter, Sharon and two sons, Vriesland Nips Suburban
State police are investigating
two
Better Fishing, Inc., was organ- Sligh’s answer was "No. Ours is
to a double.
Douglas and Donald Allan: his In Extra Innings, 5-3
other accidents which occurred on
ized and incorporated under the a peacetime economy.”he pointed
Alden Klomparens’double into father and stepmother. Mr. and
US-16. Roger Fairbrother. 30. of
non-profit law of Illinois, with out. "We grew great during peacecenter followed by Ron Fortney’s Mrs. Allan Silliven <* Hillsdale;
ZEELAND (Special i— The ram- headquartersin Chicago. Contri- time, and developed the world’s Cedar Springs was given a ticket
single in almost the same spot thfee sisters,Mrs. Fern Schmitt paging Vriesland softball team
for failure to stop in an assured
produced the fourth Holland run of Hillsdale: Mrs. Arlene Hayes moved another step nearer to the butions piled up a sum otf money highest standard of living and clear distance ahead as a result
in the second. The Dutchmen went of Williston, Fla., and Mrs. Leona •B-l league crown Monday night at in the treasury of the organiza- productivity." I^ast year’s gross of an accident on US-16 at 8:45
to work in the third with four hits Smith of Hillsdale and two broth- Zeeland’s Legion Field by edging tion, and the members put their national product was 361 billion p.m. in Polkton Townshipwhen his
hits that netted another brace of ers, Floyd Silliven of Rock Island. suburban Motors, 5-3, in nine inn- heads together for a way to teach dollars’ he said, with about 15 per. oil-tanker belonging to the Wagner
man’s oldest sport and mode of cent being spent for defense.
tallies.
111., and Charles Sillivenof Hills- ings.
Oil Co. of Muskegon ran into the
livelihood to youngsters.
Only a small part of that 15 per rear of a car driven by Chris F.
Wlodarczyk started things ofl dale.
The score was knotted. 3-3. at
In laying out the rodeo, the cent went directly to Korea, he
with a single to center, but it
Hehl, . 50, route 1, Coopersville.
the end of the regulation seven
members were very careful about added.
looked as if he might be stranded
Both vehicleswere travelingeast.
innings, but pitcher Norm Bos
psychological factors. For instance,
If there is peace, Sligh stated,
there when Wentzel went down Sidewalks Under Repair
No one was injured and damage
held down the losers while Vriesswinging and Witteveen filed to City crews Monday continued re- land hit A1 Bosch for two in the the youngsters must hook and land the country will save on defense, was minor.
their
fish
without
physical
assistbut there will be no drop in total
center. Bob Van Dyke, however, pair work on broken sidewalks in ninth frame.
Early Saturday Robert C
ance in order to qualify for one of production. With the savings the
rammed a long triple to the right Holland. The men are picking up
Brobeck. 27. route 1. of Grand
In the other contest. Jamestown the many prizes.
governmentcould balance the bud- Haven rolled over with his car in
field fence to score the husky where they left off when cold
nipped North Holland, 2-1, in anSafety was also considered im- get, which would mean less taxes,
catcher.
weather forced a halt in opera- other etxra-inning affair. This one
an accident on US-16 in Norton
portant by the organizers. Thus which would leave more money in
Clare Van Liere poked a double tions last winter. Work is expect- went eight innings with the win
Township as the result of excesthe rule for 10-yeara-olds. In consumer pockets, he pointed out.
a double into center, and appar- ed to continue until freezing going to Alverne
Aiverne Mast.
m
sive speed. Russell E. McClellan.
Bob Elz- many cities. Red Cross units are
‘Thus defense savings would mean
ently come around to score on weather again close them down. inga took the defeat.
43, route 1, Grand Haven, a pas.on hand to help with extracting greater civilian purchases which
senger. was treated in Municipal
any errant hooks.
would take up the slack."
Hospital for a cut on the head.
From the huge growth of the
This will not take long, he preBrobeck was charged with excesprogram to every state in the Un- dicted. and the slack will also sive
speed.
ion plus Alaska, the program has be taken up by new inventions
been a tremendous success in its and improvements in engineering,
five years of operation, but more production,and distribution.
Funeral Services Held
cities are constantly joining the
The third basic concern, he addevent.
ed, is with foreign trade. ‘There For J. Frank Duffy
\v
Back to the local program, entry are two sides to tho question—
Funeral services for J. Frank
blanks are availableat Main Auto, ours, and Europe’s. Europe quesSuperior Sport Store, or Bob’s tions our Trade not aid’ slogan. Duffy, 67, of 65 West 12th St.,
Tf! ' f*
Sport Shop. Youngsters should They claim they will give up the who died Thursday morning at
check the list of 14 rules which aid, if we are serious about the Holland Hospital, were held
Saturday morning at 10 in St
will also be posted at the three trade. But they say we aren’t and

On Reimink’s

HoU

event

Hitter

Five

‘

Sligh Cites World’s Basic

Fears in Rotary Address

Uses Nine

G.Botbyl,Sr,,Dies

Cwquer

Grand Haven

Merchants, 7-1

don’t count— politically speaking,
The home is the oldest human
But the initiatorsof the idea
institution. It began in Eden, after
are off the beam in assuming that
the term "DemocraticParty” the creation of man. It antedates
the day of rest. The home is imthreatensto make many people
plicit in humanity. After Adam
think of the members of that
God created Eve. Humanity is
party as more "democratic”— with
duality,male and female. Neither
« small "d"— than the members of
one otf the sexes is a true reprethe opposing political team Gen- sentative otf humanity. It takes
erally speaking, average people
them both. Each one is but the
have too much sense to trouble hemisphereof the whole sphere of
their minds with such useless humanity. They are not contradic
questions. If they happen to be tory in their nature but compleDemocrats, of course they’ll con- mentary. The one supplies the lack
sider themselves more "demo- of the other. All the human traits,
cratic” than their opponents, but gifts and virtues are not given to
not semanticreasons, merely as a the one sex or to the other. Genmatter of partisanship.
erally the men have the sterner
The names of the two parties virtues while the women have the
have long ago lost their original gentler.
significance. Even the words,
In Old Testament times the
“democraticand "republican"
Jewish home carried the Custodian
both with a small “d" and V
ship of the knowledge otf God. His
have lost their distinguishing word was intended to be the main
meaning. Only linguisticpurists topic of conversation around the

—
—

distinguish between the two table, at bedtime and in ail famwords; sensible people use them ily concourse.
Interchangeably.
It was failure of the Jewish
But political dopesters have to home which brought decay to
have something to talk about in Israel's national life. The keeping
the silly season in politics. Hence of the Sabbath fell by the waythis new controversy about a side. The altar of sacrifice at the
name. Perhaps even silly season door was neglected. For many
quarrels have their uses, but it is decades the people offered burnt
sometimes hard to see what they offerings and meal offerings but
may be. We could shorten the they negelectedto offer sin oftime between primaries and elec- ferings.They assayed to worship
tions thereby saving time energy God and serve man apart from
and money. We can stop the waste their confessionof sin.
of our tax dollar if everyone
The church is beset with the
works at the Job.
same temptationswhich faced
Israel. There is the constant battle against flesh] iness. We have
Quartet, Cornetist Will
advantage which Israel did
not have, oven the indwelling prefie Featured at Concert
sence of the Holy Spirit. He makes
Featured on the sixth concert in available to us the cleansing and
the 3953 summer series of the healing of the crucifiedChrist.
Holland American Legion Band
will be the popular Holland barber
Negotiations Completed
shop quartet, the Harmaniacs,and

New Store in City

Victor Kleinheksel. solo cornetist

For

with the Legion Band.
The concert! will begin at 8 p.m.
tonight at Kollen Park.
Granville B. Cutler will direct
the band in the absence of Arthur
C. Hills, who is conductingthe
Michigan AU-SUte Band at Inter-

pleted between the Ottawa Realty
Company of Holland and Sears,
Roebuck and Co. for a new department store to be located at the

tochen.

Band selectionswill include
“March of Youth.” Olivadoti;

Negotiations have been com-

V

.

Grand

He

I

iii

ml

m
Eli

and Seventh St.
The new store will be completed
sometime in 1954, according to
M. C. Carpenter, Midwesternzone
manger, in charge of the new retail unit. The present catalog
sales office will be moved on or
about July 30 to 65 West Seventh

Hi

seftkl

moved through Hol- Mrs. John Cammenga, Jr., and

renroute to camp Gray Mrs. Bob Hoatlin will be hostesses.
training.Advance
At the picnic last Thursday a
i the city on social time followed a potluck aupper.

point to the 'Cheese Amendment’

stores.

m

IMi

.

Ui

Publicity.Joe Rhea; Photography,

John Emmick.

In

Two Car

A two

Collision

car collision at Pine Ave.

and

M-

m

Fourth St. early Thursday
evening resulted in minor injuries
to two passengers in a, car driven
by Alverne Hop, 19, of route 2.
Hop, driving north on Pine Ave.
and a car heading north on Pine
Ave., driven by John D. White,
Jr., 18, Big Rapids, collided at

the intersection.

A

club room to . accommodato 200 persons highlights the new Moose Club st 106 River Ave. which
wss formally opensd Friday. Tha building,with
about 6,500 square feat of floor space, Includesthe
main floor club room and basementwith banquet
hall, kitchen and masting room. The banquet hall
will hold 150-200. On the main floor art an office,
dance floor, band-atend with built-in amplifier,
table* a smaM tounpe, oloak room and other

The

local lodga has received two
awards from the National Loyal Order of Moose
for its buildingup of membership.Oneja a certificate of achievementfor membership*increase,
the other a painting for filling two memberahlp
quotas. Formal dedication of the attractive, modern building of glass brick and brick was held
Friday night.
(Sentinelphoto)
facilities.

i

Francis

De

Sales Church.

Pallbearers were Roemer BoersOther committees are as fol- to the Defense Production Act
lows: Prizes and Fishing Facili- and to our trade barriers and tar- ma, Anson Boersma. Maurice'
Collins. John F. Donnelly, Bernard
ties. Hine Vander Heuvel; Re- riff regulations— which I agree are
Donnelly,John Good, Jr. and Louia
freshments, Shud Althuis; Safety in bad Shape."
Hohmann. Honorary' pallbears
and First Aid, Wally De Waard;
Europe needs American mar-

Passengers Injured

_

Move

Haven

j

“Rocky Heights, " Oveture, Johnon; "King Arthur," Thomas; ‘The
Holy City." Adams, with Kleinheksel as soloist; —Sun Valley
Mountains," Overture, Ogden;
St
"Brasses to the Fore,” march,

'

Report Accidents

'

northwest corner of River Ave.

Walters; ‘The Desert Song." Romberg; "Scepter of Liberty," con- Rod, Gun Auxiliary Ha$
cert march. Olivadoti; "Star
Dust.” Carmichael; "On the Mall," Potluck at Kollen Park
At a picnic of the Tulip City Rod
march, Goldman; "Memory Lane,”
waltz, Conrad; "InnercargiU, and Gun Club Auxiliary held last
march, Riley.
Thursday at Kollen Park, it was
jfl.*
decided to postpone the August
meeting.
Giard Unit on
The next meeting will be on
More than 50 Army vehicles of Sept. 24 at the home of Mrs. HarNational Guard division old Van Stooten, 163 James St.

-

Jean Goodspeed,21, and Margaret A. Patton, 22, both of Morgantown,W. Va., were treated for
cuts and bruises at Holland Hospital and released.
Police Issued Hop a ticket for
failureto yield the right of way.

White was ticketed for imprudent

were John Good, Sr., of Holland,
kets, Sligh said, and America
Michael Leonard, J.' L. Mclnemey,
needs a "long-term plan for for- Edwin Bolger and C. Arthur
eign trade which will permit forWoodhouse all of Grand Rapids;
eign industrialists to plan ahead." Edward Heinz, William Quirk,
On America's side oi the picture, Robert Conaghan,Raymond Cross,
there is a 160-million-personmar- Robert Davy, Edward Daly and O.
ket as opposed to Europe’smar- G. Vinnedge, all of Chicago, and
ket of 250 billion which has not E. J. Briske of Detroit.
been touched, he said.
The huge beak of the aracari,
Europe must first break the a Brazilian bird, bears markings
trade barriers around each coun- like written totters.
try, Sligh said, and then find better methods of engineering, distribution, market research and ad- Local Netter* Lose Out
vertising. He also pointed out that
In National Tourney
prohibitivetax laws in some countries, along with tight government
KALMAZOO, Mich
Two
control, have those countries com- Holland boys were eliminated in
mitting "alow suicide." The indus- the first round of the National
trialists are also to blame, Sligh Junior and Boys Tennis Tourna-*
added, since they have no kind of ment Monday.
free competition.
Bill Jappinga defaultedto Emery
Among other impressions of his Summer of Ceres, Calif., anfl
trip Sligh described the 'difference Henry Visscher went down to
between the appearance of East «arry Bascom, St.Louis,Mo, 6-2,
and WmI Berlin, and oaltod tbe

—
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DeNooyers Place

Cmfew

High Emphasis on

Bareman-Hulst

Service to Public

Rule

Ends

200 Children

Placing extra emphasis on the
“service,’' the Robert De
Nooyer Chevrolet, Inc., which on
May 18 took over the Decker Chevrolet Co., is continuingthe policies
maintained by the five other De
Nooyer sales dealershipsin Michigan and Indiana. The local firm is

Mrs. Morrette Rider is instructing string instruments and Granville Cutler and Hills are handling
the many percussion, brass and
i%ed students of elementary and
junor high level.
An All-City Orchestraof some
50 members rehearses each Friday
at 1 p.m.
The Seqlor High Band of more
than 100 members rehearses each
Thursday evening at 7:30. A big
circus parade will keep the band
busy on Aug. 21 in HoUand, and a
Chicago trip to perform at River-

bids starting an inning after 11
the first game Barber

pjn. In

Fords edged North End Tavern
9-7.

with the help of his father,Jerry,
and his uncle, Jake and is located
at 221 River Ave.

Bareman’sjumped to a four-run
lead in the first inning on a single
and triple after one man walked
and another was hit by a pitched
ball. They boosted the margin to
seven in the third inning when the
first three batters walked, and
scored on a long single and an

all over the United States

Arthur C. Hills, chairman of
the Holland Public Schools music
department announcedFriday that
almost 200 youngsters are taking
part in the summertimeinstrumental music activities offered for
aix weeks during July and August.

The City Softball League curfew rule ended a seven-inning 1010 tie between Bareman’s Service
and Hulst Bros, at Van Tongeren
field Monday night. The rule for-

operated by Robert De Nooyer

Henry W. Streur

error.

Local

Man Accepts

Hulst broke the ice in the third
tallies on two stolen
bases,
pair of wild pitches,
passed ball and a double.
In the next frame Ba reman's
knocked their lead to seven runs,
ending their scoring for the night.
A single and double drove in three
runs, before Hulst hurler Bob
Vork slipped on tlie handcuffs.
In the bottom ot the fourth a
triple drove in three Hulst runs,
and they cam6 back tor three
more on a trio of singles in the
next inning.

with three

a

among

Secretary

Job

Chevrolet dealers and others.
as
The brothersact as instructors in
alternate classes at the Chevrolet
service school for dealers' sons.
They also have been members of Of
the Chevrolet d e a 1 e r s’ planning
council and the General Motors Henry W. Streur. secret arv of
dealers’councilgroup for medium- Holland Lodge 1116 of the Loyal
Order of the Moose, has accepted
sized cities.
In the De Nooyer sales program, a similarposition with the KalamaThe Champion Clan was divided into two sepWestern division, receive their awards from Coneach man is expected to make 10 zoo Club. He will succeed Karl H.
arate divisions this year with winning trophlea
nie Boersma Hlnga (left) and John Thomaama.
calls on owners per day. The list Smith at that post.
In the bottom of the seventh going to both English and Western riders at the
Angela won the Carter P. Brown Challenge
A member of the Moose Club for Hulst pulled even, gathering the
of previous buyers and service deCastle Park Junior Horse Show Saturday. Angela
Trophy and Margie, the Thomaama Brother* Tropartment customersprovide most 19 years, Streur became secre- final run on a hit batsman and
Erickson (left) on Small Coin, English division,
phy for Western Horsemanship. The latter
tary of the local lodge in 1951.
of the leads for new sales.
single.
and Margie Thomaama on Sweet Senorita Roslta,
award la new this
(Sentinelphoto)
Former governor of the KalamaDe Nooyer advertisingemphasizFor Bareman’s
Altena
es inspectionand reconditioningof zoo lodge in 1944 and 1945, Streur George knoli, Bob Altena,' Ron
used cars. This work is practically also was vice president of the dis- Bekius, Chet Warner, Joe Berens
to
all done in the firm's own shops. trict and membership director for and Jim Bakker, Bernie Grieving,
Each trade-in is turned over imme- the Supreme Lodge with headquar- Bob Vork, Jud Brinks, Bob Berens,
diately to a supervisor who drives ters in Lansing
Dale Hulst and Wayne Boeve had
it, checks 50 differentmechanical Streur was presidentof the Mich- singles.
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Esther Van Wagoner Tufty, The
points on the used-carinspection igan State Moose Association in
Fords came from behind with a Holland Sentinel’s WashingtoncorMonday were Mrs. Egbert Essenguide and makes out work orders 1952, vice presidentof district three four-rUn sixth inning to wrap up
berg. 290 East Eighth St.; Herman
respondent,has been invited by
for whateverrepairsare indicated. for two years and also spent two their game. They used a double
Rooks, route 3; Charles E. Brown,
Australia to be that country'sguest
Service also goes so far that years in the office of vice president and two singles to drive in two through a civic leadership grant
36 Analine Ave,; Nancy Dokter,
every De Nooyer employe is pledg- for district seven. He was elected first-inning runs, then were score11 East 28th St.
arrangement
with the Department
ed to go to the aid of any car bear- deputy supreme governor of the less until the sixth.
Discharged were Mrs. Francis
of State.
North End tied it in the seconding the De Nooyer emblem if he Michigan Moose in 1949.
Beagle and baby, 240 West 13th
Mrs. Tufty will arrive in Sydney
Streur has lived at 525 College on a triple and pair of singles.
should see it stranded on the road
St.; Mrs. Henry Prince, route 2,
on Aug. 15. and will report news
at any time of the day or night. Ave. for nine years, but will move A pair of doubles drove in two
Grand Haven; Mrs. Orville Sutof the Far East to her readers and
The customer is told this when he to Kalamazoo to take over his new third-inning runs, and the same listeners via news releases and
terfield, New Richmond.
duties.
buys his car.
combinationbrought a run home
Hospital births include a daughround-the-world-broadcasts.
The brothers always have oper- A member of the committee for in the fourth. ~
ter Susan Lynn, born to Mr. and
As
a
guest of the AustralianFour walks, a single, and a
ated on the theory that well-paid, the Supreme Lodge, Streur will
Mrs. Robert Kimber, route 4; a
American society,Mrs. Tufty has
well-informeddepartment heads attend the national conventionof double accounted for the winner’s been scheduled to speak in six
daughter, Barbara Jean, bom
will be the most efficient and keep the Loyal Order of the Moose dur- four run outburst in the sixth.
Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. John
state capitals. She will be guest of
the profit at the Highest levels. ing August. The six-day meeting North End fought b*ck with a'
Hoffman,
583 GraafschaapRd.; a
honor at a Melbourne luncheon
pair of singles good for two runs
They are trained to work in the will be held in Florida.
son, Ernest Gerald, born Tuesday
given by Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Streur holds the unusual status of in their half the frame.
closest co-operationfor the general
to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Race, 345
Casey. Casey, often called "the
River Ave.
In the last inning North End
good of the concern. Monthly meet- being secretary of two Moose lodgDulles of Australia.” is the Minisings of departmentheads help to es at the same time. He was in- threw the game away, allowing
ter of External Affairs.
correlate their work for the com- stalled at the Kalamazoo lodge on Fords three runs on just one hit.
New Foreign Parcel Poit
Dave Kempker, Ken Bauman The Washington newswommon good of the owners and em- July 17 and will not relinquishhis
an plans to broadcast from Rome.
and
A1
Dozeman
had
two
hits
place
here
in
Holland
until
Julv
31,
ployes and the first thing emphaMiss Ruth Evelyn Von Der Velde Fees Effective Saturday
Beirut,Karachi and Singapore, the
sized at meetings is the good care when Irving Kangas will take over each for the winners. Don Pierema
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Van Der
Fiji Islands. Honolulu and from
as Holland secretary.
and A1 Piersma had singles.For
of the service department.
Parcel post packages destined
Velde of Zeeland announcethe enNorth End Dell Koop, Ed Zych various cities in Australiaand New
for foreign countrieswill cost
gagement
of
their
daughter,
Ruth
and Ed Stille each had a pair, and Zealand, where most of her time Evelyn, to S-Sgt. Rodger E. Kra- more to mail starting Saturday
The ancient Norsemen believed Deer Crossing Highway
lou Borgman, Bill Zych and will be spent.
Aug. 1, postmaster Harry C. Krathe mistletoe plant was sacred and
She will also be the principal mer, son of Mr. and Mrs." Lester mer said today.
Casey
Velderman one each.
must not touch the earth. This be- Causes Two-Car Mishap
A. Kramer of Holland. The couple
In an exhibitiongame Saturday speaker at the’ annual banquet of
The new rates will boost charges
lief led to the custom of hanging
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Two night the Holland All-Stars shut the Newspaper Proprietors Asso- is planning a September wedding. to 45 cents for the first pound and
mistletoe high at Christmas.
cars came out second best when out the Sturgis Vets, 6-0, on four ciation of New Zealand, which cor22 cents for each additionalpound
one vehicle collided with a deer hits. The Vets, a powerhouse in responds to the spring dinner of the
or fraction.The new fees were
Among all selectiveservice reg- crossing a highway and the other their league, allowed the winners American Society of Newspaper September Bride-Elect
approved at the Convention ot
istrants. some 14 per cent have car struck the rear end of the first
five runs in the first inning on two Editors in Washington.
Honored at Parties Universal Postal Union held in
been discovered to have defective car. The deer, apparently uninjur- singlcfl and two doubles. A single
The Michiganborn Mrs. Tufty is
Brussels during the summer ol
foot archs.
ed, escaped into nearby woods.
drove the All-Stars’ other run the sister of former governor MurMiss Bea Vender Vlies, who will 1952.
ray D. Van Wagoner, and the ma- become tlie bride of Robert W.
The mishap occured in Port home in the sixth.
Foreign parcel post packages
Sheldon township at 6 p.m. Monday
In the preliminaryHolland’s jority of the newspapersshe repre- Kamphuis on Sept. 12, was hon- will be accepted at the old rates
night when a car driven by Pau- Vets and Fords made up a rained sents are in the Middle West.
ored at a dinner given Monday until Saturday,Kramer said.
line Bara gar, Grand Rapids,struck out City League game, the Vets , Mrs. Tufty will make her trip an owning by Miss Katherine Post
the deer. In attemptingto avoid on top 6-1.
around the world tour, as she will at her home, 1100 South Shore
Jersey Show Arranged
Dr.
hittingthe Baragar car, another
go to Australia via Europe and r
car driven by Wilbur Hart, 25,
turn along the Pacific route. Her
Invited guests were members of
For Southwest Michigan
news reports in the fields of poli- the Holland Public Library staff
Grand Rapids, swerved but caught
the left rear of the Baragar car.
tics and international relations will including Miss Dora Schermor.
ALLEGAN (Special) — Jersey
reach Holland through The Sen- Mrs. L. Philip van Hartesveldt. breeders of Allegan County will
The two cars received only minor
tinel.
Mrs. Paul Mcyering,Miss Esther exhibit outstanding animals at
damages accordingto invesUgatmg State Police officers.
A rare Dutch Bible. 230 years old Vander Meulen and the guest of Wayland next Monday along with
and containing more than 400 en- honor, who was presenteda gift other Jersey breedere of southALLEGAN (Special) — Sidney graved illustrations has been dis- from the group.
western Michigan. All cattle
Last Friday evening Miss Van- should he on the grounds by noon
LeRoy Cams, Allegan county resi- covered by Dr. Martin S. Soria, notdent, has been awarded a 4-H ed authority on 18th century art der Vlies was honored when Mrs and judging will start at 1 p.m.
club scholarshipto Michigan State and Michigan State College art pro- Jacob Kamphuis entertained at a
Also eligibleto exhibit at this
surprise shqwer in her home. 76 show are 4-H cliib and FFA memCollege, according to A. D. Morley, fessor.
HEATING ft AIR CONDITIONING
county agriculturalagent.
He came across the unexpected West 20th St. Co-hostess was Mrs. bers. Junior and senior champions
fhe Lennox Fumoce ComThe scholarship awarded by the find while driving with his family Peter Sikkel of St. Ixwis, Mo.
will be presented trophies by the
pany, worlds largest manuGifts were placed on the ends Wayland Chamber of Commerce.
State Board of Agriculture pays through New York state this month.
facturing engineers of worm
of water drops extendingfrom a
the student’s term fees in the
Healtjicertificates and registra"Although the book bears no
a
heating equipment
freshman year and are renewable handwrittennames, it apparently .sprinkling can. Games were played tion papers will be checked before
"Wow . But's TMlIy clttOM tkt SMt COY**"
makes a heating system to
for the sophomore, junior and sen- has been in this country since its and duplicateprizes were awarded the show. All 4-H and FFA exhifit your individual requireto Mrs. Henry Brower, Mrs. Ted
We'rt just thorough enough in our
ior years if the 4-H club member
bits must be owned by the mempublication in Old Amsterdam in
ments tcx gos, oil, v coal.
De Graaf and Mrs. Detra Visser. ber. ‘
again qualifies.
methods of service to do o GOOD
1722,"
Dr.
Soria
said.
He
discoverLennox dealers ore foctoryA two-courselunch were served
^ Son of Mr. and Mi's. James L.
job. We know HOW and we welcome
ed the rare Bible in a New York
troined heating experts.
Cams of route 5, Allegan, Sidney county settledby early Dutch im- by the hostesses.
The white rhino ranks as the
the opportunityto prove it to you
Invited guests included the Mesplans to enter Michigan State with
At four Service
world’s second largestland animal,
migrants to New Amsterdam.
anytime.
dames Charles Timmer, Detra
the fall term for training in the
Day v Night
Among the illustrationsin the Visser, Lester Timmer, Preston after the elephant.
field of agriculture.
Old Testament are floor plans for Vander 'Silk, Jay Timmer, Jacob
He has been an outstanding 4-H
B.
three floors in Noah’s Ark. a city Stoel, B. Vander Vlies, Henry
club member for eight years, holdplan of Jerusalem and a recon- Brewer, Albert Westrate, Harold
ing all of the 4-H club offices. He
HEATING IS OUR BUSINESS
struction of the Temple of Solomon.
Ramsey. Ted De Graaf, John Volhas been a club leader the past
Don Hortgerink— Harm Blok
—NOT A SIDELINE
The volume, consisting of two kers and the Misses Marilyn Timfour years, a 4-H camp councilor
125 W. 8th
Phon. 7777
parts
bound
in
one,
is
still
in
its
120 River
Ph. 4^82
mer, Betty Timmer, Sherriil Visser
for three years, participated in
S.
INC.
original brown leather binding and Barbara Kamphuis.
the county 4-H club judging prowith gold-tooledback. It measures
gram and 4-H service club pro131,* by nine fnches.
grams.
The herring, which shows no
Thot give you dependable
Information contained in t h e signs of diminishing in numbers,
In high school,Cams took part
value in unused mileog.
in the FFA programs and was Bible disclosesit was published by makes up the world’s most valua
Pieter
Mortier
and
dedicated
to
See Ui Today And
treasurer of the Junior class.
able fishery.
Antony Heinsius.
Morley said the scholarshipsare
Buy Better For Leu
"Heinsius had a most distinguishbased on experience in 4-H club
Loti of Forking Space
Good Selection — Ueed
leadership and outstanding4-H ed part in the peace of Ryswick
club work as a member as well as concludedin 1697, and he signed
All The Latest Modern Equipment
three years later, on April 1. 1700.
scholasticattainments.
S. A.
Inc.
To Give You The Best of Service On Any Make of Car!
at the Hague, an exclusive letters
«no
patent and privilege for making
PHone 6-8252 '
and selling of the Bible, for a perChicago Drive end Weverly Rd.
iod of 15 years, in favor of Pieter
Steam
Cleaning
Mortier,’’ Dr. Soria said.
Motore and Tractore
723-33 Michigan
p|,on€ 7225

Kalamazoo Club

year.

Lou

Wed

Plans

OolkiiL

dioApdal TLoi&A

MSC SMarskip

New

Has

Pastor

Varied Experience
GRAND HAVEN

- Dr.
who accepted the call extended to him by the
Spring Lake Christian Reformed
Church, as announced on Sunday,
Edwin H. Palmer,

(Special)

31,

has a varied background of service.
Bom in Quincy, Mass., Dr. Palmer was graduated in 1944 from
Harvard University. He served
three years in the Marine Corps as
a Lieutenant, spending a year in
the Pacific in the Okinawa and
view Park Amusement Center China territory.
From 1946 until 1949 he attended
also is in the offing on Saturday.
Aug. 29.
Westminster TheologicalSeminCutler will supervise the sum- ary in Philadelphia,Pa. In 1949 he
mer music program while Hills is entered the Free University of
conducting the All-State Band at Amsterdam in the Netherlands and
NationalMusic Camp, Interloch- received his Ph.D. degree. His theen, from July 26 to Aug. 9. Cutler sis was on "Scheeben’s Doctrine of
also will conduct the American Divine Adoption.’’
Dr. Palmer married Elsie Pavitt
Legion Band during that period.
In 1947. They have two children,
Timothy, two years old and Mark,
Eight from Allegan
one year old. He was formerly a
Congregationalist and joined the
County at Conference
Reformed Church while in the
ALLEGAN (Speoial)-Eight Al- Netherlands.

legan county homemakers and
Mary E. Bullis, home extension
Shifts is the name appUed to
agent, attended the 26th Homegangs of bandidta roammakers Conference at Michigan numerous
ing Eritrea.

State State College in East Lansing last week.
In the group were Mrs. Harry

Cary and Mrs. Floyd Me Kee of
Otsego area; .Mrs. George
Lampen, Mrs. James Koops. Mrs.
Ralph Haverdink and Mm. George
Rigterinkof Hamilton who attended two of the four day program; Mrs. Wynne Wilkinson, Allegan, and Mrs. Loyd Spencer
Casco, both members of the State
Home DemonstrationCouncil. The
latter two took part in the coun-

the

cil

W#

Repair

All

Kindt

Ltaky RoofftI

Off

meetings. Theme of the confer-

ence was "Better Homes for

W.'ll rtcoYsr old roofs
liki new
install n«w

—

s

Better World.”

onts

reasonably. Estimates furnished prompt-

DUTCH KRAFT

ly-

GEO.

PAIHTS
You’ll “paint

with

MOOI

prldo,”

with our all*
purposo coating!

M0FIM

ESSENBUR6
«0 Wort 8th

Si

CO.

KUttROID PRODUCTS
29 East 4Hi

HECTRIC CO.

Stmt

PHONE 3828

Phono 4811

Scrappy says:

SCRAP

—

A 2

billion industry out of

somithing that "just happens."

always buying

SCRAP

mattrials

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.
120

Sidney Caras Wins

i

Participate

Summer Music Events

In

Softball Contest

word

The De Nooyer enterprisesstarted June 1, 1926, when two mechanics named Jerry and Jake De
Nooyer went into the automobile
business by paying $2,000 for the
service department of a Battle
Creek firm. Today the ideas of the
two brothers are put into practice

JO, 19SJ

fthrev

Ava,

Holland, Midi.

1.

SINGLE SALES COST

2.

SEMI-ANNUAL PAYMENTS
SELECTED CAREFUL DRIVERS
SAVINGS SHARED MUTUALLY

3.
«.

State

'

Form Insurance Co's.
Ante

—

—

Fire
BIN VAN If Nil

1

W.

77 College Avenue

—

H.

&

Koop Heating

SUPER SERVICE

GOODS

FRESH RAKED

NEW LOCATION

St.

Ava.

W«

A. DAGEN,

Maintain

High Quality

USED CARS

Tatty Products

MOTOR TUNE-UP

BRAKE JOBS

- COMPLETE OVERHAUL

FARM TRACTORS

DAGEN,

MACHINERY

Engaged

UNITED MOTOR SALES

FAIR PRICES

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP
384

Avenue

Won Top Honors
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -

Police

Two teams from

w

nr

DIAMOND SIGNS ARE WARNING SIGNS

and Joe

Me

HElDTheirWorningf
LET

US I

c»tcK\

\

Phone 0810

TO EAT

Alevy.

AT HOME AND

PRINTING

COMPLETE SERVICE

NIVEN ot 9TH STNEET

PHONE

2384

Naan

YOUR HOSTS:
PAUL

AND iDNA VAN RAALTE

ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICI

ZEELAND
CLOSED SUNDAYS

PriaHag

Arrange that speelal bualneea appointment at The
Bier Kelder. Alr-conditloned

All Makes
The engagement of Misn Betty
Fareten to William Hamlin has
been announced by her parents,
Authorised
Chrysler-Plymouth
Dealer
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Forsten,416
West 21st St. Mr. Hamlin is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald HamMotor Salot
lin 1738 Summit, Holland. The tt-W. 8th Street Phone 7242

Printing

CoMMsreial

HUB

SERVICE

Spscial

AT

Miss Betty Font an

Rob’t De Nooyer Chevrolet, Inc.

AiRoaaesMeats

TWO GOOD PLACES

ROAD

;U“r

2677

Bong ehoete FREE with oaeh
ardor of. Woddlng Stationery.

THE

YOUR BRAKES

PHONE

WiMiig

GARAGE

won

honors at the pistol shoot in
Grand Rapids taking a first place
in the Class B division. The winning team members of Aubrey
Goldman, Howard Vander Wall,
and Richard Klempel shot a 999.
Tne »econd team members, four
Points behind with a 995, were
Delbie De Gram, Robert De Weese

AVE.

LINCOLN AVE.

the Grand Haver

police department Thursday

CENTRAL

with only nationallyadvon
tlsed beverage*. Open for
your convenleneo from noon
until midnight

WARM FRIEND
TAVENN

Uf

us do all your printing!Quality prasswork, dependable

•enricek prompt delivery . . . lotisfactioe guaranteed!

STEKETEE - VAN HUIS
COMPLETE Mil

m
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Picnics Close Sessions

Zeeland Horse

For

vW

Show Plans Move

Summer Playcenters

Holland playschools brought the Aalderink, Gloria

Into High
ZEELAND

Gear

Schurman and
Barbara Vander Werf, who had
perfect records, and also to Barbara Dyke, Lynn Scheerhom and
Linda Salisbury.
Winners in the ' Longfellow
erating since June 29.
tournamentswere, bean bag, Dave
The four weeks of summer Dykstra, 11 years and over, and
school activity for children from Jim Langdland,10 years and unthe age of three years up consist- der; horseshoe* Wave Dykstra, 11
ed of special classes in baton and over, Bob Appledom, 10 and
twirling and handicraft,and daily under, and ping-pong, Dave Van
instruction in games, skills and Tubbergan, 11 and over, and Ted
art Fridays were set aside as De Long, 10 and under.
“special days” on which the ChilSchool champions were Dave
dren participatedin such things as Dykstra, bean bag and horse shoe,
plays, dress-up, Wild West and and Dave Van Tubbergan, ping
amateur shows.
pong. Tournament participantsat
Each child brought his own the school were Dave Van Tublunch of sandwiches, cookies, soft bergan, Garth Bonzelaar. Wkyne
drinks and whatever he wished to Dirkse, Larry Dykstra, Ben Evink,
Ben Bonzelaar, Larry Kammeraad,
the picnics Friday noon.
Van Raalte boys and girls held Chet Kamphuis, Bern Wedeven,
their curing at Kollen Park and Ted De Long, Dave Dirkse, Bob
Appledom, Don Kronemeyer, Vem
played games before hinch.
Winners in the Van Raalte Wedeven Don Van Alsburg and
*
games vjere Thomas Depuydt and Paul
This year’s playcenter program
Nelva 'tripp, balloon blowing;
Marilyn Bos, Susie Riker, Carol has been "very successful”accordDepuydt Linda Bos, and Kerry ng to playground directors, and
Shaffer, shoe throwing, and Mary plans are being made to carry out
Damson, Janice Hill, Delwyn Mul- the same type of session at the
der, Carol Goodyke and Tom Van schools next summer.
Langevelde, high jump. Mary Rynbrandt and Jimmy Dykstra were
summer sessions to a close Friday
with picnics at -various parks in
the dty. Under the leadership of
dty Recreation Director,Joe Moran, the playcenters have been op-

igg

(Special)— Plan* are

iill

ml

almost complete to make the 9th
annual Zeeland Riding Qub’i
Hone Show the biggest and best

Wm

ever.

Slated for three performances
Saturday, Aug. 1 at Zeeland's Athletic Field, the

show

is expected

to draw over 2,000 spectators,ac-

A

i

cording to club officials.

Proceeds from the show, co-

m

sponsored this year by the Riding
Club and the Zeeland Lions Club,
will go to the Thomas G. Huizinga

HospitalBuilding Fund. From
previous figures,the show should
add over (1,000 to the fund.
Performancesare scheduled for
9:30 am, 1 pm, and 7:30 pm.,
with the morning show leaning toward children’sentries.Tickets
will be sold at the gate or can
be purchased from any Lions Club

member.
Ringmastersselected this week
are Charles Rozema of Zeeland
for the Western events and A. G.
Buck of Grand Rapids for the
English events. Veterinarians for
the show will be Dr. Russ Munro
and Dr. Norman Piersma.
General chairman for the show
is Willard F. De Jonge for the
second straight year. Serving as
co-chairmanis Mrs. Chris Ver-

ip

Deur.

M
Katie Kolb (left) receivee the Black Sally Memorial Challenge trophy from Barbara Tania for
the aecond coneecutive year at the Caetle Park
Junior Horae Show Saturday. Mitt Kolb now hea

two lege toward permanent poeaeesion.A person
must win the trophy for three yeere to retain the
trophy permanently.

winners in the peanut scramble.

18

Robert J. Kuiper of Virginia Park hat been growing orchids at hie
Outstandingaward winners for City
home for about two years, but this beautifulshow of 10 lavender
the four week period , at Van
blossoms on the same plant is hit' most successful result to date.
Raalte were Jody Steffens,Gerrit
This cattleya-mosslae,
or “Easter orchid,” is the most florlferous of
Steinwyk, Frank Visser, Nina Building
all orchids, Kuiper said, although It requiresmuch special care as a
Schwartz, Helen Roos, Nancy
house plant This particular one he obtained in Florida and has had „
Wheaton, Kerry Shaffer, Walter
several blossoms at once— In fact, five *t Easter time. However,
Sally
plank. Entries should be mailed to Katie
this total of 10 sets an outstanding record. Among others things,
Van Oosterhout, Nancy Ver Hulst,
Past
T. P. Whitsitt in Zeeland.
Kuiper said this orchid plant requireswatering once a week heavily,
Candy Shaffer, Nancy Rypma and
twice a week lightly, and a dose of plant food once each week.
Additional committees selected
Carol
De
Mots.
at Castle
Besides,the leaves must be carefullywashfid with mild soap and
this week are as follows: Show
Eighteenbuilding permits were
Junior Leader awards were made
water about once a week.
Recording, Mrs. W. F. De Jonge
to Nina Schwartz, Kerry Shaffer, issued during the past week, inKatie Kolb moved a step closer
and Mrs. S. Borr. Trophies and to permanent possession of the
Sally Steketee, Beverly Minnema, cluding three for the erection of
Charley A. Hardy and wf. to Barbara Steinwyk,Patty Hieftje
Ribbons—August Kasten and Nel- Black Sally Memorial Trophy at
son Van Koevering. Ribbon Girls the Castle Park Junior Horse
Donald J. Emelander and wf. Pt. Nancy Wheaton, Pauline Essen- houses and one for a dental lab—Mrs. John Van Dam Paddock- Show Saturday as she took Saint
Stt SW*4 SE>4 16-6-13 Twp. burg, Susie Riker, Danny Vander oratory, Building Inspector Joseph
Kelly South, Minard Mulder, Mel into first place in the Child’s
Vliet, and Nelva Tripp,
Shashaguay and City Clerk ClarGeorgetown.
Boonstra and Ivan Kleinjans.
and Nelva Tripp.
Hunter event.
ence Grevengoed reported.
James Schurman Jr. and wf. to
The canteen for the show will Angela Ericson on Small Coin
A peanut and candy scramble Victor Van Fleet, 660 Washington
again be operated by the Band won the Carter P. Brown ChalRobert M. Hoatlin and wf. Lot 41 for everyone present was one of
Mothers and Mothers Club of the lenge Trophy in the English Divithe highlights of the Washington Ave., erect dental laboratory,$15,Plasman's Sub. Twp. Holland.
Zeeland Christian School.
sion of the Champion Class, and
Joe Huff and wf. to Corwin John picnic at the school. Winners of 000; self, contractor.
Margie Thomasma won the ThomAlbert Scholten^ 176 East 28th
Sloothaak and wf. S‘,i NW% SE!4 games played at the picnic in the
asma Trophy, donated by her
and EH SWK SE!4 6-5-15 Twp. boys five and under, division were St., erect house and garage, $14,
father, in the Western Division.
ft
Dennis Ferris, and Larry Stuart; 000: Ray Maatman, contractor.
Holland.
The Champion class was open
Louis H. Osterhousand wf. to girls, five and under, Margo HakFive Star Lumber Co., 75 East
to winners of the second, third
D. Edward Dahls trom and wf. Pt. ken and Karen Wagner; girls, six 29th St., erect house and garage,
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Mulder and and fourteenth events. The diviand
seven,
Cherie
Oosterbaan
and
Lot 9 and 10 Blk C Duncan Park
$15,000; self, contractor.
son. Garvin, returned to their sion of the class, and the ThomasPatty Dailey.
Add. City of Grand Haven.
Gerty*Van Grondelle, 607 Michihome, Sanford Court, on Tuesday ma trophy, are new this year.
Charles Brower and Jim De gan Ave., erect house and garage,
Wilhelmina Meyer to Chester
Another innovation in this year’s
evening after visiting their daugh
Harper and wf. Pt. Lot 5 Blk A Free were winners in the boys six $7,500; Clarence Nyhof, contractor.
ter-in-law,Mrs. Richard Mulder show was the race which began
and seven events; John Owen and
City of HoUand.
George Schreur Printing Co. 177
and daughtersand also Mrs. Jo- the afternoon’s events. First
Lila Ryder to Russel W. Bosch Joe Good in the boys eight and College Ave., lower ceiling and resephine Baker in Topeka, Kan., a place and the five-dollar purse
and wf. SWK SWK and pt. SEK over; Barbara Scully and Ann move partitions.$1,000; Kortman Let’s Plant
few days. M/Sgt Richard Mulder went to Melvin Johnson on Dixie.
Seif, girls eight and over, and Bros., contractor.
SWH
4-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
is now stationed in England.
Results in order of finish:
Lester Rose and wf. to Margaret over, and Jane Van Tatenhove and
Bert Selles, 119 East 18th St.,
Leadline— Kathy De Witt,
The Rev. and Mrs. M. J. Duto
in
SchuitemanLots 83, 84 , 85 Second Stevie Goodes in the 10 and over reroof house, $227; Holland Ready
ven of Orange City, Iowa, arrived Sugar; Jack Brink, Lucky; Joanne
division.
,
Sub. Spring Lake Beach.
Roofing
Co.,
contractor.
Wednesday for a few weeks at the Holford, Entry; Nancy Smith, EnDo you have a choice shrub or
Dr. Lawrence E. Vredcvoe
Jacob Vander Wagen to Martin In the Washingtontrack and
Jack Vroski, 1 South River Ave.,
home of Mr. and Mrs. P. T. Moer- try; Bill Higgins, Entry, and David
vine
in your garden and do you
field
contests,
in
the
nine
and
unC. Anderson and wf. Lot 134 Ferry
apply asbestos siding. $620; Holdyk, East Central Ave.
Harthom,
der
age
group.
Leslie Cornelison land Ready Roofing Co., contrac- wish you had more of them? Those
Heights
Sub.
Twp.
Spring
Lake.
The following delegates have
Horsemanship (13 and under)
Cornelius Overweg and wf. to won the ball throw and the high tor.
who attended the garden workbeen selected to attend the 35th English Division — Alice Fraser,
jump, and Gary Vander Molen,
Harold
G. Kragt and wf. EH
annual Michigan Legion oonven Molly O.; Bob Erickson, Small
Roy Stokes. 248 West 18th St., shops conducted by Mr. Smallenthe broad jump. Bill Hill, Brian reroof,$227; Holland Ready Roof- burg, Holland Park superintenSEH SWH 15-5-15 Twp. Holland.
tion to be held in Detroit July 30, Coin; Max Miller, Junior; Jane Me
Dick Boter and wf. et al to John Dykstra and Ken Vander Molen ing Co., contractor.
31 and Aug. 1 and 2: Anthony Guskey, Earncraft,Betty Reydent, in Kollen Park and at the
Vander Kolk Pt. Lot 4 Village of wo nthe ball throw, broad jump
Zeider and Edwin J. Schuitema. nolds, Entry; Victoria Buchen,
R. D. Breen, 65 East 26th St., home of Mrs. Carl Cook, 597 Cresand high jump in that order in the erect rear porch, $500; Kortman cent Dr., decided that it is fun and
Cedar Swamp Twp. Holland.
Alternates will be Fred Bosnian Lady Kentree. Western Division—
Placements in the various classes
ANN ARBOR— Dr. I-awrence E. Louis H. Osterhous and wf. to 10 to 13 age group.
and Don Boes. Auxiliary members Margie 'Ihomasma,Sweet Senorita
Bros., contractor.
not too difficult to propagate
Lincoln
playcenter
held
its
picin
the Black and White Show held
John
Stap
and
wf.
Pt.
Lots
6,
7
to attend will be Mrs. Leon Faber Rosita; Larry Slager, Golden Vredevoe,director of the UniTrank Poppema. 93 West 17th shrubs and other plants for one’s
and Miss Anne Marie Marlink and Lady; Jean Pekelder, That’s Her; versity of Michigan Bureau of Blk C Duncan Park Add. City of nic in the park across from the St., apply asphaltic siding. $700; own garden.
last Monday have been announcschool. Prizes were awarded to Capitol Roof and InsulatingCo.,
Grand Haven.
Mrs. Edwin J. Schuitem* as a Roberta Ceaderlund, Entry; Jane
As summer is the time for bud- ed. The event was staged at GreenSchool Services, will leave the UniPercival J. Griswoldand wf. to Randy De Graaf, Paul Strong, contractor.
member of the department com- Hansen, Honey Girl; Judy De
grafting and for making soft wood vale Farms at Eastmanville.
versity on Sept. 1 to become a Arthur Reenders and wf. Lot 15 Nancy Kouw, Dale De Waard,
mittee. More than 25,000 are ex- Witt, Queen.
P. Taylor. 94 West 11th St., re- cuttings and layerings,Mr. SmalWinners include:Class 1, Jr. Bull
pected to attend.
Horsemanship(18 and under) professor of eduation at the Uni- Slootmaker’s Add. City of Grand Judy Rowan. Shirley Terpsema, roof, $350; George Mooi Roofing lenburg demonstratedthese techCarol Tuls, ------Norma Kouw, Bruce Co., contractor.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Yntema English Division— Angela Erick- versity of California at Los AnCalf—
Gerrit Buth, Art Lucas; class
niques. A clean sharp knife, a pot
and children, Sheryl and Rowan of son, Small Coin; Katie Kolb,
Anna Janet Eding to Bernard! Meurfr* Jinl Mocs- Bob Rowan W. A. Butler, 132 East 26th St., filled with sharp sand or propaga- 2, Sr. Bull calf — Vernon Kitchen,
geles.
Quinton, NJ„ were recent visitors Saint; Bucky Reynolds, Entry;
Kuipers and wf. Lot 87 McBride’s and Gerrit Boer.
reroof, $200; George Mooi Roof- tion mica and a shady place to Don Goldner and Gerrit Buth;
Dr. Vredevoe is a graduate of
Awards were also made in the ing Co., contractor.
at the home of their parents, Mr. Sally Moeling, Fanner’sJoy; Ann
Add. City of Holland.
keep it are the only essentialsfor
Hope College.He has a master of
class 3, Jr.. Yearling bull— Buth &
and Mrs. John Yntema. East Lin- Mustard, Anna Mehr; Robert
William M. Creason and wf. to weekly tournaments with prize*
A. Ver Plank, 294 Pine Ave., re- starting cuttings. Rooting horarts degree and doctor of philocoln St., and other relatives and Philp, Entry. Western Division
Walter
F.
Winterhalter
and
wf. going to Thelma Slenk and Joyce roof, $160; George Mooi Roofing mone may be used to hasten the Riesbig, Elmo Heft; class 4, Sr.
sophy degree from University of
Yearling Bull — Gerrit Buth and
friends in Zeeland.
—Donna Idzack, Radiant Rain; Michigan. Before joining the Bur- Lots 167, 168 East HighlandPark Peters, bean bag throwing: Joyce Co., contractor.
developmentof roots.
Grocneborgand Smutz; Class 5 —
The regular monthly baby clinic Mary Lou Van Putten, Penny;
Peters, jacks, and Judy Vander
Sub. No. 4 City of Grand Haven.
Board
of
Public
Works,
City
of
Plant
material
brought
by
all
eau of School Services in 1948, he
Jr. Champion bull. Buth antLRieswill be held at Zeeland City Hall Johnny Van Dam, Lucky Star; Jan
John Tragna and wf. to Arthur Ploeg, badminton
Holland, 19th St. Pumping Station, present was exchan^bd and gartaught in schools at Grandville
big; class 6, Grand Champion bull/*
on Wednseday, July 29, from 1:30 Thomasma, Paradise Villa Fiddle;
Baseball prizes were awarded to reroof,$150; George Mooi Roofing
deners went home with pots of
and Grand Rapids and was princi- C. Kieft and wf. Lot 22 Kooiman’s
Buth and Riesbig. /
to 4 pm Dr. A. Vande Waa will Jimmy Van Dam, Entry; RoseEdwin
Kraal,
Martin
Tompkins,
Add.
City
of
Grand
Haven.
Co.,
contractor.
choice cuttings of Chinese witchpal of Ann Arbor Junior High and
Class 7, Jr. Heifer calf — Keith
conduct the clinic.
Fritz
Kruithof,
Harold
De
Vrifes,
John F. Castle and wf. to John
marie Brink, Lucky.
Simon Disselkoen.412 West 22nd hazel, climbing hydrangea,smoke
Lakewood High School in Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Zoet, residFleming. Melvin Dyke. Mike Fish,
Baby Race — Kitty Thomasma,
He has been director of the Yonker and wf. Pt. SWH 14-8-16 Allan Wolters, Bob Dykstra, Jerry St., put shinglesover siding,$300; tree, euonymous,viburnums,yew,
ing east of Zeeland, are visiting Sweet Senorita Rosita; Mary Lou
Robert Campau, Jimmy D-y k e,
Meyer. Bruce Meurer, Harley Hill, self, contractor.
Bureau of School Services since Twp. Spring Lake.
cotoneaster, pyracantha. climbing
relativesin Lynden, Wash., for • Van Putten, Penny; Terry Brink,
James Riesbig, Martin Buth,
T. Mason Wyatt to Everett H. Carl De Jong and David Kleis.
September,1948, after serving as
Henry Bauman, 156 East 13th St., roses and holly. It will take years
few weeks.
A play, “Cinderella,’’by Salle remodel interior of house, $500; for them to develop into sizable George Buth. Billy Haight, Susan
Lighting; Rosemarie Brink, Lucky; assistantfor seven months. In ad- Collar and wf. SEH SEH 18-8-13
Final preparation are being Gordon Knoll, Lady Luck; NoWe
Campau and Wallace Van Houten;
Hildebrand and Barbara Klomp- Russell Homkes, contractor.
dition, he has been ah associate Twp. Wright.
shrubs, but an addition which is
completed for the 9th annual Lee, Dolly.
class 8. Sr. Heifer Calf — Nancy
Albert Beute and wf. to Nellie arens, was also presented during
professor of secondary education
James
Heerspink, 229 West 18th worthwhileis being made in the
Horse Show of Zeeland Riders
Riesbig, Buth and Riesbig, David
the
week.
Nancy
Nienhuis
was
Child's Hunter (Under 18)
Koopman
Pt.
NH
SEH
NWH
21in the School of Education. As diSt., remodel kitchen, $500; self, planting of beauty in the city, and
Club sponsored by the Zeeland Katie Kolb, Saint; Ann Mustard,
Kober, Larry Wittenback, Gerrit
cast in the role of Cinderella; contractor.
rector of the bureau, he has been 6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
gardeners
always
look
toward
the
Lions Chib to be held at Zeeland Anna Mehr; Bucky Reynolds,
Buth, Jon Faascn, Glen Berens and
in charge of accreditingsecondary G. John Shoemaker and wf. to Thelma Slenk. the Prince; Judy
James Miller,372 West 21st St., future.
High School Athletic field on Sat- Entry; Victoria Buchen, Lady
Ronald Holliday.
schools, testing programs in state Jacob C. Cotts and wf. Pt. EH Garlock. the King; Sharon Strong remodel kitchen, $200; John WigA
demonstration
of
air
layering
urday, Aug. L The first perform- Kentree; Patty Brown, Bewolf;
Class 9. Jr. Yearling Heifer— Art
and Judy Vander Ploeg. step- ger, contractor.
high schools and the Michigan SEH 20-5-13 Twp. Jamestown.
was made on a holly tree. The Lucas, Enders Wimbysh, Gerrit
ance at 9:30 am. is mainly a
Horsemanship,advanced divison State High School Forensic Assisters:
Shirley
Terpsma,
the
Jacob C. Cotts and wf. to G. John
advantage of this type of propachildren’s show. The afternoon Ann Erickaon, Small Coin.
Buth; class 10. Sr. Yearling Heifer
sociation.He has served as chair- Shoemaker and wf. Pt. SEH 20-5- mother: and Donna Stoner, as the
gation is that one can quickly get
show begins at 1 and the evening —Betty Reynolds; Charlotte ButThree
Found
Guilty
—Gerrit Buth. Elmo Heft, Buth
page. Others in the cast were the
man of the Mictygan State Com- 13 Twp. Jamestown. •
a larger rooted plant. About 18
show is at 7:30. The show annu- ler, Kentree; Mamie Winstrom.
and Reisbig and James Klynstra;
mittee of the North Central AsNelson De Kock and wf. to Jay godmother, Judy Wybenga; a little On Disorderly Counts
inches
from
the
tip
of
the
tree
the
ally draws about 2,000 spectators Begfainers — Jean Elliott, Alice
Jr. champion, Nancy. Riesbig.
sociation of Colleges and Second- Bouwkamp and wf. WH SEH and girl, Judy Rowan, and the reader,
\
other bark, or cambium layer, was
The following new officers of Aageion, Kit Holford, post entry,
Class 11, two year old cows —
ary Schools since 1949.
pt. SWH 23-5-13 Twp. Jamestown. Barbara Klomparens.
Three women were found guilty cut, not more than half way
Zeeland’s Rotary Club were re- Bonnie Higgins, Johnny Lemmon.
In the baton twirlingcontest at late Frjday by a Municipal Court around. A handful of damp spagh- Buth and Van Markenstein, Martin
Mrs.
Vredevoe,
the
former Loral W. Vink and wf. to Harre
cently installed: Henry Lokers,
Western Horse or Pony— Jan Verna A. Brower and a 1930 grad- & Firik Sales & Service Pt. SWH Lincoln last week, winners in the jury on separate counts of disorButh, Gerrit Buth, Jerry Avery?
num moss was bound around this Buth and Riesbig, Emil Kober, and
secretary; Harold Becksfort, trea- Thomasma, Paradise Villa Fiddle;
five year and under class were derly conduct and using profane
uate of Hope, and their children, NWH 20-8-15 Twp. Crockery.
by
wrapping
around
it
a
piece
of
surer; Ford Berghorst, sergeant- Evelyn Lee, Honey Boy; RoseArt Lucas; class 12, three year old
Donna and Larry, also will leave Edmund E. Littlefield and wf. to Barbara Horn. Barbara Nienhuis and indecent language.
hormone-treated plastic which was
at-arms. These officers, with Ma* marie Brink, Lucky; Jean PekelSept. 1 for Los Angeles. No suc- Robert Jannerethand wf. Pt. SH and Karan Holcombe. Sherill NyThe jury of four men and two sealed tight at top and bottom with cows. Francis Campau, Art Lucas
De Free, Hugh De Free and Roger der, That’s Her; Margie Thomaskamp,
Patty Tymes and Mary women deliberated20 minutes be- friction tape. Sufficientroots and Dan Goldner;class 13, four
cessor for Dr. Vredevoe has been SH NEH 25-6-14 Twp. Blendon.
Prince, are directors of the club. ma, Sweet Senorita Rosita; Donna
named by the University.
George Burgess and wf. to Henry Lou Van Voorst were winners in fore bringing in guilty as charged should develop in five or six weeks year old cows— Buth and Van MarPvt. Glenn Van Haitsma, sta- Idzack, Radiant Rain.
J.
Kammeraad and wf. Boat House the six through eight years group, verdicts against Ruth Ross, 325H to permit this to be cut from the* kenstein, Leon Avery. Elmo Heft
tioned at Fort Knox, Ky., was a
Knock Down and Out —Katie
and Emil Kober; class 14, aged
Lot
103 and pt. Lot 37 Frazier & and in the nine and over group, Columbia Ave., her daughter, tree and planted. v
recent visitor at the home of his Kolb, Saint; Nan Barrett, Miss Win Small-BoatRacing
cows
Martin Buth, Gilstead
Nancy
Nienhuis,
Thelma
Slenk
Gilleland Plat Twp. Spring Lake.
Jeanne, 18, and Marilyn Hamstra,
Mrs. Cook showed small for- Farms, Buth and Riesbig, Gerrit
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Goose Valley; Angela Erickson,
Judy Garlock were award winners. 18, of 133 Aniline Ave.
At
Macatawa
Yacht
Club
Robert
J.
Venn
and
wf.
to
RichVan Haitsma and other relatives. Small Coin; Sally Moeling, Longsythia bushes which she had proJunior leader awards at Lincoln
ard Mahoney Lot 4 River View
Ruth Ross was also found guilty cured through ground layering. A Buth, Francis Campau, Gerrit
fellow; Carl Miller, Bewolf; Ann
The Marsilje twins took the Sub. City of Grand Haven.
were given to Sharon Strong, Kar- of aiding and abettingthe two branch from the shrub is drawn Berens and Dan Goldner.
Mustard, Anna Mehr.
Class 15, Best Uddered Cow
Nipper events,Bill Johnston swept
en Nelson, Shirley De Graaf, Joyce younger defendents. A fourth pardown to the ground, its bark cut Gerrit Buth, Francis Campau, Buth
Obstacle Race — . Rosemarie Lightning honors, and Charles
Peters, Veryl Rowan, Nancy Nien- ty. Leona Picper, 21, of 115 East
Clips
on
the
under
side,
and
the
branch
Brink, Lucky; Johnny Van Dam,
and Riesbig and Buth and Van
Dalvini and Peter Sears matched Local Walther Leaguers
huis, Thelma Slenk, Sharon De 13th St., had pleaded guilty to a
covered with soil, the tip end beLucky Star; Melvin Johnson International 110 wins in weekMarkenstein;class 16, Jr. ChamVries,
Judy
Rowan,
Judy
Vander
disorderly charge early in the ing left to turn up. When the new
Attend Chicago Meeting
Dixie; Evelyn Lee, Honey Boy.
pion, Nancy Riesbig; class 17, Sr.,
end small-boat racing at the Mac
Ploeg, Axel Vanderwelt, Judy Wy,
plant Is well rooted it is cut from
Speedy Turns — Johnny Van
atawa Bay Yacht Club.
benga, Judy Garlock,Jim Moes The four were involved in a dis- the main plant and may be moved Champion-Martin Buth; class 18,
Several
Holland
persons
attendDam. Lucky Star; Ann Mustard,
Tom Marsilje brought His Nip- ed the 60th anniversary Interna- and Bruce Meurer.
turbance on East 13th St. last week. wherever one wishes to use it. This Grand Champion, female - Martin
Middleberg;Mary Lou Van PutHolland’s Flying Dutchmen lost
per in Saturday followed by Ken- tional Walther League convention
Prospect
Park
was
the
scene
of
Judge
Cornelius vander Meulen may be done with climbing roses Buth; class 19, Producerof Dam1
ten, Penny; RosemarieBrink,
—Gerrit Buth. Elmo Heft; class
an 11-10 lead in the bottom of the
ny Hamm and John Beeman. Sun- July 19-23 at Conrad HUton Hotel the Longfellowpicnic. Winners in ordered all four to return July 23 also.
Lucky.
20. Get of. Sire — Buth & Riesbig
eighth inning Saturday night as
day Ed Marsilje took ovq£, with in Chicago. More than 2,000 lea- the games played at the picnic for sentencing.
Hunter Hack — Sally Meoling;
Day lilies, hemerocalis, furnish and Gerrit Buth and Buth and Van
host WatervUet pushed across two
Beeman
moving
to
second
and
were
Carla
Paul,
Bobby
Syckler
Jury
members
were
Owilla
Armguers
from
the
United
States,
Ann Mustard, Anna Mehr; Nan
a bright spot in Mrs. Cook's shrubruns to win, 12-1L
Hamm in third.
Canada and Australia were pres- and Terry Wise in the three year bruster, Gordon Streur, Lloyd R. bery border. Lemon yellow Hyper- Markenstein;class 21, Jr. Get of
Barrett, Miss Goose Valley; Katie
Since the game was set at seven
division;Christine Van Houten, Van Liente,Wilma Beukema, Gil- ion, deep yellow Ophir, and henna Sire— Buth and Riesbig; class 22,
Kolb, Saint; Victoria Buchen, Saturday Bill Johnston’s Light- ent.
innings, the game was decided in
ning
was
followed
by
Paul
Harms,
This year’s theme, ‘Triumph in Barbara Geuder, Johnny Vrieling, bert Van Wynen and James Slager. Honey Red-head will furnish iolor best three females-Buthand RiosLady Kentree; Angela Erickson,
big and Buth and Van Markenstein.
the first extra inning. Bob Van Small Coin.
Sally Copeland, Jane Boyd, Caryl Chrisf,” was carried out during and Mary Alice Lievense in the
through the mouth. Varieties of
Dyke started for Holland, but was
Curits,
Bill
Vander
Berg
and
Buz^
four
year
group,
and
Jackie
Rltthe entire convention. New officBareback Horseman — Bobby
day lilies may now be obtained
pulled for Lou Humbert in the Becker, Entry; Johnny Van Dam, Boersma. The Lightningfinish on ers were installed in the closing sema, Mike Oonk, Billy Meyer, Minister Accepts
which will give almost continuous Report Quiet Week-End
fourth.
Lucky Star; Patty Brown, Bewolf: Sunday read Johnston, Harms, church serviceon Thursday morn- Louann Wise, Sandy Vander Wat- Call to Spring Lake
bloom from June to September,a
The Holland Coast Guard station
The Dutchmen jumped to a Rosemarie Brink, Lucky; Carl Boyd, Copeland, Boersma and ing.
er and Jean Petroelje in the five
simple way of assuring color in the reported a quiet week-end during
four-run advantage in the second Miller, Entry; Joe Me Guskey, Curtis.
GRAND HAVEN, July 27 - Dr. garden.
Local Leaguers from Zion Luth- year division.
the last two days with only one
inning, but Watervliet finally went Entry.
Saturday Dalvini’s 110 led eran Church who attended the
Other winners were Jean Ryp- Edwin H. Palmer of Grand Rapids,
call for assistancereceived. A
ahead, 8-4. Five runs put the
Sears.
Jack
van
der
Velde,
Phil
De
Equitation Jumping — Katie
event were Ruth Wendt, Barbara ma, Ruth Ann Van Dyke, and has accepted the call extended him
speedboat which broke down inDutchmen at a one-run advantage, Kolb, Saint; Ann Mustard; Anna Young, Garke Field, Jr., and Jim Strunk, Mrs. F. Hoogerhyde and Jean Hqtaling In the six year by the Spring Lake Christian Re- Troopers Transferred
side the arrowhead at the harbor
but Watervliet outscored them the Mehr; Sally Moeling, Entry; Nan Boyd. Sunday Sears moved to the Mrs. John Steinlnger.
group; Bfrb Hoeksma, Eddie Mil- formed Church, it was announced GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Two
entrance was towed in for repairs.
rest of the game, 4-2.
Barrett, Miss Goose VaUey; Vic- top spot, followed by Jesiek, De
State Police Troopersattached to One vessel, the cement boat,” J.
Plans already are underway for lard and Ruth Ann De Weerd, Sunday morning.
The church has been without a the Grand Haven Post have receiv- B. John” arrived at 1:09 p.m. Suntoria Buchen, Lady Kentry; Patty Young, Field, and Boyd.
next year’s convention in Long nine to 10; Melody Wise, Jeff HoBrown, Bewolf.
Beach. Calif., in 1954, and in New taling and Bonnie Van Dyke, sev- pastor for only two weeks. The for- ed transfers to other posts. Clyde day and .departed at 9:35 p.m, the
Declines Pme Rest Call
The sugar production of the Do- York Gty in 1955.
en to eight, and Kathy McBride, mer pastor, the Rev. Clarence De A. Marquardt, who has been at the same day.
ZEELAND (Special) _ Rev.
minican Republic in 1951 was the
Lana Tinholt and Donna Dor- Haan, left on July 12. accepting a local post for the past six years,
Investigate
Break-In
John Den Ouden of the First Regreatest on record— nearly 530,000
call to the Oak Glen Christian Re- ind who resides at Ferrysburg. has
In
a
Besaemer
converter, air gelo, 11 year group.
formed Church has declined a call
A break-in at a vacant house metric tons. All of it was sold to
Running races, hopping and lad- formed 'Church at Lansing, 111.
been transferred to Manistique.
rushes up through the molten
to be associatepastor at the Pine in the Castle Park area Saturday
Great Britain.
metal, raising its temperatureder relays, bar contests and a peaDr. Palmer studiedfor four years Benjamin Velie, attachedto the
Rest Christian Association in was being investigatedby Allegan
nut scramble were the contests in the Netherlands and this will be local post for about two years, and
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Grand Rapids. Rev. Den Ouden County Deputy Henry Bouwman. Contraryto popular belief, the rapidly and oxidizing impurities.
participated in by the Longfellow his first charge. It is expected Dr. who resides on Harbor Ave. in
Gilbert Vonde Wafer, Mgr.
received the call six weeks ago Entry was gained by smashing a
devilfish, or manta ray, is a harmCalvin Coolidge was the first children.
Palmer, his wife and two children Grand Haven, is being transferred 29 East 9th
Phone 3493
-----hi, decision to his window but nothing was believed
less creature despite its forbidding U. S. Presidentto broadcast his
Junior Leader awards were will come to Spring Lake probably to Flat Rock. The transfers are
HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN
missing, Bouwman said.
appearance.
inaugural speed) by radio.
mad* to Becky Neerken, Carol the first part of September.,
effective Aug. 10.
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Vets

Fm 4-2

Standout

Over Main Aoto

On Two

Gift

Will Play

Runs

w #

edged Main Auto 4-i and

three, but a pair of gift runs in
the sixth inning on two walks and
four errors made the difference.
The winners collected two more
tarnished runs in the second inning when the first two men singled
and scored on three errors.
v A wasted hit in the seventh
was the only other time the win*
ners touched Jas Ebels, who walked two and fanned four.
Main1 Auto collected both their
runs in the fourth inning on three
hits. A1 Kraai gave up a single
in the previous frame, and the
rest of the time was in . complete
struck out six, including the last
•three batters in the game.

their stuff

at Saugatuck Golf Course next
Monday In the fourth annual
Western Michigan PGA Pro-Am

outhit four to

control He walked three and

show

tournament.

Association.

‘

Included In the guttering field

John BarGrand Rapids who shot a
67 qualifying round Tuesday at
Tam O’Shanter;Reggie Miles of
Pfc. Donald J. Bpcong, SI, son
Lansing; Cliff Settergrin of Mukof Mr. and Mrs. Qorrlt Iprong
kegon; Jim Barfield of Grand Raof 139 East 19th It, was klllsd
pids; Ken White and Ron LaPar
In action In Korea July I. His
Morjorlt De Bres Delger
of Battle Creek; John Carsok and
wlfo, tho formor Patricia
Doherty of Holland, Is current- Bob Millar of Kalamazoo.
On Friday, Aug. 14, Mrs. Marly living with her mother In
Local entries will include John jorie Delger, the former Marjorie
Chicago. Pfc. Iprong was
Barron, John Goode, former UniDe Bree, will be graduated from
graduatedfrom Holland High
versity of Iowa standout; Bill and
the
Bronson Methodist Hospital
School in 1650 and entered the
Bob Halt, M. K. Diabrow, Lindsey
Army In July, 19S2.
Miller, Verne Hohl, Jim Scott. School of Nursing in Kalama<
Paul Jones and Bob Roger*.
too.
Play will begin between noon
Mrs. Delger is the daughter of
and 1 pm. There will be no admis- Mr. and Mrs. John De Bree of
sion charge and Saugatuck Pro 61 E. 10th St. Her husband, John
Lorin Shook urges all interested Delger, is stationed with the U. .S
The Rev. Albert Brink, educa- persons to come out and see some Army in Fairbanks, Alaska. Mrs.
top-notch goH. He emphasized Delger was graduated from Hoi
will be such pros as big

num

Jay Hoffman, A1 Ghipker,and
Don Van Duren had the winners*
hits. How Glupker, Quite Van
Langevelde, Jas Ebels and Mel
Tubergan had Main Auto's safe- tional secretary of Calvin College,

of

Zeeland

ties.

'

In the second game North Holland started with a run in the
second when , the leadoff batter
doubled and came home on a bobble. Moose took the lead with
three runs in their half of the
inning on three hits and five er-

Christian School Plans

Preliminary plans tot a Holland
Christian school rally to be held
Saturday. Aug. 29 at the Christian
Reformed conference grounds,
were revealed today by John Veltkamp, presidentof the school
board. The rally day family plcalc
affair will be jointly sponsored by
the board of trustees and the
Qiristion High School Alumni

of Western Michigan’s top profes-

night

The Vets were

Monday

sional golfers will

JO, 19JJ

Big Rally at Conference

SAUGATUCK (Special)— Seme

North Holland beat Moose 8-5 in
the City League softball twin bill
at Van Tongeren field Tuesday

THUKSDAY, JULY

Golfers Nursin9 Graduate Holland

AtSaugatuckClub

4

VFW

N!WS,

that “it’s a fine opportunity to see

Grand Rapids, was guest preacher some great golf and also a
at the Third Christian Reformed good way to pick up pointers for
Church. Next week, Aug. 2, the your own game.”
Rev. Albert Jabaay, former pastor
Play will be under the Metropoof this church, will be guest preach- litan system which means a pro
er. The pastor Dr. J. H. Bruin- with three amateurs.
ooge is enjoying his annual vacaShook added that play wlU con-

land High School In 1950. She
plans to remain on the Bronson

Dutcfacn Bumped

Grounds
By Grind

Haven

WANT-ADS
LOANS
„ Holland

Engagement Told

In

1

LOANS
BOO
Loan ________
Loan
Association

25 to

Ml FraUK, 2-1

10 West 8th Street,Holland

Adv.

Holland’s Flying Dutchmen scored on# run in th* top of th* 10th
Thursday night to break a scoreless deadlock at Grand Haven, but
the Athletics came back in the
bottom of th* inning with two of
their own and the ball game, 2-L
With two mates aboard, Athletic third baseman Meyer scored the
two runs when he slammed a low
liner Into center field that slid
past Terry Burnt in his attempt Main Auto soond sight torn In
to make a shoestring catch.
tho first Inning and coasted beBefore that, pitcher Cart Rei- hind a three hitter to blast North
mink had been almost Invindble. Holland 1M In City League eoft*
But he put himself In trouble in ball at Van Tongeren field Thure-

Man Aoto Scores

*

MUig

At an organizationmeeting Monday night in the high school, various ideas and plans were discussed. Committeesfor the event were
also appointed to report back at
another meeting to be held next

Tuesday night.
Accordingto Veltkamp, preliminary plans call for tbs rally to be
an afternoon and evening affair
with a basket ‘supper between the
afternoonand evening program.As
It appears now, the afternoon program is slated to be given over to
sports and various games for the

the 10th when he walked two day night. In the other game Barstraight batters with one out to ber Fords rolled over Bareman’s
set the stage for Meyer’s game- Service, 126.
winning blow.

youngsters.
The afternoon program will get
underway at 2 p.m., with the supMiss Almo Wedevsn
per hour for the family picnics
Mr.
and
Mra. John Wedsvsn of
followingthe afternoon games. The
evening program is scheduled to rout* 2, West Olive, announce the
get underway at 7:30 p.m. featur- engagement of their daughter,
ing an outstandinginspirationalAlma, to Rodger Van Null, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Null of
speaker yet to be announced.
256 East 15th St.
Some years ago, the local Christian school staged huge rally day
programs on the Fourth of July. In
recent years, the event had been
discontinued until the move to reMrs. Elmer Berglund and three
vive the program this year.
daughtersof Hilton, N. Y., came
More detailedannouncementson Saturday to visit three weeks

Fennville

Jas Ebels and Herb Meatman
Grand Haven's Prater was Just shared the job of handcuffing
•s good— and a little bit better. North Holland, while their teamWhile th* Athletics were collect- mates rattled 12 hits off the offer,
ing hix hits, Holland could must- ings of Glenn Ebels and Bern
er but five, and only three in the Ebela.
first nine innings.

Main-Auto moved to eight runs
Holland's run In the 10th came in the first inning on three hits,
after Ron Fortney had singled to four errors and two hit batsmen.
center and had stolen second. They collectedtwo more in th*
Burn* came through with another third on a tingle and triple, and
single to send Fortney across the broke looee for seven rum on
plate.
four hits in the next inning. Four
It marked not only the first run
walks, four wild pitches, and two
for the Dutchmen, but also the errors helped.
first time they collected more than
A double and single chased home
one hit In an inning, and the first a last run In the sixth.
time a man moved put secont , Mel Koenee ,
Glupker,
base.
Jerry Prince and Bfarv Tubergan
Dutchmen hits came in the sec- had two hits for Main Auto. Blastond, fourth and fifth stanzu, man, Ebels, Leroy Tucker and Bill
Prater’scontrol
extremely Da Boer had one each.
sharp u he gave up only three
Ebela and Maatman struck out
walks.
three and walked three.
Meanwhile,the Athletics were- Glenn and Bern Ebela for North
n't getting much more from RelHolland Issued five walks and
mlnk. He only allowed four free struck out six.
passes. In the third, when Gram
Bern Slagh with two sad Cal
Haven knocked out two straight Boaman with one used up the lot*
singles with one out, Relmink set era’ three hits.
down the next two batten on in- Baremam’ notched two rum in
field outs.
the first inning on a double and
triple. But Fords bounced back for
a two-run lead hi their half with
a single, walk, and poor fielding
that permitted four runs. They
padded ths margin in the next
frame with a single that drove a
run home. Two fourth-inningrinin
gles scored another, after Bare-

Hospital staff after graduation.
Graduationceremonies will be
held Aug. 14 at 8 pm. In First
Methodist Church of Kalamazoo.
Chaplain Malcolm B. Ballinger of
the speaker and other program with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
the University Hospital, Ann Artion.
tinue until about 7 pm.
numbers will be given at a later Floyd Arnold. They all spent Sunrors.
bor, will give the commencement
The Rev. John den Ouden, pasCaddies wiU be needed for the
date, the president said.
Two more mis cue* and a single
day at Bangor with Mra. Arnold’s
address. Miss Mary B. Anderson,
tor of the First Reformed Church, tournament and may sign up at
gave Moose another pair in the
brother-in-lawand sister, Mr. am
directorof nurses, will present the
announced Sunday that he had de- the pro shop at any time.
Mrs .Frank Seeley.
fifth, before North Holland came
school pins and Dr. W. C. Perdew,
clined the call recentlyextended, Shook also announcedthat qualfrom behind with a five-run outAt the regular morning service
him to become assistantpastor at ifying rounds for the dub cham- superintendentof the hospital,
of the MethodistChurch Sunday
burst in the sixth. They collected
will present the diplomas.
Pine Rest, Cutlerville.Rev. den pionship will be played anytime
four hits, but five Moose errors
the new electricorgan given to
Ouden and family are leaving this between July 29 and Aug. 9. The
gave away the game.
the church the week before, was
tournament
is
without
handicap
week for their cottage at Cedar
dedicated by the Rev. Garth
North Holland scored two inAs many flights of eight that
Grove, Wis., where they will spend
Smith. Charles king, a member
surance runs in the seventh when
qualify
will
be
set
up.
vacation. Next Slinday the
of the official church board, made
Moose still couldn’t find the their
Defending
champion
Bob
Holt
Defending
Champion
Holland
Rev. H. Mouw, pastor of Sixth Rehandle.
Hitch again won the Junior Am- the presentation. He announce*
formed Church, Holland, will be who played on Hope College’sgolf
Glen Ebels led the winners with
erican
League baseball title with a the gift in memory of Charles and
team
this
past
seaspn,
figures
to
guest preacher.
of
two hits. Bob Elzinga, Ed Altena,
tight 3-2 win over Morse at River- Mary Smith, life-long members of
Mr. and Mrs. William Riggs an- have some rough competition. It
'‘•fVem Hop, Vern Berkompas, Elthe Methodistchurch in Detroit,
will
include
his
brother,
BUI,
and
nounce the birth of a daughter,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Theview Park Wednesday night. and John and Hattie Crane, lifemer Veldheer and Don Berkompas
John
Goode.
Morse
finished
second,
one
game
Jennifer Ann, at the University of
office of the Ottawa County Treashad one apiece.
long members of the Fennvill*
out
Michigan Hospital at Ann Arbor on
urer is in receipt of a check for
Methodist church. They were parJas
Vries, Rich Johnson
Hitch
pitcher
Westenbroek
Wednesday,July 15. Mrs. Riggs is
9109,888.99which representsInDale Boeve, Chuck Stevens, Walt
threw a one-hitterwhile his team- ents of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Crane
the former Dorothy Hall of ZeetangiblesTax money which is beof Fennville.
Hudzik and Bob Fortney had
land, daughterof the late Edgar
ing distributedto governmental mates gathered six safeUes, insingles for Moose.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Comie
Vanden
cluding R. Van Dyke’s fifth-inning Mr. and Mrs. Charles Heavilin
Hall and Mrs. Hall who is now at
mam’ chased a run home on a
North Holland’s Berkompas the home of her daughterin Ann Bosch made a trip recently to units.
homer
that proved the winning are parents of a boy born July 22
This is for the year ending June
double and single. In th* next
at the Douglas hospital. He has
walked three and whiffed five Arbor.
Fort Sill, Okla, to visit their chilrun.
30, 1953. The money is collectedby
frame Dave Kempker hit a threeBob Fortney walked four and
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Richard DiemLoose fieldingled to Morse's been named Charles Ivan.
Paul Ter Avest formerly of Zeethe state and is distributedon the
homer and two more rum
struck out two.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Kelss and
er. The Diemera returned home
single
runs
in
the
fourth
and
fifth.
land. who recently moved with his
basis of population.It is reported
Holland’s last two entries In came in on a single and double.
daughter
have
moved
from
the
with
them
and
Mrs.
Diemer
will
Hitch notched two runs in the
family to Ripon, Calif., to accept
the populationof the state is 6,372,apartment of Mra. Grace Marfia the National Junior and Boys'
A wild pitch, pitted ban and two
remain with her parents while her
third on a triple, single, and pair
a position there, is reported to have
009 and of Ottawa County 73,751.
on East Main St. to an apartment Tennis Championshipswere ainglee gave the losers two sixth
husband
will be serving overseas.
of
walks
before
Van
Dyke’s
fourundergone an operation there and
on the farm of his parents, Mr. knocked out in the second round Inning rum, and Fords countered
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Timmer- The money distributedis based on bagger ended the scoring.
is convalescing there.
9149 per capita.
and Mrs. T. G. Kelss west of the yesterday, as Paul Dykema lost with a pair of singles good for a
man
of Bauer were recent visitors
R.
Van
Dyke’s
two
hits
led
the
Mr. and Mrs. Don Walters from
A film “Willing to Die” was
The units to benefit from this
village.
to paul Toque, Ttmpt, fu, 6-2, run.
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Henry
Redwinners, with G. Boeve, B. Van
this place and Mr. and Mrs. Neal shown at the Zeeland City Lawcheck
include
the
following,
the
Mrs.
Donald
Haggar
and
baby
6,*3'
and Jan** Tarr, Lyndon, Ky
Uw Altena and Bob Berens with
Sandy from Graafshaprecentlyre- rence Street Park on Sunday eve- der.
Dyke, L Boeve and Westenbroek
first figure representing the popudaughter, Donna Jean, bom July eliminated Les Overway 6-0, 6-L two hits and Chet Warner and Ron
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Nieboer
were
getting
singles.
Morse
pitcher
turned home from their trip
ning after the local church serviclation, and the last figure the
The state now counts only two Beklui with one formed the losers'
19 at th* Douglas hospital,have
Colorado. While there they wisited ed by GilbertVan Wynen under the dinner guests at the home of Mr.
Morse had his team’s only hit.
amount to be received:
survivors in the tourney, one in attack.
the letter’s children,Mr. and Mrs auspices of Youth for Christ A and Mrs. Ben Dirkse on US-31
In
the second game Elzlnga- returned to their home on the
Holland City - 15,858, 923,628.42;
each division.
Hutchins Lake road.
For Barbers. Kempker had three
Sunday..
. E. Sandy.
Volkers benefited from some loose
large group attended.
Zeeland
city
3,655;
95,445.95;
M/Sgt.
and
Mrs.
Paul
NewnIn the Junior Division, Bfark rats, Ken Bauman and Norm
Phyllis Schamper accompanied
V Pat Brinks took her Sunday
play
by
Frat
National
in
rolling
The Girls League for Service of
Grand Haven City— 9,536, 914,208.School pupils on an outing to Gun the First Reformed Church held the Rev. and Mrs. Chester Schamup 10 runs on six hits for a 10-4 ham and two children of Selfridge Jatfe of Bay City, BUch., carried Boeve two, and Don Piersma and
64.
Field spent the week-end with Michigan's hopes Into third round Jud Van Der Zwaag one.
per
and
children
on
a
trip
to
the
Lake last Thursday. They enjoyed their picnic at Ottawa Beach on
victory.
Coopersvillevillage— 1,371, 92,southwest, going as far as New
the afternoon swimming and a pic- Monday evening.
With never more than one hit their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rob- play with a 6-3, 6-0 second-round
042.79; Hudsonvilie-1,101, 91.640.ert Kcag, also Mr. and Mrs. Rich- victoryover John McLean, Buffalo,
Mexico.
nic supper was served. TVie mem
per inning,the winners scored five
The followingboys are represent49; Spring Lake-1,824, 92,717.76.
N.Y., on Tuesday. •
ard Newnham of Saugatuck.
hers of her class are: Rosemary ing the First Reformed Church at
Steve Zimonichof Grand Haven
times in the first inning, three in
3,990,
Mr. and Mrs. James Michen Gerald Dubie, Hamtramck,
and Bar^bara Van Dam. 'Dielma the Camp Geneva Conferencethis visitedhis son, Charlie, and fam- GeorgetownTownship
the second, two in the fourth.
Rev. Theodore Byland
De Weerd, Ruth Ann Schra, Ruth week: Thomas Wolterink, Billy ily Saturday. The former has re- 95,945.10; Holland Township—7,094, First National scored single have returned home from an ex the lone Michigan survivor in the
Ann Walters, Muriel Timmerl Hansen, Jerry Luurtsema, Merle turned from a vacationtrip to 910,570.06;Jamestown— 2,049, 93,- runs in the second, fifth, sixth tended business trip to Excelsior, Boys’ division. He advanced with preached on the followingsubjects
Mo.
a third-round6-2, 6-2 triumph over on Sunday, July 19: "Jesua Christ
Mary Ann and Rose Marie Warsen Boerman, Kourtney Nieboer, Jack Florida,accompanyinghis son and 053.01; Olive, 1,460, 92,175.40; Park and seventh innings.
-Owner and Lord" and “God’s
The Union Telephone company Jock Miller of Puerto Rico,
Judy Kenbeek, Linda Tolsma Helder, Bruce Everts and Wayne daughter-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. -3,412, 95,083.88; Port Sheldon
Boerman had three hits to lead
473, 9704.77; Robinson-1,281,
91,has extended its service to Wood
Jon Douglas, Santa Bfonica, Cal, Handiwork.'' Mi« Evelyn HuizenJudy Van Rhee, Nancy De Kleine De Vries.
Steve Zimonich of Muskegon.
the winners, with Klaver, Vanderland Shores sub-divisionon Hutch- top-seeded Junior, and Donald Dell ga furnished the specialmusic at
and Gladys Stool Mrs. Roger Roger Northuis of Holland pro- Mr. and Mr*. Manley Kuite and 908.69; Zeeland-2,194, 93,269.06.
vliet and Kaper chipping in one
ins Lake. Benefitted by the ser- Bothesda,Md., his equal in the the evening service.
Brinks also accompaniedthem.
children
spent
Monday
In Overisel
apiece.
For
First
National
Vander
vided special music at the Second
vices are the families of Mrs Boys’ Division, couted to easy The Golden Chain Union sponWednesday evening the Sunday
Sluis had two hits, and PlageReformed Church morning service. at the home of their mother, Mrs.
Mary
Anderson, Donald Djckinson, second • round victories at th* sored a hymn ling at the Zeeland
School picnic was held in the
. . .
maara, Topp and Hill one each.
He sang “The Publican,”Vande Henry Folkert
City Park on Sunday evening.
Charles Little, Louis A. Johnson expense of Michigan entries.
Drenthe grove. A ball game was
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Howard
TeuWater, and "0 Rest in the Lord”
John Lam took top honors at the
Stuart Nordyke of Grand Rapids
and
Robert
Paine.
Richard
Jona
Douglas
ousted
Melvin
Torian,
played between the boys and girls,
Mendelssohn. The Ladies Glee Club slnk and family of New Jersey are weekly Holland Archery Club shoot
Entertain Former CE.
thas In the village is also a new Kalamazoo, 64), 6-1, and Dell was song leader. The Ladies AH
>*nd games were held for the younspending part of their vacation In
of the First Reformed Church, dirWednesday with a 394.
subscriber.
erg members. A fine program was
blanked Roger Plagenhoef, Holland Church choir furnished special
Michigan and also called on local
Other scores were: Bill Brown, Associates at Party
music,
given and moving pictures were ected by Mrs. John Boeve sang friends last week. The Rev. TeuPvt. Jack Bale has arrived from Mich., 64), 64). ,
Behold
I Stand at the Door and
375;
Marve
Wabeke,
329;
Glenn
shown by Mr. Vander Broek.
to spend a 10-day furOther Michigan entries' to fall The Sunday School picnic will
The Rev. and Mrs. Charles Oklahoma
Knock,” Carrington and “Precious sink is a former pastor of the Ot- Brower, 326; Norma Naber, 295;
On Friday evening, July 31,
lough
with
his
parents,
Mr.
and
by
the wayside were John Scott be held in the Overisel Grove on
tawa Reformed Church.
Hiding Place,” Loveless.
Gene Hiddinga, 265; Paul Barkel, Dumvilleof Knoxville, Iowa, who Mrs. Ned Bale. They will accom- and James Fowler, both of Kala- July 31.
get-together picnic was held for
Mrs. Sarah Hassevoort was a 265; Webb Dalman, 249; John Mul- are spending their vacation in HolSpecial music at 'the First Re“The Rest Haven Guild” sponall those who helped make the
pany him Sunday to Willow Run mazoo, Jerry Schram of Ferndale
visitor at the home of Mrs. Peter
formed
Church
morning
service
sored an ice cream social on the
der,’ 247; Andy Naber, 231; Jerry land, entertained a group of
Fourth of July celebration a sucwhere
he
will
board
a
plane
for
and
William
Petriuk
and
James
was furnished by the Girls’ Glee Woltera In Harlem last week.
lawn of "Rest Haven Home" on
Kline, 218; Earl Welling, 207; former CE assodates at a get
cess. A ball game was played and
Mr .and Mrs. Bill Hancock of Joyce Barkel, 189; Red Hiddinga, together Wednesday evening. The Washington.From there he will Smiley, both of Detroit, in the Tuesday, July 21, from 3 to 8
Club
who
sang
"Behold
I
Stand
at
refreshment*served.
be
shipped
to
Korea.
Junior
Division
and
Raymond
Grand Haven were entertained 178; Mel Jousma, 124; Dick Tay- affair was held at the home of
Mrs. Gerrit De Kleine and Gert- the Door and Knock” Carrington.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Doom- Senkowski, Hamtramck, and Paul pm. The proceeds went toward a
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Mrs.
Dumville’s parents, Mr. and
new home for the aged.
The
Ladles
trio
composed
of
Mrs.
lor,
119;
Warren
St.
John,
106;
rude, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van
kaat and two sons of Chicago are Dykema and Lester Overway, both
Nieboer Monday evening.
Mrs. A. J. Von Ins of Orchard
The new address of Ronald
Dam and Ann and Louise, Gert Lester Schaap, Mrs. Vernon Nien- Mrs. Walter Wyrick was hostess Nick Havinga, 102.
guests this week of their cousins, of Holland, In the Boys’ Division.
Kloet la; Pvt Ronald Kloet U. S.
Admitted to Holland Hospital Hill Dr.
rude D. and James De Kleine had huis and Mrs. Earl Vander Bosch
Mr. and Mrs. James Smeed.
Lloyd Moglen, Mt, Vernon, N.Y.,
at a post-bridalshower for her
55342780-963 F. A. B.M. 48 Inf.
a picnic supper at Lamor Park of Trinity Reformed Church, Hol- daughter, Mrs. James Payne, Thursday were Patty Lou and Following a social evening reLeland Stewart and daughter, scored second-round 6-2, 6-2 victoDivision— A.P.O. ll^c/o P. M.
freshments
were
served.
Peggy Lynn Miller, 232 West 17th
in Grand Rapids Friday evening. land, sang “Seek Ye the Lord,
ries
over
Scott
while
John
BrownPatricia of Chicago joined Mrs.
evening. Guests were
New. York City, New York.
Out-of-town guests were the
St., (discharged same day); Mrs.
' Mr. and Mrs. John Myaard call Wilson, and "Jesus, My Song of Monday
Stewart and son Lee who have low, Cleveland, 0., edged Fowler,
friendsof the bride. Mr. and Mrs.
Blr. and Bln. William Van HouRev. and Mrs. Don Lam of DenPeter Slnke, 175 Highland Ave.
ed on Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brinks Songs," Whitford, at the evening
spent two weeks with her parents, 6-2, 4-6, 64, Dale Junta, San
Payne
were
married
July
18
at
the
of Zutphen Thursday, evening. service.
DischargedThursday were Mrs. ver, Colo., Miss Marian \ Vande Mr. and Mrs. Frank Keag. Accom- Leandro, Calif., ousted Schram, ten of Grand Rapids were SaturOn Wednesday, Aug. 5, the parsonageof Hope Reformed Cornelius Wydgraaf, 263 Lakewood Bunte who is teaching in an ele- panying them were Mrs. Keag*! 6-1, 8-6, Jeffery Arnold, Coral day guests at the Simon Broeraroa
Other visitors there were Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Geeriingsand Mr. churches of the Classis of Holland Church, Grand Haven, by the Rev. Blyd.; Mrs. Raymond De Boer and mentary school in Denver and the sister, Mrs. Esther Sharp and two Gables, Fla., shut out Petriuk, home.
fcnd Mrs. Harvey Geeriings. Mr. and Zeeland, expect to hold their G. Mennenga, instead of by the twins, 647 Bay Ave.; Mrs. Alvin Rev. ^id Mrs. Del Vander Haar grandchildren. They all returned 64), 64), and John Somerville, Mr. and Mra. Hemy Spaman entertainedon Friday evening honorand Mrs. Albert Biinks visited annual ColonialMission Fest at the Rev. G. Rozeboom as stated prev- Risseladaand baby, 531 Graaf- who are moving from Fulton, 111., Monday.
Hamden, Conn., defeated Smiley, ing John Spaman and daughter,
there Sunday afternoon.
Lawrence St. City park in Zeeland. iously.
schap Rd.; Mrs. Paul De Kok and to Sheldon, Iowa, where he reMra. Lottie King, Mrs. Robert 64, 6-L
Sandra of Holland on their birthThe afternoon program will begin
baby, 623 Lugers Rd.; Mrs. Sher- cently accepted a call From Hol- Keag, Mrs. Kenneth Hutchinson,
Alan Silverman, Brooklyn, N.Y.,
land were Miss Angie Lam, Ray Mrs. Garth Smith, Mrs. Clare eliminated Senkowski, 64), 6-L day. Others present were Bits.
with
children’s program in
win
Terpstra
and
baby,
route
2;
Allegan Soil Conservation
John Spaman and son of Holland,
charge of Miss Marcia De Groot
Mrs. John Bosma and baby, 338 Mod, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Grebel, Schultz and Mrs. Arthur Brink atdr. and Mrs. Hollis Spaman and
and Miss Angeline Lam at 2:30.
Scheduled for Aug. 4
West Washington, Zeeland; August the Rev. and Mrs. Ray Denekas
sons of Dimningville,Blr. and
Min GenevieveNyhof and Mrs. Pfaff, Saugatuck;Isaac C. Bazan, and Mr. and Mr*. Howard Van tended an officerstraining class ilnpker’s Homers Give
After the children’s program the
for W. S. C. S. held at Crystal
Mra. Herbert Schout and Jane
ALLEGAN (Special)— The A1 program will featurean address by Bert Kreuze of Overisel favored route 1; Joseph Klinger, Mounted Egmond.
Springs Wednesday.
Victory to Vriesland
Ellen, Frank Spaman of Vriesland.
legan Soil Conservationdistrict’s one of the missionaries.The eve- with two musical numbers at the Route, Zeeland.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Louie Kluck anThe Mission Feet will be held on
annual tour will be held Tuesday, ning meeting at 7 p.m. will begin Sunday evening service.
Births include a daughter, Rose
ZEELAND (Special)— Vriesland Wednesday, August 5, at the
nounce the engagement of their
Bill Hunt of Kalamazoo conAug. 4, starting from the Fenn- with instrumentalmusic by the
daughter, Clara, to John Kollar of took a firmer hold on the B-l lea- Zeeland City Park.
ducted a Hymn sing at the local Anne, born Wednesday to Mr. and
ville bank building at 9:30
Vanden Berg Brothers and at 7:30
Mra. John Bosma, 338 West WashAllegan. An August wedding is gue lead at Zeeland's Legion
church
last
Sunday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Nienhuia,
Varaum Dilley, district chair»
tempers, missionary
Barney Dykhouse who is serv- being planned.
i'ield Monday night by tripping Wayne, Kenneth and Barbara
On Friday evening the League ington Ave., Zeeland; a son, Thomman, said itopa would be made at n Mexico, and Dr. Elton Eenigenas K., bom Wednesday to Mr. and ing ydth the U. 3. Army was
Mrs. Paul Komlnsky, authorised West Hudionville, 4-22.
were Saturday evening guests at
the George Powers orchard where burg of Western Seminary will for Service will bold their picnic Mrs. LaVeme Johnson, 593 Bay
transferred to Alaska. Mrs. Dyk- Instructor,reports good progress
A1 Glupker clobbered two hom- the Martin P. Wyngarden home.
at Kollen’spark.
sod and mulch uses would be de- speak. Special vocal music will be
The Rev. C. Denekas will con- Avs.; a ion, bom Wednesdayflb house expects to join him In the is being made under th* Red ers, one over th* fence and one Blr. and Bln. Comeluis Katje
monstrated; the Fred Koning provided at both services. The canCross Water Safety program. inside th* park. The homers ac- and family of Martin were Sunduct
prayer meeting and have Mr. and Mrs. Simon Sybesma, 574 near future.
farm, near Douglas, where fire | een will be in charge of the Ladies
Corneal Faber • of Vrlesland There are 78 children ranging in count for three runs u one came day dinner guests at ths Henry
charge of Teacher's ’mining class Maple Dr.
'breaks, spraying and shaping will from the Hudson ville Reformed
A son, David Alan, bom Thurs- visited Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ny- ages of 8 to 16enroUed,besides 23 with a man on. Norm Bos pitched Spaman home.
Thursday evening in Overisel,due
be diseusled; the Roy Van Dragt church and the net proceedswill
day to Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bea- huis Sunday evening.
Cub Scouts. Tti# first group is good ball for the winners while
Blr. and Bln. Syren* Boas of
to the absence at their pastor.
farm, for a look at his farm pond )e for the Mission cause.
Mr. and Mrs. John Poskey visit- commuted hourly to Ely Lake by Perk Hamming hurled for the Galewood, Blr. and Bln. Henry
Laura
Van Der Poppen and gle, 240 West 13th St.; a daughter,
and irrigationsystem, and finally
Joella and Maxine Eraink recently Beth Marlene, on Thursday to Mr. ed Mr. and Mrs. Abert Aalbers a school bus driven by John Men- losers.
Boss enjoyed supper at the beach
at the Alfred Emy farm, east of
visited several day's at the home and Mrs. „ohn Brink, route 6; a Sunday evening.
nega, while the Scouts recsivs In the other 'game, Zutphen on Saturday.
Slighs
Entertain
Staff
South Haven, where considerable
Mra. Manley Stegeman end Eve- their training at Hutchins' Lain. dealt North Holland a severe blow
of The Rev. and Mrs. Mansen in daughter, Elizabeth Hope, on
Sunday guests of Mrs. K. Joussoil conservationprogress has At Annual Picnic Event
Thursday to Mr. and Mra. John lyn visited, Mra. Clarence De The course requires 16 hours in with a 9-2 victory. North Holland ma, Mr. and Bln. S. Broenma
Friesland, Wi*.
been made.
Young at Grand Rapids last week each group to bs eligiblelot a needed the game to stay in th* were Blr. and Bin. John Broenma,
The Rev. and Mrs. C. Denekas Zack, Jr., 18 East 12th St.
Members of the office staffs and and Mr. and Mrs. John Boerman
Thursday evening.
certificate.The clan** are held running for first place. LeRoy Grads and Riahard.
executives of the Charles R. Sliah motored to Kalamazoo do ThursMr. and Mrs. Alen Papp of Hol- four days a week.
Brower threw a three-hitter for
Criipheart Produce
Barbara
Bolhuis
Feted
Co., the Sligh-LowryCo., and the day to visit a patient at the State
land spent Sunday evening with
Mrs. John Heavilin and her two th# winners, all of the hit* comBeale West Hudionville
Grand Rapids Chair Co, were en- Hospital
Mr .and Mrs. Cornelius Meeuwsea grandchildren, Celeste and Pat- ing in the sixth Inning for th# two Cardinal* inenan Lead
At Pre-Nuptial Parties
tertained at the annual picnic at
Mr. and Mrs. John Bersns, Sr
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vander rid*, spent the wesk-end In Kala- runs.
With Win Over Bon Ton
ZEELAND (Special)
Crisp- th# home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles and Mr. and Mrs. John Berens. Jr.,
Miss Barbara Bolhuis, whose Wal and Carol are traveling in mazoo wit hhsr parents, Mr. and
heart Produce knocked West Hud- R. Sllgh, Jr, 1621 South Shore and Judy motored to Silver Lake marriage to Richard Raabe of
northern Michigan this week.
(SpKUl)
Th*
Bln. Gall Croti.
sonvlUe out ofthe running for the Dr. on Tuesday.
)perition Puti Eggers
last Wednesday to visit Mr. and Morend will take place Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Kunzi were
Grand Rapids Cardinals increased
Mr.
and
Bin. Dean Chappellof
B 1 league softball title Wednesday
Afternoon entertainment includ- Mra. James Slager who are vaca- afternoon at the Bolhuis home on Sunday supper guest! at the home
their lead in the Girls’ Softball
Hillsdale spent Sunday with his )n Shelf for
night on Rog Schutt’s three-hit,
I swimming, water skiing, and tioningthere for a week.
South Shore Dr., was honor guest of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Brink in brother and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Holland Flying Dutchmen Man- League Tuesday night with a
1-0 ^ victory at the Zeeland Legion boat . rir’es.An exhibition of ski
Summer Bible School tot chil at a kitchen shower given Tues- Zeeland.
Lynn Chappell
convincing, 84) victory over ZeeField.
Mg was put on for the group at dren was held at the local church day afternoon by Mrs. Henry Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Zagers of I Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Woodby ager Loran Wenzel announced to- land Bon Ton.
day that Rog Eggers, stalwart
In the second game of the eve- Lakeshoreby Mr. ,Sligh and other recently.Total enrollment was
Steffens in the Steffens cottage Fremont were week-end guest* at
Rorie Eckert starred on the
right hander, would probably be
ning,^ George De Vree tripled in members of the Macatawa Bay
305. Uncle Bob” Siegler was the on Lake Michigan. Bridge was the home of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
out for the rest of th* season. mound for the winners while
the ninth inning with Ed lOing on Water Ski Club.
leader. Those teachingfrom the played followinga dessert lunch- Brink.
il rat to give Zeeland Coliseum a
A buffet supper was served to local church were Mra. Marvin eon, with Mrs. Alvin Cook winning Mr. and Bln. Nick Vander Wal and Mrs. Charles Dumvill oMCnox- Eggers, the workhorse of the 'Bat'' Wolbers pounded out three
•quad, submitted
sub
to an appendect- hits Including a three-run homer.
1-0 win over South Blendon. Owen 75 and the rest of the evening was
Berens, Mra. John Boerman, Mrs. high score prize.
and Mr. and Mra. John Kort at- ville, la. They all attended church omy Wednesday In Holland Hospi- Cilia Yntfena took the loss.
Auketna scattered six hits to *>ent socially. /
Christian Westrate, Mrs. George
Other* present were the bride- tended the Old FashionedHome service# at the Methodistchurch. tal and will probably give up basethe other game, Drenthe'. ;
strengthen Coliseum’shold on > A special guest at the picnic was Junker, Mrs. Ed Berens, Mrs.
elect’s mother, Mrs. Gerald Bol- coming at Fremont last week SatBlr. and Mrs. Phillip Weisbich ball for this season as a result girls beat
place ip the Tri-county William Lawson at New York, as- John Yonker, Mra. Wlllfe Esslnk,
huis, Mra. Willard Wichers, Mrs. urday.
are entertaining their grandchil- His loss will be a hard blow to RapldiP
league. "Lum" Vektaan, although sistant to the president of NAM,
.
Mrs. Julius Dannenberg,Mrs Bernard Arendshorst;Mrs. Titus
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Kort
visited dren, Phllip
Phil
and Juanita Wels- the Dutchmen who are already tag
*** hits, waa the Mr. Sligh. Mr. Lawson travels Hessol lYonker alnd Mrs. John
VanHaitsma and Mrs. J, D.
Jlolps at Muskegon Sunday bach, of Beaumont, Texas, for short of pitchers, according to
with him on ail his
afternoon.
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Also arriving for a week's vaca- and Mike Prech running second Their method was unique— they
celebrated her birthday by a boat
trip in the Duchess to Saugatuck tion ate the Rev. and Mrs. H. W. and Diane Smyth and C. P. Luc- dragged a 100-foot chain between
and an outdoor barbecue at night. Kolenbrander and children erf kett third.
two rowboats—in the general area
Excelling in ping pong were
The “Duchess” has been enjoyed Firth, Neb., and Mr. and Mrs. E.
where
the motor was lost— when
Russ
Hertzel,
Mich
Prech
and
by guests for moonlightrides and G. Bowman and Mr. and Mrs. R.
•i
Dick Hohler, placing first, second they snagged what felt like the In
Dunn of Oncinnati.
sight-seeingtrips.
A skiing exhibitionby the Sligh A strenuous shuffle board con- and third, and in a large tourna- motor, they wound the chain
Lake Shore School was held for test* is coming to a climax be- ment play off, there were six win- around the object and pulled it to
KALAMAZOO (Special) - Holthe surface. They succeeded in
guests of Charles Sligh, Jr. Several tween Mr. and Mrs. W. Porter and ners— Jennie Jablonski and Marty
completing
the
operation
after land’s Rog Plagenhoef fell victim
McDermott,
first;
Diane
Smyth
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
C.
Sutton
with
hundred others also witnessed the
»
the Porters the winners— leading and John Frisbee, second, and about the third
show.
to top-seeded Donald Dell of BethMdple Shade
Charles Luckett and Russ Hertzel,
An appreciative note to local with two games.
the
The cooling shore at Maple esda, Md., Tuesday
merchants is being manifested
\
Boys’
division
of
the
National
Junaccording to the Vans, in the r Musical treats were predomin- The weatherman and a full Shade Resort at Port Sheldon is
words often expressed by guests ant at Macatawa last. week. The bright moon contributed to the proving to be a favorite spot for ior and Boys Tennis championships
such as “We sure think you have guests were delighted with the success of the moonlight cruise for relaxationfor many Chicago resid- at Kalamazoo’sStowe Stadium.
the most courteous merchants and fine, dear voice of Jeanne South- hotel guests, making it one of the ents and their friends. Fishing is
Plagenhoef was beaten, 6-0, 6-0,
clerks in Holland that we have ern, guest artist from Detroit, a lasting memories of their vacation. especially enjoyed by the men by the flashy Dell who was rated
with reports of good catches.
The MooHng
ever seen."
splendid coloratura soprano who
the divisionfavorite with no oppoThe Mooring is the scene of a
Sunny Brook
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dorng, sition. Dell recently won the Westthrilled her audience with a beauThe customary outdoor wiener tiful concert last Sunday evening. real family reunion this week. Mr. Barbara, Nancy, Gardner and ern Open tournament at Chamroast tonight at 8 will be a feature
On Tuesday evening, guests had and Mrs. John B. Hayes and Mr. Keith, and Mrs. Agnes Larsen, all paign, HI. and lost only two games
of this week’s activities at Sunny the pleasure of hearing Miss Gen- Hayes’ mother of Cleveland, Mr. of Chicago, are spending another in the finals.
Brook. Last Saturdaynight enter- evieve Aleksumas, fine concert and Mrs Bert G. Hayes and three week here, as are Mr. and Mrs.
Two other Michigan boys were
tainment was provided by Mr. and artist from Chicago who came children and S. Ryan from St. Donald Holwerda, Linda, Donnie beaten in second-roundmatches,
Mrs. Roy Strengholt who showed here for a visit, but gradously Lopis and Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Say- and Jimmy. Mr. Holwerda’s sister, but Mark Jaffe, of Bay City, topped
slide films of their honeymoon trip consented to entertain with a pro- lor and children,Jean and Pat of Miss CatherineHolwerda, will John McLean, Buffalo, N. Y., 6-3, \
taken in the Netherlands last fall. gram of Schuman, Chopin, Ravel Cincinnati all are included in the spend the remainder of the week 64), in a junior division match.
family group staying at the Moor- with them. The Osmar Spuetzer Jon Douglas, Santa Monica, Cal.,
Interesting picturesque shots of and Gershwin.
family of Springfield,Ohio, also is first-seededin the junior division,
Old Holland were highlighted.
On Friday night, Marty McDer- ing.
The following guests arrived for mott gathered talent from near
coasted to an easy victory over
Other new guests are Dr. and remainingfor another week.
Blue Birds Cook on Paraffin Stoves at Day Comp
a two weeks’ stay: Mr. and Mrs. and far and gave one of the best Mrs. Meyer Schneder and children, Newly-arrivedguests from H- Mel Torian of Kalamazoo, 6-0, 6-1.
Foster Stonebrook and daughter, shows of the season. A fine ac-’ David, Danny qnd Judy of Cincin- linois are Mr. and Mrs. Vincent In the boys division, John Scott of
they will open the Children’sThea- Marian, of New Philadelphia, companiment, always an import- nati; Mr. and Mrs. Edward Perg- Palla and daughter, Phoebe, and Kalamazoo,was beaten, 6-2, 6-2, by
ter program at the Red Barn in Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Zehnder ant asset to an amateur talent ler, Marcia and Alen of Parma Joseph McLaughlinof Chicago, Lloyd Moglen, of Mt. Vernon, N.Y,
Saugatuck.
and son, Richard, and daughter, show, was provided by one of the Heights, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. M. Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Mazera, Kar- (See early story sports page.)
Fishing continues excellentin Lynn, of Omaha, Neb., Mr. and guests, Mrs. Edna Van Sky hawk, Hibbitts, their son and daughter- en, David and Douglas of Everthe Big Bayou and Joe Sternberg Mrs. Robert Muller and son, organist of First Presbyterian in-law and a friend,Janice Mich- green Park. From Indiana are
Indecent Exposure Case
of St. Louis is still top man among Peter; Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sutton Church of South Bend.
aels, all of Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. William Branson of
Camp Fire Girls this week took ing on paraffin stoves, made from
the Inn’s anglers.He recently add- and son, Don, and daughter, Kay,
The Hotel ballroom was con- David Galinkin apd son Butch of Indianapolisand Mrs. Robert Heard in Circuit Court
over Day Camp at Kamp Kiwanis, large tin cans. TheyVe learned to
ed a 16-pound German bass to of Detroit.
verted into a night dub on Satur- Cincinnati,and Mr. and Mrs. Rob- Mogle from Terre Haute.
following three weeks of camp cook over differentkinds of camp
his collectionin the Inn’s deep Other new arrivals are Mr. and day night and guests enjoyed ert White and two sons and Mrs. Plans for a wiener roast and a GRAND HAVEN (Special)
for the younger Blue Birds. Camp fires, and also the art of aluminum
freeze.
Mrs. E. Buurma and daughter, dandng, dining and a floor show White’s mother from Connersville, trip to Deer Forest highlight Willis Melvin Slater, 23, route 2,
Fire Girls will follow a schedule foil cooking.
Ind.
Spring Lake, Tues. pleaded guilty
this week.
Under supervision and instruc- Making driftwood table decora- Mary of Cicero, Dl. ; Mr. and Mrs. in real cabaret fashion.
similar to the one enjoyed by 189
tions has become a principal hob- Fred De Jong of Sully, Iowa; Mr.
to an indecent exposure charge in
On
the
sports
scene,
shuffleMr.
and
Mrs.
George
Landman
toin
of
a
capable
staff,
the
girls
Blue Birds during the daily sesCircuit Court and was ordered to
have been making planters from by interest among guests. Mary and Mrs. R. C. Lauer and children board and ping pong tournaments and son, Bob, spending their secsions.
Louise Taylor, office manager at of Cincinnati; Mr. and Mrs. W. again were featured. Winners of ond week at th§ Mooring, have an Fire Damages House
appear on Aug. 13 fyr disposition.
Sixty or more 8 and 9 year old small flower pots, plaster and
the Inn and Chicago authority on Porter and sons, George and Tom the former were C. . P. Luckett unusual tale to relate to their
He had previouslywaived exam- f
Firemen early Wednesday night
girls have attended annual Day stones they've collected. In handCamp each day for the last three craft, they’ve made artistic shell flower decorations, is instructing my of Cincinnati; Mr. and Mrs. and son, Charles, with Chuck friendsback home in Detroit. Last answered a general alarm to 199 ination before Justice Truman A.
weeks. They assembled at the pins among other things. Red guests in the fine points of drift- W. W. Wilson and daughters, Caro- Trambauer and Diane Smyth plac- week Bob lost the outboard motor East 17th St. where a barrel of Husted on the charge early MonCamp Fire office each morning Cross instructionin swimming has wood decor. Samples of her work lyn and Jeanne, and Carolyn’s ing* second and Lolly Romani and from a rowboat. He and others rubbish next to the house had day. The alleged offense occurred
girlfriend, Nancy, from Springfield, Jean Luckett, third. Another time, spent one evening and a complete caught fire. The blaze was extin- Sunday afternoon while Slater was
and rode by bus to the camp. been given whenever water con- art on display in the lobby.
Among new guests at the Inn HI., and Mr. and Mrs. Milton J. J. Hill and daughter Pat were morning trying to retrieve the guished with only minor damage sitting in his car on Fourth St.,
They returned home by bus in the ditions permitted.
near Central Park.
the winners with Ann Trambauer sunken motor and were successful! to the siding on the house.
Each Friday night is Family are the A. E. Roysterers of Ann Hoffman erf Monroe.
early evening.
Night,
when the entire families of Arbor and the Harry Frenches of
Activitiesat the .popular Day
Camp have included flag cere- girls attending th$ camp are in- Ferndale. Mr. French is city garmonies, group singing, campcraft, vited for a picnic supper and pro- dener there and is an outstanding
man in his field. Even more than
handcraftand swimming. Each gram.
New equipment for recreation other admiring visitors, he is
day they have prepared at least
part of the noon meal over camp periods has been added this year. enthusiasticabout Holland’s lovely
fires, or by other improvised A ping pong table has been loaned parks and gardens.

Plagenhoef Beaten
Net Nationals

“snag.”

third.

Mmcatawa

in

i

189 Bluebirds Conclude
Activities at

Day Camp

-

.

urfbete 'r°

The Good Old

cooking methods. In the picture and new volley ball and badminton
above, some of the girls are cook- supplies have been purchased.

'

-r0 tot

V***6

Mrs. G. H. Jewell and Mrs.
Robert King are entertaining at

Thursday evening honoring
the Richard Munsons, who will return to Chicago next week-end after a month in Laughing Squirrel
cottage.Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Nicholson of Evansville, Ind., entertained at a party Friday night
at their cottage, East Wind. SatFrom the weather angle it’s a play in the Amphitheater. Next urday night, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
banner resort year and from the Sunday’s vespers at 8 p.m. on the Walker of Hingham, Mass., and
summer activityangle it’s a ban- Dune will feature Gene Patton as Mr. and Mrs. William Telling, enner year at Holland area resorts. soloist.
tertained 50 guests at their **cotThese beautiful summer days In the sports newt of the week, tage home off Superior Point.
have proven a boon to swimmers, Castle Park married men defeated Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Riedinger
boaters, sports activities and just the single men 14-7 in a softball of Cincinnatinow are in Parakeet
plain ole relaxin’ at the Holland game and Castle defeated Maca- Cottage.
PAINT •
tawa 8-6. The old horse shoe court
resorts.
Robinwood
Lumlnall . Enterprise.. Ford
Horse Show activitywas inau- is being improved with the addi- Robinwood cabins this week are
Low Lustre <House Paints
gurated by the youngsters at Cas- tion of a sun shelter for the spec- housing several new guests includColor
tle Park Saturday and will build tators and the purchasing of new ing Mr. and Mrs. Harry Canfield
VAN
GRONDELLE
up to the annual Castle Park Show equipment A new court also will of Batesville,Ind.; Miss Syrel
152 East 8th 8t _ Phona 7872
later this summer.
be added.
Natkin of Chicago;Mr. and Mrs.
Holland, Michigan
This Saturday the equestrians The Barnswallow is planning a G. B. Johnson of Des Moines,
will be at Zeeland for the triple- ping pong tournamentfor children Iowa; Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Valentine
A year-round fireproofhotel In
header Zeeland Horse Show.
and early teen-agers,to begin the erf Mansfield, Ohio; Dr. and Mrs.
Geerds - Veltman, Inc.
Western Michigan's VacationBut the many other vacationers latter part of the week.
W. P. Miller of Indianapolis;Mr.
700 MichiganAve.
in and around Holland are concenNew arrivals at the Castle this and Mrs. V. Helstromof Lombard, land. A Truly Modern HoteL
FRIGIDAIRE
APPLIANCES
trating these days on enjoying week are Mrs. D. Spencer and m.; Mrs. Helen Grof and Miss
170 Rooms.
their vacations to the utmost. chUdren of Evanston, IU.; Mr. and Helen Morris of Lansing; the Rev.
Frozen Food Locker*
There’s plenty to keep them occu- Mrs. Lloyd W. Hill, Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. John B. Taylor of Mt.
RELAX IN THE BIER KaDER.
PHONE 2680 and 2488
pied. too.
and Mrs. Horace Pearson and Vernon, Ohio; Attorney and Mrs. AIR CONDITIONED COMFORT
Castle Park
children, Evanston, 411.; Mr. and Harold J. Rust of Pekin, Dl., and
Activitiesat Castle Park began Mrs. Gordon Pearson and children the Misses Joyce and Joan Quick
Eat In The Dutch Grille
fills week with Children’s Vesper of Worthington, Ohio; the William of Newport, R. L
Services Sunday evening at the B. Fyfes and children of Chicago;
Lake Shore Cabins
En/oy Yourself At The
Dance Dune. Songs were sung by Mr. and Mrs. Wilson H. Moriarty,
The state of Missouri was well
the younger children of the play Cleveland; the Alfred J. Gunder- represented at “The Vans,” Lake
WARM FRIENp
Bulk or Bottled
class and Betty Reynolds read a sons. Cleveland; Mr. and Mrs. Shore Cabins, this week tfith more
NIE8 HARDWARE CO.
Bible story. Alice Aagesen, Betty Charles Finston, Evanston,Bl.r expected from that state. Reunions
Phone 8315 - 18833 - 84581
Reynolds and Lucy Costen sang a Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ryman and have been included in the various
trio, “Open Our Eyes,” and Billie two daughters,Pittsburgh, Pa.; activities staged at the Virginia
Joy Alexander played a violin solo. the C. R. Boyer family of Corao- Park resort.
Lucy Costen led responsive read- polis, Pa.; the Arthur H. Oehl
G.E. Electrical Appliances
Among the Missouriansnow at
ing and prayer was given by Car- family, Winnetka,HI.; Mr. and the cabins are Mr. and Mrs. W.
Bottled Gee Service
ter Ratcliff. Everett Carter served Mrs, Joseph Redding, Glencoe, Wright and daughter and Mr. and
Service On All Appliance*
•s accompanist.
All Types of Electric Wiring
Dl.; Mr. and Mrs. Albert E. Fish- Mrs. W. Gray of St. Louis, Mr.
Highlighting coming events this er, Detroit, and Mr. and Mrs. J. and Mrs. A. P. Jones and Mr. and
ESSENBURG ELECTRIC CO.
week is the play, “The Wild West- H. Griffin,Chicago.
Mrs. H. J. Schottmueller of Uni10 West 8th
Phone 4811
cotts,” scheduled for Friday at 9
Waukasoo
versity City and Mr. and Mrs. H.
p.m. in the Amphitheater. Appear- Department heads of file Eaton Zoeller of Northwoods.
ing in the cast will be Bill Hamil- Manufacturing Co. of Battle Creek
Spending their 14th consefcutlve
ton as John Westcott; Edith North are holding a clinic at Waukazoo summer vacation here are Mr. and
as Agatha Westcott; BUI Butler as Inn this week. This is a new ex Mrs. Edward Dorsky and daughIS OUR BUSINESS
Eddie Hudson; John Durant as perimentin management and de- ter, Betty Ann, of McKees Rock,
194
4Wer
Phone
Captain Trenchard; BUlie Joy partment head relation round Pa. Their first vacation started
Let us help you
Alexander, Geraldine; PhU Har- table discussions and may prove with one week at the local resort,
row, Anthony Westcott; Ann Blo- to become a nationally-adoptedlater two weeks and now they are Ea)oy Mery Anns at Hi* HsmmMid
McBridp • Crawford Agency
Orgea 12 t* 2 end 5‘-30 t* •
gett, Muriel Westcott; Jack Flood method for solving problems.
spending an entire month.
Open 5:30 t.m. till midnight
as Henry Hewlett; Ann WinterhalRobert Witthans, radio and TV
Others vacationing here are Mr.
}IR CONDITIONED
der, Mrs. Westcott; Johnny Hib- star from Chicago, entertained Inn and Mrs, James Hunt of Chicago
Full Lina Of
bard, Phillip Morgan, and Mary guests and their friends last Sat- who are in their sixth consecutive
Patton, Mrs. Taylor. The play is urday night with his popular dra- year and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Fishing
directed by Gene Patton.
matic program. He will return Riley of Cincinnati.The Art Jones
For 19 Yearn
. • Other events include movies again in August. '
family is here for their seventh
Wednesday night in the dining The Circus Party
dress up consecutive year.
room— "The DuPont Story” and party with a circus motif, will be
Newcomers include the N. G.
80 East 8th Street
“It’s Magic,” the Little Ravinia held Friday evening starting at Knolls of Cicero, Dl., the J. E.
BANDWICH
and
SODA
BAR
Concert on the Dance Dune Thurs- dinner time. The Parson Puppets Spunars of Detroit and the W.
Hamburgers, Bar-B-G’*
day evening; a dune supper and will entertain guests and friends Rices of Kankakee, HL
Ice Cold Drinks, Thick Melt*
iing at 6:30 Friday preceding the Saturdayevening. That afternoon, Last week Mrs. Vanderploeg
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Realtors

PRODUCE

Hornet . Farms . Lota . Retorts

REAL ESTATE

Rod’s Produce Mkt
and Pine

8th

81st and Michigan

GIFTS

>

On US

31 across from Junior High

Books

E.

8TH

ST.

PHONE

9585

We

Sell The Earth
and Insure Your Buildings
end Contents.
88 West

Jewelers

Traveler

INFORMATION
HEADQUARTERS
HOLLAND

CHAMBER

«f

COMMERCE
AT VOUR SCRVICI

Mil

Phon, 2371

21 W»«t

—

Cottage*

iver ot

8th

Propertlaa

-

City

A

Property

426 Maple Ave,

Quality — Fast Service

Phone 4462

DU SAAR

JEWELRY
Dependable Jeweler*
*v*r
for

century
W. 8th Phene 4508 Holland
quarter of

8

'

66
AIR 79

SALfS and SERVICE

®

J

RAAN MOTOR SALES
25 W. 9th

Dry Cleaning

St

Phone 7241

KAISER

-

HUDSOR

SALES and SERVICE

HERFST

Fine Selection

STUDIO and PHOTO SUPPLY
7 West 8th 8t

......

.........

of

Holland

USED CARS

Portraits and Cameras

DEVELOPING and PRINTING

UNITED

(LEANED

MOTOR SALES
72*32 Michigan Ave. Ph. 7225

THE HOUSE OF SERVICE*

'

FOR

Ph. 2465 - College at 6th

CHEVROLET

DELICIOUS

SALfS and SERVICE

Drugs

PASTRIES

24 Hour Wrecker Service
Rob't.

CAKES and

Drag* . Cosmetics

PIES

SWEET ROLLS

8L

Chevrolet, Inc.#.
2388

BEACH TOY*
FOUNTAIN

FRENCH
PASTRY SHOPPE
58 Enst 8th

De Nooyer

NINTH AT RIVER PHONE

VISIT OUR

Bunte’s Pharmacy
54 Eaet 8th

Phone 2542

8L

GENERAL TIRES

Ph. 4714

TIRES ARE

OUR BUSINESS

BIIPs Tire

DRUGS-TOILETRIES

Toys
Complete Selection of Toys

‘

In Season th* Year ’Round

Hobby Suppllta — Sptg. Qooda
Flah Tackle Baby Furnishings

Reliable

Rexall Agency
20 West 8th
Phene 8106

Drugs and CosmaUcs

READ

Modal Drug Stora

A*

We ghre SAH Stem**
Comer Sth-Rhrer Phene 4707

Holland Evening Sentinel
While on your vacation.

ORDER IT TODAY

i.

Otb

Shop
Phone 8109

Hansen's Drag Store

Cycle Shop

254 River Ave.

SO West

4 Registered Pharmacist*

PHONE 3191 FOR SPACE
IN THIS DIRECTORY

'
*

<

WILLYS

Holland

Watar Tamparatura

Phone 9121

PHOTO

and GIFT SHOP
Acroes from Warm Friend Tav.

LAKE MICHIGAN
•traur,secretaryof th* local lodge and junior
state past president; Joe DeWeerd, governor;
George Eubanks, aupreme secretary and Harold
Kretslnger,state director.

Polishing

Complete One-Stop Service
24 Hour Wrecker Service

*-«>*•

VOUR WALGREEN AGENCY

National and atata officer* of th* Loyal Order of
Mooae ware In Holland last Friday for th* formal
dedicationof th* Holland lodga'anew club room
at 106 River Ave. From left to right are: Stanley
tat* aaoratary-traasurar^ Henry W.

River

Phong 4753

Form

—

Washing

Chrysler - Plymouth

service

Farm

Photo Finishing

Deposits Insured to 810,000

•

11th and

REALTOR

KODAKS

Convenient end Friendly

Touriit

Lake

Photo Supply

glace to do your banking.

Featuring: Chicken
Hot Sandwiches . Thick
Malteds . See Foods A Frlea
Home Mad* Plea

Phona 8588

—

Atlas Tires and Batteries

Jacob Gratmeyer

Bakery

2 Blocks 8. of 32nd on U2 21

—

Home -

194

Peoples Stale Bank

DlfTCH MAID

8tb

RELIABLE
City

BRINK’S

A

STANDARD SERVICE
Greasing

DE ROD REALTY 00.

SANDWICH SHOP
EAST LIMITS HOLLAND
ALL STEAK

MEENG’S

Real Estate A Ineuranc*

a EAST 8TH STREET

HAMBURGERS

Holland's Only Shell Station

RUSSELL A KLAASEN

BOOK STORE

RUSS’

ot

Realtors

Teenvum Hardware
U

MAIN AUTO SUPPLY

—

15th

Holland Board

HOUSEWARES
HARDWARE

2747

Films

*

FIRESTONE TIRES
BATTERIES & ACC.

With Confidence and Sava Tima

INSURANCE

NAD’S

SERVICE

Phone 2384

SttV/Cf IS OUR BUSINESS

St

—

8L

BUY THRU A REALTOR

Gifts

Restaurants

Drive-Ins

29 W. 8th

SHELL
Cpr. US-31

J

Equipment

Rypma’s

ISAAC .OUW
REALTY CO, Ltd.

k

««»

00

Auto Service

Food
Fresh Daily— Two Location*

House

JS^ftuig05

1

DIRECTORY

WALLPAPER

(xlaA/n

„ *r0

V/bot

.

r

\

Holland Association
of Insurance Agents
-

Bids
You Welcome
*V,
Simon Borr, Arnold W.
•

Hertel,

Holland Insurance Agency,
Russell A. TCIdosen,

Benjamin Lemmen,*
Uevense Agency, I. H. Mdrsilje,
McBride-CrawfordAgency,
John Vinkemulder,
Visscher-BrooksIr
Wolbrink

»-

—
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i
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i

